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In this month's Windspeaker, find out why 
Business Quarterly is Not Business as Usual. 

NOTICE 
Whitefish Lake Indian Band No. 459 

NOTICE OF REFERENDUM ON EXPENDITURE FROM THE SETTLEMENT CAPITAL ACCOUNT 

TAKE NOTICE that a referendum vote will be held on: December 13" and 14 ", 2005 

To obtain agreement of 75% of the Electors of the Whitefish Lake Band of Indians to assent to and approve 

an expenditure from the Settlement Capital Account, being 25% of the Settlement Capital Account, and to 

authorize and direct the Chief and Councillors of the Band to execute all necessary instruments, directions 

and Band Council resolutions, and that 

The question to be submitted to the Electors by secret ballot is: 

1, Do you approve an expenditure of 53,250,000 from the Settlement Capital Account, being 25% of the 

Settlement Capital Account, on or before the 15" day of December, 2005, for the following purposes: 

a) Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce - Debt reduction of $2,010,000.00 

b) Economic Development 

c) Off Reserve Members Programs 

d) Elders Programs 

e) Roads Upgrades 

f) Youth and Recreation Programs 

950,000.00 
100,000.00 

90,000.00 

50,000.00 
50,000.00 

Total 53,250,000.00 

NOTE: The Settlement Agreement may be viewed or made available on request, 
from the Whitefish Lake Band Office, telephone (780) 767 -3914. 

The Electors may vote between the hours of 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon (1000) to 7:00 

o'clock in the afternoon (1900) on December 13 8 14, 2005, at the following Polling Stations 
located in the Province of Alberta: 

Northwest Inn, Slave Lake Grande Prairie Inn, Grande Prairie 
Whitefish Inn, High Prairie Travellers Motor Hotel, Peace River 
Continental Inn, Edmonton Whitefish Lake Administration Office, Atikameg 

AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that a list of Electors will be posted at each of the 
above locations and that: 

Any Electors may apply to the Electoral Officer no later than 4:30 p.m. on December 
12, 2005, to have the list revised on the grounds that: 

a) The name of an Elector has been omitted therefrom; 
b) The name of an Elector is incorrectly set out therein; or 

c) The name of a person not qualified to vote is included therein. 

Dated at Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this 17th day of November, 2005. 

Application by an Elector for revision of the list of the Electors may be made to Henry Hodgson, Electoral 

Officer at Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 630 Canada Place, 9700 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta 

T5J 402. Telephone (780) 495 -4895. 

Henry Hodgson 
Electoral Officer 

GET 
YOURS? 

SCOTIABANK'S ABORIGINAL 

HISTORY POSTER 

FREE 

IN EVERY COPY OF THE 

DECEMBER ISSUE 

OF WINDSPEAKER. 

IF YOURS IS MISSING... 

CHECK YOUR 

CO- WORKER'S DESK 

OR THAT 

SUSPICIOUS NEIGHBOUR 

... OR MAYBE JUST ORDER 

ANOTHER COPY OR TWO. 

(order form on page 14) 

In Canada, every day at least one child is born with FASD, and 50.75% of pregnancies are unplanned. 
How can you give children in your community The Beet Sine In life? Learn how. Order your copy of "The Best Start in Life: What Youth 

Need to Know About Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder' Facilitator's Toolkit with video for $25. Contact us to schedule youth training and 

community sessions in your BC community. 

2,J BChil eSociety Tel. 604 -913 -9128 www,accs- society.bc.ca 

Awwou.wcí,wg a NatíovtaL aowferewce for 
ABORIGINAL MANAGERS, FINANCIAL OFFICERS AND ELECTED LEADERS 

Aboriginal Management 
Competent I Versatile I Effective 

Building Capacity for Future Generations 

February 21 -23, 2006 - Wí wv ípeg, Manitoba 
Effective management is key to the social and economic prosperity of our 
communities, organizations and people. Come join your colleagues at 

Canada's only nation -wide conference on developments in Aboriginal 
finance and management. 

View the program and register on line at 
www.afoa.ca/conference/2006 or call toll free 866.775.1817 

Ilk ,p :.. AFOA 
<,a, a,,,* ,,,, 

Invited keynote speakers include: 
National Chief Phil Fontaine, Honourable Andy Scott, Honourable Reg Alcock, 
Her Excellency Michaëlle Jean, Sheila Fraser, Gerry Barrett "The Big Bear" 

Workshops include: *Success Stories Series - Communities with a success story 
that resulted in improved management, performance and governance - Shoal Lake First 
Nation - Siksika First Nation - Pictou landing First Nation *Financial Management 
Series - Making the audit work for you - Managing your cash foss -Successful manage- 
ment under a RMP - Income and Commodity Tax Update - Developing trusts and settle- 
ment structures - First Nations and Inuit transfer payment *He W rkplace Series - 
Managing stress - Ethics and values - Conflict management *Sector Series - 
Management in an educational, health, environment, and housing context 'Aboriginal 
Management Series - Comprehensive community planning - Long term strategic plan- 
ning - Risk management - Developing business plans and funding proposals - Managing 
and training staff - Building successful Council /community relations - Effective gover- 
nance *Beginners Series - Managing fundingng agreements - Project management - 
Financial statements - Software and technology challenges - Payroll AND MORE... 

save $$$ - Register by December 31, 2005 
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Canada" 

Features 
Aboriginal Spiritual Journey 8 and 9 

Honoring Aboriginal veterans and calling home the 
fallen soldiers, these were the goals of a trip 
organized by Veterans Affairs that saw a contingent 
of veterans, youth, media and government officials 
flown to France and Belgium in November. 
Windspeaker's Paul Barnsley was there. 

UN impatient with Canada 10 

The United Nations is getting cross with Canada for 
failing to act on concerns raised 15 years ago. The 
language dealing with the Lubicon Cree situation 
was may seem subtle to the uninitiated, but when 
Article 1 is thrown about, the UN means business. 

Human rights protection called for 11 

Canada's Human Rights chief commissioner called 
for the repeal of Section 67 of the Canadian Human 
Rights Act which prevent people living under the 
Indian Act from filing human rights complaints 
against chief and council. 

Mixed reaction to compensation plan 12 

Does the new compensation plan for residential 
school survivors provide the closure the former 
students need, or is it an insult to think that an 
average pay out of $24,000 is enough to put behind 
the legacy of physical, sexual, and psychological 
abuse suffered in the church -run institutions. 
Windspeaker's sources weigh in. 

See Windspeaker's new 
business magazine inside this 
issue. Also find our annual 
Aboriginal history calendar. 

Departments 
[ rants and raves ] 5 

[ what's happening ] 7 

[ radio's most active ] 13 

[ strictly speaking ] 14 

[ canadian classroom] 16 

Water, water everywhere ... and it's the 
responsibility of Aboriginal people to provide 
stewardship. Also, Native Elder talks about water as 
medicine and the traditions surrounding women's 
role in preserving the resource. 

[ footprints ] 23 

Vine Victor Deloria Jr. was an inspiration to many of 
today's leaders both in the United States and hem 
in Canada. The scholar shared his opinions on 
Indigenous rights freely, and wasn't afraid to stand 
up for the values he believed in. Deloria passed 
away in November, and we honor him in our pages. 

Windspeaker is published by the Aboriginal Multi -Media Society (AMMSA) 
Canada's largest publisher of Aboriginal news and information. 
AMMSA's other publications include: 

Alberta Sweetgross - The Aboriginal Newspaper of Alberta 

Saskatchewan Sage - The Aboriginal Newspaper of Saskatchewan 

BC Raven's Eye - The Aboriginal Newspaper of B.C. and Yukon 

Ontario Birchbark - The Aboriginal Newspaper of Ontario 

Windspeaker Business Quarterly - Canada's Aboriginal Business Magazine 
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A 100% First Ballow -owned Brokerage in Operation since 1987 

Proudly celebrating 18 highly successful years in business 

OpawikosuYan Reserve a2O1 

PO Box 2377 

2304' Avenue west 
Prince Athen, 5k 562 621 

EMail: 

fistmatons fosasagau.net 
osa us en the hterel ah 

MANfi Matnsins aum 

Contact 
Helen Burgess 
General Manager or 
Stuart McLellan 
Pension Administrator 

FIRST NATIONS 
INSURANCE SERVICES LTD. 

Group Life & Health Benefits 
Group Pensions 
Employee & Family Assistance Program 

Individual Life, Health and Financial 

Services 

"Providing Superior Financial Service to 

First Nations and Their Employees" 

1- 800 -667 -4712 

Phone: 306-763-4712 Fax: 306-763-3255 

1, 

r1.- 11 
ti,,.rkirg9 

OTTAWA 

DOWNTOWN 

Travelodge 
Doral Inn 

"Ottawa's Friendly Little Hotel" 

800.263.6725 , 

Located across the street from ovtao9* 

the NEW A.F.N. Headquarters! ori 
Walk to Parliament and 5lness 
Popular Attractions! $u 

FREE 15 item 
Continental Breakfast, 
High Speed Internet, 

Parking, 
40 Guestrooms & Suites, 
Iravelodeedoral inn corn 

from 
$95 per 
night 

486 ALBERT STREET OTTAWA 

www.nait.ca 

Successful Careers 
Start in Your Community 

Did you know that NAIT has successfully 
delivered programs to Aboriginal communities 
in Saskatchewan, Northwest Territories, Nunavut 
and all parts of Alberta? 

Programs currently being offered in Aboriginal 
communities include: 

Introduction to Trades 

Apprenticeship programs 

Nursing Attendant 

Wildfire Training Type II 

Pre -Technology /Upgrading 

Project Mangement 

Business /Accounting 

And more 

If you would like NAIT programs delivered in 

your community, please call 

Stephen Crocker, Manager 

Aboriginal Training Programs 

Phone: 780.471.8984 

Fax: 780.491.1305 

Email: scrocker @nah.ca G 
THE Non,NENN ALBANIA 

SANTA APPROVED! 
$500* Xmas Cash is yours! 

C ([1púnaE 
G O U 
ABORIGINAL AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE 

OVER 800 VEHICLES 
NO PAYMENTS until 2006 * 

Payments Starting 

at $26 per Week* 

*All specials require approved credit conditions. 

1- 888 -398 -6789 

Cars, trucks, vans, suv's, economy or luxury vehicles. 

Apply on the internet at : 

www.autoacceptancegroup.com 

FAXABLE CREDIT APPLICATION 1 204 222-1354 
tYPE OF VEHICLE REQUIRED: car truck Dvan sUV Do you presently own on auto? D 
Nome: 
I(first) 

social Insurance No: 
Status 
No: 

(middle) (last) 

Address: 

IPhones - Home: 

Cellular: - Employer: 

IAddress: 

IWages:$ Have you had previous credit? Yes - No 

and,. otAorltee 
he undersign. warran1 the 

as 
,eroeeN,w>a.daw "am., ; ,em. ° 

Yo Wf-e,n O 
SAGE 

Birth Date: 

Work: 
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Kashechewan 
was not news 

You will notice that the frenzy that was on display in 
the national mainstream media in late October and early 
November is not echoed in the pages of this publication. 

Day after day, front -page stories in large circulation 
dailies were followed by "in depth reports" on the 
national television news packages: There's a problem 
with the drinking water on a remote Indian reserve in 
northern Ontario and the government isn't doing 
anything about it, we were breathlessly told over and 
over again. Gee, really? 

That might have been news to the residents of the 
big southern Canadian cities, but believe us, it was not 
news to any Aboriginal person, especially those who 
have read Windspenkerover the last dozen or more years. 

It was not news to Canada's own commissioner of 
the environment and sustainable development, Johanne 
Gélinas, who pointed out on Nov. 17 that Indian Affairs' 
own research revealed years ago that three- quarters of 
Indian reserves have concerns about water quality. 

And no, this is not an "I told you so" message. What 
we're saying is simply that the mainstream media -not 
just the government -needs to do a much better job 
on Aboriginal issues. 

The Kashechewan coverage underlines that point 
dramatically. That situation at Kash, as it has become 
affectionately known, was allowed to fester for years. 
Those who had observed the persistent misery on the 
reserve had stopped believing that any Canadian 
government would take action to deal with the Third 
World -like situation to bring it to a resolution. But once 
the media grabbed onto the story, things happened, and 
fast. It was a stirring reminder of the power of the press. 

But when you have the power to do good deeds and 
you use that power selectively, what does that say about 
you? There's two ways of looking at this. Maybe the 
news organizations with the big budgets and the 
resources required to cover the stories in the remote 
communities of this vast land only occasionally stumble 
over something that our readership sees as obvious. If 
that's not true, then these news organizations have 
known all along what's there but only occasionally decide 
to do anything about it. The Canadian media look bad 

either way. Either they're hopelessly out of touch with 
the reality of day to day living for more than one million 
Canadians or they don't particularly care about those 
one million Canadians. Take your pick. 

Dear news directors and executive editors: Don't you 
see that you are part of the problem? If you don't dig 
into the workings of the Department of Indian and 
Northern Affairs and other departments that playa role 
on reserves, the officials will continue to do the 
bureaucratic equivalent of sitting on the couch eating 
bonbons while people get sick and die. 

As long as the mainstream press fiddles with other 
comparatively inconsequential matters, our taxpayer - 
fed bureaucrats will never have to take the career risk 
that comes with telling someone higher up the food 
chain that they need to spend money to address the 
fallout of generations of neglect on reserve. 

If you snooze, Indians lose, media folks. 
Take it from us, there are enough compelling stories 

to be told on the Indian Affairs brat to keep an entire 
news organization going full time. 

Here's what we usually see in city after city as we travel 
the country. The local paper or electronic media outlet 
is represented by a junior reporter who is eager to pay 
his or her dues covering Indian Affairs and then graduate 
to a more prestigious (and easier) beat as quickly as 

possible. When that happens, the next new grad starts 
from scratch all over again. That, as much as anything, 
is what allows the government to get away with 
Kashechewan -type abuses for years and years and years. 

It wouldn't take much to drastically improve the 
quality of coverage of Aboriginal issues in the 
mainstream media. Just a little more of what Justice 
Minister Irwin Coder calls the seven "Rs." 

Coder said the under -representation of Indigenous 
people as lawyers or judges in the justice system and 
the over -representation of Indigenous people as 
defendants and convicts can be corrected through 
recognition, respect, redress, representation, 
responsiveness, reconciliation and relationships. 

If government and media actually embraced that 
strategy, things would get better in a hurry. - Windspeaker 

Canada' s help is 
needed on reserve 
Dear Editor: 

I am the Chief of a remote First Nation community 
in Northern Ontario who has witnessed the 
indignant outrage by non -First Nations when the 
plight of a community was so severe that one 
wondered why Canadian aid was going elsewhere 
around the world. What you read in the papers today 
about the plight of First Nations and their drinking 
water issue, it is not something new. Across Canada 
hundreds of First Nation communities suffer the 
same fate, and it is not just water. Every aspect of 
our lives as Indian people is subject to the tyrannical 
rule of the federal government. Even the provincial 
government negotiated a 'Who'll pay' deal before 
evacuating seriously ill Kashechewan First Nation 
members. 

The fact that most sewer treatment plants are above 
the water intake lines in First Nation communities 
may seem odd, but to us it is a fact of life. The fact 
that we are subjected to the political whims of a 
federal government, who sees no voter value in us, is 

our reality. 
The fact that most Canadians don't care until the 

headlines unfold is a testament to the level of caring 
that really exists. 

The fact that the federal government will stand 
tall and say this is how many billions of dollars we 
gave to the Indians is untrue. You ask the auditor 
general how much of those billions really get to the 
First Nations. 

The fact that they raise the management bar so 
high that even municipalities would have a hard time 
complying and meeting the federal demands is OK. 
After all, it's us, not you. 

Research the United Nations standards and that 
of the Kyoto Accord and ask the world for a 
definition of a Third World country, then compare 
that to an Indian reserve and you'll find the 
similarities eerily striking. 

What makes it so easy for the Ontario government 
to announce a $15 million Far North Bedrock 
Mapping Initiative when its second class citizens 
(First Nation people) are living in poverty? 

To add insult to injury, the Ontario government 
also decided by legislation to take a 20 per cent 
"Wind fall Tax" on the Casino Rama revenues 
designated and legislated to benefit Ontario First 
Nations who can't access normal channels of 
financing for economic development. 

I don't have all of the answers, but when I see my 
community members boiling water, paying between 
80 cents and $1 per kilowatt hour for electricity, 
electricity that you pay five cents for, and when I see 

them paying more than $10.95 fora bag of milk, I 

have to know that the federal way is not working. 
If you, the citizens of Canada, want to help, then 

support us in calling for a complete honest and open 
review and revamping of the current system. Stop 
this government and all others to come from equating 
our welfare to a dollar figure. It's time for change, 
and Canada we need all of you to help. 

Chief Charlie O'Keese 

Eabametoong First Nations 
And a proud Canadian 

Talk it up 
Call us at 

1- 800 -661 -5469 ext. 401 
and leave a message outlining 
your concerns on whatever 

topic you'd like. 

Or e -mail us at 
edwind @ammsa.com or write 
to the editor at 13245 -146 St. 

Edmonton, AB T5L 4S8 

[ rants and raves ] 

Participate or perish 
Dear Editor: 

First Nations, the early French and English settlers 
are what John Ralston Saul calls in his book Reflections 
of a Siamese Twin the three pillars on which Canada 
was founded. Should any of these three pillars fall, 
Canada is history. These pillars -to use a bad 
metaphorical mix -must stand alone to remain strong; 
each must be able to carry its share of the weight for 
Canada to survive. 

The weakest of these three pillars at this point in our 
history, in my opinion, is the First Nations. Next, is 

the English pillar, with the strongest being the French- 
Canadian or, more accurately, the Quebec pillar. It is 

my belief that the Quebec pillar will be the last one 
left standing. Why? Because they have a complete 
political and bureaucratic structure that is dedicated 
to making and keeping Quebec united and strong. 

First Nations have no large, efficient bureaucratic 
structure dedicated to First Nations' interest and, more 
importantly, have no political structure that is 
committed to promoting Native interest where it 
counts, and that is in the Canadian Parliament. The 
department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 
which is supposed to look after First Nations interest, 
reports to Parliament and is responsible to Parliament, 
but in Parliament, First Nations have little or no 
representation. 

Instead of a Parliamentary presence, First Nations 
rely on various Native organizations, including the all 
embracing Assembly of First Nations (AFN), to make 
their voices heard and safeguard their interests. All these 
organizations never stray too far from the official 
government position -their. funding, their very 
existence is dependent on this same government they 
are trying to influence. 

On May 31, 2005, with great fanfare, Prime Minister 
Paul Martin announced that leaders of five National 
Aboriginal Organizations had met for a policy retreat 
and that the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), the Inuit 
Tapiriit Kanatami, the Meths National Council, the 
Congress of Aboriginal Peoples and the Native Women's 
Association of Canada had all signed joint accords with 
the government of Canada that will ensure their direct 
involvement in Aboriginal policy development. 

The very next week the Prime Minister announced 
the same type of role granted First Nations in policy 
development for municipalities. For large cities, this 
may actually translate into real influence. For example; 
Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver are more than 
adequately represented in Parliament and can ensure 
that policies hatched behind closed doors and in 
committees of Parliament actually see the light of day. 
First Nations may get a say in policy making, but they 
will continue to have to depend on the charitable work 
of others in Parliament and in Parliamentary 
committees for its implementation. And even then, any 
Parliament can undo the work of the previous. They 
may find in the future that it would have been better if 
they didn't have to depend on others to make sure that 
their interest are protected but had been in Parliament 
to defend them themselves. 

While I am of the opinion that Canada needs the 
First Nations just as much as they need Canada, I don't 
believe that this is an opinion that is widely shared. 
Those who don't share my opinion will have to be 
convinced and there is no better place to start the 
convincing then in Parliament. 

If First Nations don't insist on Parliamentary 
representation based on their numbers they will remain 
invisible to the ethnic and religious strategic and tactical 
alliances that will increasingly dominate the work of 
the Canadian Parliament. Also, Parliament is where 
that sense of shared history" -which is so important 
to the survival of a nation -is created. 

First Nations would be well advised to follow the 
lead of newcomers to Canada. To protect and promote 
your interest in a democracy you must participate. 

When the United States wanted to bolster black 
representation from the southern states in congress, it 
created federal electoral districts that contained a 

majority of black voters and expected them to vote their 
race. 

Canada could, for instance, create new constituencies 
grouping Aboriginal communities by First Nations 
(bands), by tribal councils or any other arrangements 
that would be acceptable to Canadians, and that 
includes First Nations. 

Bernard Payeur 
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Many Nations Financial Services Ltd. 
subsidiary of Many Nations Benefit Co- operative Ltd. 

Employee Pension Plans 

Employee Benefit Plans 

Individual Life and Disability Insurance 
Investment Services and Products 

{ Critical Illness - Individual /Group 
®`L Coverage for Chief and Council 

Regular On-Site Service from Regional 
Representatives 

Phone: 1 -800- 667 -7830 or (306) 956 -4669 
www.manynations.com 

The strength of Many Nations protecting our future" 

i(40 
1-877-468-8626 
www tembo.ca 

Phone 
Disconnected? 

FREE, FREE, FREE Voicemait! 

Fast Phone Reconnection 

No Credit Checks or Deposit Required 

Long Distance Starts at 4 cents /minute 

Let's Reconnect! 

l'lZLTlk1'L=L LLl 
introduces the NEW 

PREPAYEDGETMPrepaid MasterCard -)Card 

PREPAYEOfi E' 

52 $ ,,. n:40000 40000 
c> u? K ter 

M WEISZ 

YOU LOAD IT. YOU SPEND IT. 

NOW your PREPAY EDGE' card gives you and your loved ones 
safe, efficient and convenient payment anywhere worldwide where 
MasterCard °is accepted. 

IDEAL for secure internet shopping, travelling, school spending, family 
spending and gift- giving. Your prepaid card is fully reuseable 
and easily reloaded. 

NO Credit Checks, NO Bank Account Required, and NO Employment Verification 

TO ORDER your own PREPAY MasterCard card please 
visit our website at www.prepayedge.ca 

or callus toll free at 1- 866 -581 -8892 

s.:., 
National Automotive Credit Services 

%fy/ We aim to make your buying experience the easiest car y 

- . purchase you have ever had. Give us the chance to show you I n e how easy buying a car can be. 11 

"IF IT CAN BE ACHIEVED, WE WILL ACHIEVE IT" 

BAD CREDIT? NO CREDIT? NEED CREDIT? 
Vehicle wanted (circle interest) CAR TRUCK VAN SUV 

payments preferred: $ 
Apply for credit on -line 24/7: http://www.nacscanada.com 

(t After Bankruptcy? 
After Divorce? 

Trade In Vehicle: Year Make 

Model Kms 

Trade in value expected: $ 

Cash Down: $ 

Collections Collections after you? 
High Debt Ratio? Q, 

Slow on Payments? $ 
- 

Car Repossessed? 
First Time Buyer? Cars, Trucks, Vans, SUV, 

Consumer Proposals Luxury or Economy... 
We have the one you want! 

The Autos You Want! The Financing You Need! 
Guaranteed Top Quality Vehicles. 

Guaranteed Lowest rates and prices with O.A.C. 
All vehicles safety inspected for all provinces. 

Warranty included with every purchase. 

Middle 

Last 

Social Ins # 

Dale of Birth: M D Y 

Marital Status 
Name of Band/ReservelMees Settlement 

Treaty # 

Current Address 
City Province 
Postal Code How Long? (years) 
Rent (monthly)$ Mortgages 
Home Phone: ( ) 

Work Phone: ( ) 

Cell Phone: ( ) 

Employer: 

Length of Employment (years) 
Weekly Income $ Monthly$ 
Other sources of income$ (weekly) 
Previous Credit thisapplication rcleone) YES NO 
noticeinwsdaRtlinnd e Wemthe best of my/our knowledge 

or transferees 
swept as 

use, 
to,Angof, vecpnsharbthe Dealer, the l oron with 

others, se, give b, obtain, verity, share area exchange cmtlltantl other'mformalion with others, 
d ° °'ngeaitb=rea"n. are °IWSarem,myamp "verantldharpe onaorsompa "ea 

wen Morn may haveo an"altleallny n.flv,rmn penal as my m perms] 
or require tl by law.l also authorize any person contacted in this regard such 
".mason. 

SIGNED 

Serving you Canada wide, Please call our toll free number at 
1.877.GO4 -NACS (877.464.6227) 

Fax applications to: 1.204.783.0548 DATE: 
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December 2005 [ what's happening 

November 27 

WORLD 
INDIGENOUS 

PEOPLES SPORT 
AND PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION 
CONFERENCE 

Noe 28. 2005 
Edmonton,, nni. 
(/801378-9609 

28 

CHIEF &COUNCIL( 
BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS- 
BASICS OF GOOD 

GOVERNANCE 
WORKSHOP 

Nov 28-20, axes 

nt (7801483 -1385 

29 

INDIGENOUS 
KNOWLEDGE 

SCIENCE 
INTEGRATION 
WORKSHOP 

Nov 30. 2005 
55.6.55, 955 8 

(30619665556 

30 

BC ABORIGINAL 
CONSULTATION 
FOR INDUSTRY 

De1.1-2. 2005 
vawuoW, aC. 
1-877927.7936 

December 1 

- 

2 

ANNUAL 
GANONDAGAN 

WINTER 
FESTIVAL AND 
ART MARKET 

York VMor, New Yo 
15851742 -1690 

3 
WINDSPEAKER 

HAS MORE 
EVENTS 
ONLINE: 

www arum., corn 

4 

CHIEF B 

COUNCIL/BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS- 

BASICS OF GOOD 
GOVERNANCE 

WORKSHOP 

.neouver, EC. 
(6041885.9866 

5 6 

STRATEGIC 
ORCAlIIATO&BL 
OR COMMUNITY 

PLANNING 
WORKSHOP 

- 
B.C. 

(868.688 

7 

ABORIGINAL 
BUSINESS 
SERVICE 

NETWORK: 
NETWORKING 

SESSION 
ec.8.2005 

LAC La Riche, ANA 
/800-27296 

8 9 10 

11 

HEALING 
THROUGH OUR 
OWN PEOPLE 

WORKSHOP 
Dec. 12 -15, 2005 

Range., Ana. 

435-6022 

12 

- 

13 14 

ALBERTA 
CENTENNIAL 
WORLD CUP 

CROSS 
COUNTRY 

2005 
www 
(x031242 815 

15 

THIRD ANNUAL 
FIRST NATIONS 

CUP 
05..15 -182005 

Y (8671 n92o- 2832 

16 

DREANSPEAKERS 
FESTIVAL 

SOCIETY AGM 
Dec 17, 2005 

® d a Modrearra.akeawg 

17 

18 19 

f . 
d 

1. 

/ ¡ 

I ` 
3 

22 23 24 

25 

MUSKEG LAKE 
OPEN CURLING 

FUNSPIEL 

Maine, 
e 7-a 

Sask. 

5 (306)4664959 

26y 29 30 

NEW YEAR'S 
EVE 

TRADITIONAL 
POWWOW 

Vancouver. SL 
4844 (604)25301 

E. 

31 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

WANISKAK KANAWAPATALIONK AMMONS EDMONTON ART GALLERY 
1Ue a Edmonton, nag rymm 

THE COOK SHOW 
ON na, Sank. 1306) 527.6390 

05 S44katoon. Sank (306) 651.0000 
Nov 30, 2005, Edmonton. na. (7601481-5420 

2005, Cagan. Ake. (403) 207.2500 
m 2. 2005. Lethbridge, Al. (4001380.0210 

COMMUNITY ACTION AGAINST CRYSTAL MET. CONFERENCE 
Nov 28- .2005. Saslialcion. Sask. ßa) 663.0663 

NATIVE EARTH PERFORMING ARTS: "DREARY 8 
0020-0.15, Toronto, OnL (416) 531 -1402 

INDIGENOUS SCIENCE (025RAn -. WORKSHOP 
. ee0 Nov Saskatoon, Sank (306) 966-5556 

WORLD INDIGENOUS PEOPLES CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION 
Nov 27-Sec 1, 2005 Hamilton. New Zealand www wirrce201. norn 

ABORIGINAL AI AWARENESS DAY 

- 
A 1, Dec 

STRATEGIC ORGANIZATIONS OR COMMUNITY PLANNING WORKSHOP 
c.1- 2, 2005, Edmonton. A. .60) 463.1300 

B.C. ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION OF INDUSTRY 
-2.2005, Vancouver, B.C. 1- 377.927 -7936 

ALL NATIONS HOPE AIDS NETWORK LUNCHEON 
ec. 1, 2005, Regina, Salt 1- 877- 2107822 

ANNUAL GANONDAGAN WINTER FESTIVAL a ARTS MARKET 
Pea 200 , Brighton. NY(585)742 -1690 

HIGH PRAIRIE.ATIVE FRIENDSHIP CENTRE ELDERS BANG.. 
Dam 2005, High Prairie, Ana. ( 7801 523-45. 

RANT HANDS, ONE DREAM: ABORIGINAL CHILD HEALTH SUMMIT 
e2- 3-5, 2005, Wcteria, 4.0(613) 526. 93972,. 234 

BASICS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE WORKSHOP 
em 5- Vancouver. B.C. (ON) 849030 

STRATEGIC ORGANIZATIONAL OR COMMUNITY PLANNING WORKSHOP 
Dem 7-8. 2005, Vancouver B.C. (604)669-9866 

RED SKY AT THE NATIONAL ARTS CENTRE 
wa, Ont. (613) 947-7000 ea 0 

ALBERTA CENTENNIAL WORLD CUP CROSS COUNTRY 
Dec. 15-17. 2005 Canrnore, Akm (403) 242815 
CELEBRATION OF OR G N L LITERATURE 

DK 16, 2005, A Is. (700) 492 7706 

MUSKEG LAKE OPEN CURLING FUNSPIEL 
Dec 26 Dec. 27, 2005 Wne. WANG 

NEW TEAMS EVE 

W Jan 1, 270024e1, 13 C (604) 261-4844 . 301 

DEADLINE FOR TOM LONGBOAT SWARDS 
Jan 16, 006 (see ad Page 1 

ORIGINAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
Jan 18-1E, Edmonton, Nita. Canaan nsnuts...ABM 

DAKOTA 
Jam 

2REEME-BREAKER 
Sass 

CURLING CLASSIC 
mR IRAN 

TALKING STICK FESTIVAL 
Jan. 28 Fen 5 2006 Vancouver B.C. (84) 68 0497 

SASKATCHEWAN NTER GAMES 
FM. 12-Feb. 16. 2006 Mellon. Soak (380225 3127 

Feb 
AMA CANADA CONFERENCE 

2.000 Edmonton, Alta 1.877-027.7536 (see ad Page 2d 

P ARTNERS.. IN SUCCESS EDUCATION CONFERENCE 
Feb. 22 -Fee. 24 2006 Niagara Fans, Ont. (505)760-7107 

NA CUP -ABORIGINAL we.. RASTERS HOCKEY CHALLENGE 
March - 2006, Regina, Sask. (306)771 -4787 

TOURISM CAN:07/24 CONFERENCE 
Melon 6- 2006. Quebec ChgCue.(613) 2352067 

BUILDING 
March - 474040e, c (61113)88.0844 

LAWRENCE WEENIE CUP MASTERS HOCKEY CLASSIC 
March 31 -.10 0 2005, North Paglelord, Sask. (306) 771 -4787 

JUNO AWARDS 
March - n ,6t,:, N.S. www.iuwawartls.ca 

SASKATCHEWAN FIRST NATIONS WINTER GAMES 
Sash (306)835-2232 

B ALL NATIVE HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
450111-U. 200, 5470 among Sask (306) 445.8216 

LIGHTING THE FIRE FIRST NATIONS EDUCATION CONFERENCE 
May 12. 2006 Winnipeg, Man .(2041940.7020 

DREAMSPEAKERS INTERNATIONAL INDIGENOUS FILM FESTIVAL 
June 7 -10.204 Ed.. Ana oChatlrearnspeakeo org 

BANFF WORLD TELEVISION 
June 11 -14. 2W60an11.7112 )U031 

FESTIVAL 

INCLUDE YOUR EVENT BY 
FAX (780) 455 -7639 or E -MAIL edwind @ammsa.com 

JOURNALISM 
Speak out on the issues that impact 
OUR communities, OUR families and 

OUR futures 
3 YEAR JOURNALISM DIPLOMA 

PROGRAM 

NEW" JANUARY INTAKE 
INSTRUCT /ON IN PRINT RA0 /O.NDEO. 

AND MULTI -MEDIA 

A COMBINATION OF ON -SITE 
TRAINING MODULES, INDUSTRY 

WORK PLACEMENTS AND DISTANCE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

A V/A T/ON 
O /N A SELECT GROUP OF PROFESSIONAL 

PILOTS. 

North America's ONLY aviation program 
for Aborigine/ People. 

3 Year College Diploma Program 

FLIGHT TRAINING 
AND GROUND 

SCHOOL 
INSTRUCT /ON 

TV TRANSPORT 
CANADA 

REQUIREMENTS 

NON- 
COMPETITIVE 

LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT 

PROG 

WWW.FNTI.NET /MEDIA 
CALL WENDY R. 1- 800 -267 -0637 W W W.FNTI.NET WWW.FNTI.NET /FLY 

CALL BRENDA S. 1- 800 -263 -4220 
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Aboriginal Spiritual Journey: 

Veterans question government's sincerity 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

LILLE, France 

As one of the last events 
scheduled by Veterans Affairs 
Canada in the Year of the Veteran, 
the Aboriginal Spiritual Journey 
looked to some like a bit of an 
afterthought. 

Twenty Aboriginal veterans, 
each accompanied by at least one 
care -provider, and 14 youth 
delegates -as well as a number of 
cultural performers -were 
escorted around Normandy and 
Flanders by a small army of 
government bureaucrats from 
Oct. 26 to Nov. 4. About a dozen 
media representatives were also in 
row. 

Headquartered at the Hotel 
Mercure in the city of Lille in 
northwestern France (about a 40- 
minute drive from the Belgian 
border), the group spent several 
very long days travelling around in 
a convoy of buses. While the 
veterans, youth and media travelled 
to battlefield sites and war 
cemeteries, participating in 
remembrance ceremonies in many 
stops along the way. another group 
of spiritual leaders conducted a 
"calling home ceremony." The 
ceremony was held at a Belgian 
military base near Bemmel, the site 
of the World War One battle for 
Hill 62. 

The four -day calling home 
ceremony was 
off limits to 
the media. Its 
purpose was 
to call home 
the spirits of 
Aboriginal 
soldiers 
buried in the 
m a n y 
cemeteries 
throughout 
the region. 

While there 
were many 
highlights for 
all the 
participants 
on the spiritual 
journey, one of 
the most 
prominent 
fighters for 
Aboriginal 
veterans, 
Howard 
Anderson of 
Saskatchewan's 
Gordon First 
Nation 
couldn't help 
but wonder 
about the 
government's 
sincerity. 

The trip 
cost Veterans 
Affairs Jason Shiwak 

Canada about $1.5 million. In 
return, the department received 
a lot of prime news coverage and 
positive press, especially when 
newly installed Governor General 
Michaelle Jean met up with the 
group at Juno Beach. Anderson, 

PAUL BARNSLEY 

Veteran Howard 
Anderson and 
Veterans Affairs 
Minister Albina 
Guarnieri watch 
one of the cultural 
performances 
during the 

Aboriginal 
Spiritual Journey. 

a 79- year -old veteran of the 
Second World War, recently 
etired after serving for years as 

he Federation of Saskatchewan 
ndian Nations' grand chief 

responsible for veterans' issues. 
He said he accepted the invitation 
to go to join the spiritual journey 
because it was an opportunity to 
pay his respects to veterans and 
to those who fell in Europe. 

But he was constantly asease that 
the gesture of respect for Aboriginal 
veterans was out of synch with the 
dealings he had with the 
government of Canada over the 

compensation 
issue. 

Anderson 
said one 
question kept 
crossing his 
mind during 
the journey. 

"Why the 
hell aren't you 
paying the 
First Nations 
veterans for 
what you 
didn't give 
them ?" he 
shared with 
Windspeaker 
during a 

p h o n e 

interview 
after he 
returned 
home to 
Saskatchewan. 

W h i l e 

many of the 
veterans were 
willing to 
accept the 
opportunity 
to pay their 
respects to 
their fallen 
comrades, 
Anderson said 
many spoke 
privately of 

the resentment caused by the lack 
of compensation. 

"To a certain extent, yes," he 
said when asked if the veterans 
were discussing the matter. 

He said the minister and the 
government benefited politically 

Veteran Bertha Clark Jones, of 
Athabasca, Alta. salutes at the 
Dieppe memorial. 

from the trip 
and were willing 
to spend money 
for that, but not. 
to make sure the 
veterans received 
a fair settlement. 

"She did this 
for her, not for 
anybody else. 

"I told 
[Veterans Affairs 
Minister Albina 
Guarneri] that," 
Anderson said. 
"I told her that 
you're supposed 
to be honoring 
the veterans, but 
when you go to 
lay the wreaths 
you have all the 
big shots laying 
the wreaths first 
and the veterans 
at the last. I said 
that's not 
honoring us. That's honoring who 
you've got with you." 

He also remarked that Prime 
Minister Paul Martin "should pay 
us what he 
offered us" when 
he was finance i 

minister. ì 
First Nation 

veterans were ëw 

enfranchised or 
sent back to the 
reserve upon their 
return from the 
world wars. On 
reserve, they dealt 
with the Indian 
agent rather than 
Veterans Affairs 
and were 
denied -or not 
informed of -a 
variety of 
programs and 
benefits that non- 
Native veterans 
received. The 63' " PAUL BARNSLEY 

resulting loss, Kenneth Henderson, Dominion President of the Army, Navy and Airforce 
when tabulated Veterans of Canada (centre) and Mary Ann Burdett, Dominion President of 
years later, was the Royal Canadian Legion (right) joined the veterans on the journey. 
significant. 

"I hired an economist to put it government came up with him if the veterans would settle 
all together. He came up with $125,000," Anderson said. for $75,000. 
$420,000 per veteran. The He said a finance official asked (see Compensation page 9.) 

TERRYRROG£NMORnNERN NEWS SERVICES 

Veteran George Horse and First Nation cultural performer 
Lamarr Swindler pose in front of the newly unveiled Inukshuk 
memorial at the Juno Beach Centre. 
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Aboriginal Spiritual Journey: 

Alex Decoteau run planned for Belgium 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeoker Staff Writer 

PASSCHENDAELE, Belgium 

When the story of Alex 
Decoteau was told during a service 
at the Passchendaele Memorial in 
Belgium on Nov. 1, one Belgian 
citizen in the audience already 
knew it well. Erwin Ureel- 
Vanhaverbeke, a soldier in the 
Belgian army who has an interest 
in the military history of his 
country, plans to organize an event 
in 2007 to honor Decoteau. 

The Cree Olympian is buried 
not far from the town of lepers 
(Ypres). In a region with a deep 
sense of gratitude and affection for 
Canadian soldiers, an Alex 
Decoteau run is seen as a natural 
way of remembering the sacrifices 
of the young men who fell during 
the two world wars. 

It was during one of many stops 
on the Aboriginal Spiritual 
Journey to France and Belgium 
organized by Veterans' Affairs 
Canada to honor the contribution 
of First Nation, Mens and Inuit 
soldiers during the First and 
Second World Wars that Canadian 
forces historian Dr, Jean Martin 
told the story of Private Alexander 
Decoteau. The Native soldier was 
killed at the age of 28 on Oct. 30, 
1917 by a German sniper during 
the battle of Passchendaele. 
Decoteau is buried at the 
Passchendaele New 'British 
Cemetery. 

Decoteau was born on the Red 
Pheasant reserve on Nov. 19, 
1887. His father, Peter, was one 
of Poundmaker's Cree warriors at 
the battle of Cutknife Hill on May 
2, 1885. 

Alex' Decoteau was a well - 
known long distance runner, 
Canada's first Aboriginal police 

officer and "a local 
hero," Martin told 
the audience. ' 

The Edmonton 
municipal police 
hired him in 1909, 
and in 1914 he 
became the first 
Aboriginal sergeant 
in any Canadian 
municipal police 
force. 

"Between 1909 
and 1916, he 
entered every 
major middle and 
long distance race 
in Western 
Canada," Martin 
said. 

The Cree athlete was the only 
person from either Alberta or 
Saskatchewan to represent 
Canada at the Olympics in 
Stockholm in 1912. 

"On July 10 in Stockholm, he 
competed in the 5,000 metre 
race but, unfortunately, was 
hindered by leg cramps and 
finished in eighth place," Martin 
added. 

April 24, 1916 was the day 
Decoteau quit the police and 
joined the army. 

Before going into action, he 
participated in two memorable 
races in England. In one five - 
mile event, held on a military 
sports day, he won the race. 

"King George V, who was in 
attendance that day, awarded 
Alex his own gold pocket watch 
because the trophy was late in 
arriving," Martin said, 

That watch would later 
become the subject of what 
Martin called .a " folklore 
legend." 

It's said the sniper who killed 
Decoteau took the watch only to 
lose it, along with his life, when 
he was later killed by Canadian 
forces. The watch was eventually 

The life and service of Alex Decoteau was honored at the Aboriginal spiritual journey. 
Mary Wuttunee, the daughter of Decoteau's first cousin, visited the runner's grave. 

sent home to Decoteau's mother. 
Martin said the other 

memorable race showed just 
what a remarkable athlete the 
Red Pheasant citizen really was. 
During his army training, he ran 
several miles to compete at 
another race in England only to 
discover it was a bicycle race. 

"So he borrowed a bicycle and 
won that race as well," Martin 
said, causing the Aboriginal 
veterans present to laugh out 
loud despite the solemnity of the 

occasion. 
Martin said a special ceremony 

was held in August 1985 on the 
Red Pheasant reserve in which 
Elders in the community sang a 
song to guide his spirit home. 

Martin noted that Mary 
Wuttunee, the daughter of 
Decoteau's first cousin and 
childhood running partner, was in 
attendance in her micas an advisor 
to the Aboriginal youth on the trip. 

Windspeaker introduced 
Wuttunee to Ureel- Vanhaverbeke. 

The Belgian gave the 
Elder a ride to the 
cemetery where her 
relative is buried. 
With his encyclopedic 
knowledge of the 
history of the 
battlefields in the 
region he was also able 
to point out where 
Decoteau lived, 
fought and died. 

It was an extremely 
emotional moment 
for Wuttunee as she 
leaned on Decoteaus 
tombstone and spoke 
in Cree to the spirit of 
her father's close 
friend. 

With respected Blackfoot 
spiritual leader Adrian Wolfieg 
standing by to provide support, 
she paid her respects before 
moving on to rejoin the spiritual 
journey delegation, 

Each year since 2001, an Alex 
Decoteau run for students from 
kindergarten to Grade 9 is held 
in Edmonton. It is an event that 
draws attention to a remarkable 
Aboriginal role model and shows 
Aboriginal students that they too 
can achieve great things. 

The 
youth 
delegates 
pose with 
Governor 
General 
Michaelle 
Jean on 

Juno 
Beach. 

Compensation yet to come to Native veterans 
(Continued from page 8.) 

"I said, yes, I think they would 
because there was nothing yet 
offered. But justice was still 
fighting us," Howard Anderson 
said. Eventually, the number was 
whittled down even further. 
Anderson, like many other aging 
veterans, decided to take the 
$20,000 that was eventually 
offered rather than get into a 
prolonged battle with government 
officials, a battle of which he might 
not live to see the end. 

But that $20,000 hardly 
compensates for a lost youth, he 
added. 

"That's the thing. We never had 
a life. I spent nine years in 
residential school and five in the 
army. That's 14 years out of my 
21 years when I got discharged 
from the army that I had the 
government controlling me," he 
said. 

Despite the anger over the 
compensation battle, he said the 
government should be given some 
credit for making the gesture to 
Aboriginal veterans. 

"The point is they tried to do 
something," he said. 

Winston White, 
prominent Inuit official in the 
Newfoundland government, 
asked Jason Shiwak of 
Labrador to go on the spiritual 
journey as the representative of 
Inuit veterans. There are no 
Inuit veterans alive that Shiwak 
knows of, but he was there to 
honor those who served and 
fell in Europe. He was also 
looking for his great- uncle's 
grave. His great uncle was 
killed in action but, like so 
many others, his remains have 
not been identified. 

Shiwak said the trip was 
nothing but a positive 
experience, 

"I didn't actually find my 
uncle's grave but there was 
certain amount of closure for 
myself and my family out of it. 
We think that his spirit came 
home with me. It was an 
amazing experience for myself 
and for the family and it's 
continuing now because the War 

Graves Commission are going 
into the process now of looking 
for his grave. So there might be 
some actual proper closure come 
out of it," he said. 

He understands the point 
made by Aboriginal veterans who 
wonder how the government can 
make such a gesture of respect 
after fighting so hard for so long 
to not give them their fair share 
of compensation. 

"Their point is 
understandable," he said. "But 
the way I look at it is the 
governments paying for this, let 
them go up and do the big thing 
first. I knew what I was over there 
for. I did what I had to do and I 

came home." 
The government made the 

gesture and should be able to take 
credit for that, he added. 

"For me it was an amazing 
experience, one that I'll never get 
to do again, probably. So if the 
government wants to pat itself on 
the back for doing a good job, 
go right ahead. It's fine by me," 
he said. 

PAUL BARNSLEY 

Aboriginal veterans attend the'Passchendaele remembrance 
ceremony. 

On the cover: Watched over by -The Brooding 
Soldier," the creation of Regina architect Frederick Chapman 
Clemensha, which stands at the Canadian St. Julien Memorial 
in Belgium are: (Left) Veterans Robert Bruce (left) and Leo 
Goulet who discuss their memories of the war at the Dieppe 
memorial to Canadian soldiers who died in an unsuccessful 
raid on the French coastal city from which Allied commanders 
learned many lessons that helped later on D -Day (Centre) 
Mary Wuttuneee pays her respects to famed Native soldier 
and athlete Alex Decoteau, who is buried near Ypres, Belgium. 
(Right) Veteran George Horse watches the remembrance 
ceremony at Passchendaele in Belgium. 
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UN impatient 
with Canada 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

GENEVA, Switzerland 

If you want to get to the heart 
of the matter, you'll have to look 
carefully at the diplomatic 
language used by the United 
Nations Human Rights 
Commission (UNHRC) in its 
latest "concluding observations" 
on issues that the committee has 
been monitoring in Canada. 

The UNHRC heard from 
Canada and from the Lubicon 
lake Cree Nation on Oct. 17 in 
Geneva. 

Canada had 15 representatives 
take mens reading a 77 -page report 
to the committee during a six -hour 
presentation that stretched out over 
two days. Lubicon Councillor 
Alphonse Ominayak spoke for his 
people. He'd been told he'd get five 

or six minutes. Eventually, he spoke 

for less than minute and then filed 
a written copy of his planned 
remarks. 

Ominayak used strong words 
when he got his chance to speak. 
He accused Canadian authorities 
of "lying" to the committee and 
to the Canadian people about the 
committee's 1990 decision that 
found Canada to be in violation 
of the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights 
(ICCPR). 

He asked the committee to 
"publicly reconfirm its 1990 
decision" and "to press Canada to 
send negotiators back to the 
negotiating table with a full 
mandate to negotiate outstanding 
Lubicon settlement issues and 
firm instructions to negotiate in 
good faith." 

In 1990, UNHRC ruled that 
Canada was in violation of 
Section 27 of the ICCPR when 
it came to its treatment of the 
Lubicon Lake Cree Nation. After 
its most recent, 85th session, 
concluded in October, the 
committee quietly added an 
Article 1 violation. But only if you 
were an expert on the ICCPR, 
would you know that Article 1 

deals with genocide. 
Lubicon advisor Fred 

Lennarson was in Geneva. He 
said the committee members were 
not impressed with Canada's 
presentation. 

"My interpretation of what was 
going on was that the committee . 

members were really annoyed by 
what was seen as this 'too slick' 
presentation by Canada. That 
Canada was parsing language and 
had this great 77 -page 
presentation and 15 people. The 
reaction I was getting from 
committee members was they 
knew that Canada was trying to 
eat up all the time so there 
wouldn't be any questions and 
that annoyed them," he said. 

After hearing Canada's 
explanation of a number of 
matters of concern to the 

committee, a 26 -point report was 
issued on Nov. 2. Points one 
through five are things the 
committee commended Canada 
on. Points six through 24 deal 

with concerns. 
Point nine dealt with the 

Lubicon matter. The article of the 
covenant that comes into play is 

noted in brackets at the end. 
"The committee is concerned 

that land claim negotiations 
between the government of 
Canada and the Lubicon Lake 
band are currently at an impasse. 
It is also concerned about 
information that the land of the 
band continues to be 
compromised by logging and 
large -scale oil and gas extraction, 
and regrets that the state party has 
not provided information on this 
specific issue. (Articles I and 27)" 

After each point, the 
committee made a 

recommendation. This is what 
followed point nine. 

"The state party [Canada] 
should make every effort to 
resume negotiations with the 
Lubicon Lake band, with a view 
to finding a solution which 
respects the rights of the band 
under the Covenant, as already 
found by the committee. It 
should consult with the band 
before granting licenses for 
economic exploitation of the 
disputed land, and ensure that in 
no case such exploitation 
jeopardizes the rights recognized 
under the covenant." 

Lennarson said that the 
wording in this decision is much 
stronger than the one issued 15 

years ago. 
"The decision carries the 1990 

decision farther. Before, the 
committee ducked the issue 
under Article 1. Now they 
mention Article I. They don't 
make a big deal of it but they 
mention Article I and Article 27 
in parentheses and they didn't do 
that before," he said. 

Article 1 is known by those who 
deal with such things as the 
"genocide article." It deals with the 
denial of basic subsistence rights. 

Lennarson said the 1990 
decision cited only Article 27, 
which deals with cultural and 
linguistic rights, but broadened it 
to include the Lubicon situation. 

Since that gentler approach 
didn't work, he said, the 
committee got tougher this time 
around. 

A number of other Aboriginal 
rights issues were also included in 
the report. 

The committee expressed 
concern that alternatives 
developed by the government to 
avoid the extinguishment of 
Indigenous rights may still, in 
practice, be extinguishing those 
rights, something seen in 
international circles as a human 
rights violation. It also urged 
more action to preserve 
Indigenous languages. 

(see Violent death page 15.) 
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[ news ] 

Human rights commissioner targets Indian Act 
By Paul Barnsley 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

OTTAWA 

The shield in the Canadian 
Human Rights Act (CHRA) that 
prevents those living under the 
Indian Act from filing human 
rights complaints is under attack 
from several directions. 

Section 67 of the CH RA is one 
sentence long. 

"Nothing in this act affects any 
provision of the Indian Act or any 
provision made under or 
pursuant to that act," it states. 

Since 1977, that one sentence 
has meant the Canadian Human 
Rights Commission (CHRC) 
cannot hear human rights 
complaints against chiefs and 
councils, or against the federal 
government in some cases. 
Grassroots First Nation activists 
have long complained that they 
are not offered the same 
protections as other Canadians 
and are suffering as a result. 

Chief Commissioner Mary 

Chief Commissioner Mary Gusella of the Canadian Human 
Rights Commission called for the removal of Section 67 from 
the Canadian Human Rights Act which prevents those living 
under the Indian Act from filing a complaint under the act. 

Gusella opened her Oct. 26 press 
conference in Ottawa by calling 
the issue a "national and 
international embarrassment." 

"This is a very important 
priority for me as chief 
commissioner. The fact that there 
is a hole in the fabric of human 
rights protection in this country, 
I think, is an unacceptable 

situation. That's why we want 
Parliament to address it on a 
priority basis," Gusella said. 
"This morning we are here to ask. 

Parliament to act now to provide 
all First Nations people with the 
full protection of the Canadian 
Human Rights Act." 

Mere days after Gusella made 
those remarks, the United 
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Nations Human Rights 
Commission (UNHRC) weighed 
in on the same subject. 

The UNHRC tabled its 
"concluding observations" on 
Nov. 2, following the review of 
Canada's fifth periodic report 
under the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights. In 
its report, the UNHRC 
committee raised several issues 
regarding Aboriginal rights in 
Canada, including the fact that 
Section 67 allows discrimination 
as long as it can be justified under 
the Indian Act. 

And the day before the CHRC 
issued its call, on Oct. 25, Senator 
Noel Kinsella tabled Bill S-45 in 
the Senate asking for the 
immediate repeal of Section 67. 
His stated reasons were almost 
identical to those of the CHRC. 

On Nov. 1, the Minister of 
Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development, Andy Scott, said 
the government was "looking 
forward to reviewing the 
recommendations of the 
commission to determine the 
appropriate next steps required to 
address this issue." 

The CRHC wants to phase in 
the legislative changes that will be 
required to get rid of the 
offending section. 

Section 67 was included in the 
CHRA when it was first drafted 
in 1977. The reason given at the 
time was that it would give the 
government time to address the 
issues that led to an amendment 
to the Indian Act. That 

amendment, Bill C -31, sought to 
eliminate the sexual 
discrimination against Native 
women who lost their status after 
they married non -Indian men 
even though Native men did not 
lose their status when they 
married non -Native women. It 
was to have been a temporary 
measure. 

"Twenty-eight years is far too 
long to wait for fundamental rights. 
First Nations people, like all other 
residents of Canada, are entitled to 
protection from discrimination; 
anything less is unacceptable," said 
Kelly Russ, who led the 
development of the special CHRC 
report on the subject. 

The report is entitled "A Matter 
of Rights." 

Russ, a member of the CHRC, 
is a Vancouver -based lawyer who 
works on Aboriginal rights issues. 
He's also a citizen of the Haida 
Nation. 

The special report notes that it 
can easily be argued that Section 
67 is contrary to the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
as well as several international 
human rights instruments to 
which Canada is a parry. 

The CHRC wants Section 67 
repealed as soon as possible. The 
special report recommends that 
there be an 18- to 30 -month 
transition period to allow the 
commission and First Nations to 
properly prepare for the application 
of the CHRA in areas from which 
it was previously excluded. 

(see Human rights page 20.) 
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Residential school survivors 

Mixed reaction to compensation package 
By Debora Steel with 
files from Cheryl Petten, 
Laura Stevens and 
George Young 
Windspeaker Staff Writers 

OTTAWA 

A compensation package for 
the survivors of residential schools 
announced in Ottawa Nov. 23 is 

receiving mixed early reviews in 
the Native community, with 
many former students, upon 
hearing details of the agreement, 
expressing a wide range of 
emotions, including fear, 
frustration, anger and sadness. 

The deal was hammered out by 
the Assembly of First Nations, the 
government of Canada, church 
organizations, former students, 
and 70 lawyers representing the 
majority of residential l school 
survivors who had launched 
individual complaints, or joined 
class actions, to resolve the issues 
surrounding abuses suffered in 
the schools. 

The settlement would resolve 
all legal claims against the 
government and churches in 
return for "common experience 
payments" of $10,000 per 
student, plus $3,000 per year an 
individual attended a residential 
school. The average payment the 
former students will receive is 

$24,000, said Craig Brown, the 
lawyer representing the plaintiffs 
in the Baxter national class action. 
"That average is very close to the 
amount that we were asking for 
in our litigation plan," he said. 

Nellie Carlson, 78, is an Elder 
from Edmonton who works for 
the Institute for the Advancement 
of Aboriginal Women. Carlson 
suffered physical abuse while in 
residential school, and still suffers 
both physically and emotionally 
from it. She said she could not 
respect herself if she agreed to 
receive money for what happened 
to her. 

"This (compensation) is 
nothing for replacement in terms 
of what we had to suffer. It's just 
a drop in the bucket," said 
Carlson. 

Beatrice Gladuc, the executive 
director for the Tansi Friendship 
Centre Society, said the 
compensation is too little too late 
for many, including her 72 -year- 
old father who still needs to work 
to support himself. She said there 
was no amount of money that 
would make up for the trauma he 
suffered because of the physical 
and sexual abuse he endured. 

"To me it's like putting a Band - 
Aid on it and saying 'Yes, it has 
happened, but oh well, let's move 
on and here's a little bit of money 
to basically keep you guys quiet.'" 

Assembly of First Nations 
National Chief Phil Fontaine 
agreed with the two women. He 
too said no amount of money 
would ever heal the emotional 
scars left on generations of 
Aboriginal people. But, he said, 
the settlement package, which 
also provides more money to 

the Aboriginal 
Healing Foundation 
and funds a truth 
and reconciliation 
commission, will 
contribute to the 
path of healing. 

"Today marks the 
first step towards 
closure on a terrible, 
tragic legacy for the 
thousands of First 
Nations individuals 
who suffered 
physical, sexual or 
psychological 
abuse," he said. 

Gladuc told 
Windspeaker it was 
not closure, "and 
won't ever be." 

Leonard Lake, 
Gladue's father, said 
there will be closure 
for him, but he's not 
confident he'll see a 

compensation. - 

"Its hard to say if people will 
see this money," he said. "It all 
depends on how the 
government works. They could 
gobble all the money up." 

Lake is not alone in his 
skepticism. Charles Wood, 
chair of the board of directors 
for Blue Quills College in 
Alberta, thinks the 
compensation is just a lot of 
talk from frond the federal 
government. He He expects expects the 
government to fail in following 
through on the commitments 
in the agreement. He also 
wonders 
about the 
timing ti of the 
announcement. 

"It is a lot of 
talk, and I 

think it will 
cloud, and 
perhaps it will 
redirect, some 
of the 
attention 
away from the 
difficulties 
that the 
Liberal Party 
of Canada has 
placed itself 
in," Wood 
said. "You 
know, they 
want to be seen as the good 
guys, but their long track record 
does not add to the way the 
people think of them, including 
Aboriginal people. I think that 
they could've done so much 
more with regard to the 
Lubicon land claim for 
instance, the war veterans, 
because they are still not being 
looked after properly, and you 
can add any issues about the 
land claims that are taking 
forever. The issue of treaty rights 
continues to be abrogated, and on 
and on it goes," he said. 

Brown is saddened to hear 
such pessimism. 

"I think that this is a 
completely different situation 
than we've ever seen before. 

Assembly of First Nations National 
Chief Phil Fontaine 

dime in This is a situation in which the 
government of Canada and the 
churches and all of the 
plaintiffs, all the major players 
acting for plaintiffs, have come 
together over a five -month 
period and have come to a 

collective agreement about 
what is to be done... I think it's 
going to come to fruition," said 
the lawyer. He also said it would 
be very difficult, if another 
party were to be elected in an 
upcoming election, to back 
away from the agreement. 

"I believe the money will 
begin to flow." 

He said the agreement is a very 
complicated 
one and it will 
take time for 
people to 
come to terms 
with its 
contents, and 
the $1.9 

l l i o n 
estimated to 
pay out 
survivors is 
only a small 
portion of 
what the 
government 
has agreed to 
incur. 

"In this 
case, all of the 
administration 

costs, all of the hearing costs, 
plus a good percentage of the 
lawyers' fees in association with 
the individual assessment 
process is going to be paid by 
the government of Canada. 

Mike r Benson, executive 
director of the National 
Residential School Survivors' 
Society (NRSSS), said that some 
survivors he's spoken with think 
the financial compensation 
offered in the package is an insult, 
but the majority are just happy 
the process has finally gotten to 
this point. 

Benson said the NRSSS was 
also pleased to see a provision to 
fast-track payments to survivors 
65 and over, a view shared by 
many of the older survivors he's 

Bertha Allen 

"Today marks the first step towards 

closure on a terrible, tragic legacy for the 

thousands of First Nations individuals who 

suffered physical, sexual or psychological 
abuse." 

spoken to. 
"In fact, the night before last, I 

was at a community meeting 
where there were a number of 
survivors that were in their 70s. 
And they said, 'Ya, we don't think 
10 and three is the right amount, 
but damn it, it's better than 
nothing and we'd better get it 
before we die.' So this is a really 
good thing to happen." 

When Windspeaker spoke to 
Benson he was optimistic the first 
compensation cheques to 
survivors 65 -plus would be sent 
out within a couple of week, but 
Brown said things will not 
happen that fast. Much will turn 
on the political fortunes of the 
Liberal party. If they are re- 
elected, or if another party comes 
into power and decides not to kill 
the agreement, which is still a 

possibility, then approval for the 
agreement will be seen in spring 
2006. Then the opt out time 
would have to pass, and that 
could take another few months. 
He said people have to remember 
that this still is just an agreement- 
in- principle. 

"In that document we will 
work out with much greater 
particularity the timelines and the 
actual procedures of for 
application and payment out of 
money." 

Benson was concerned about 
compensation for the families of 
residential school survivors who 
have died since negotiations first 
began. He spoke of a former 
residential school student who 
had just died. His funeral was 
held the day the compensation 
package was announced. 

"I mean, he's been waiting for 
this package for years, and he's 
gone now. What happens to those 
claims ?" 

Brown said any former student 
who died prior to May 30 is not 
protected, but in the case of the 
man Benson mentioned and 
those who may have died, or may 
die, after May 30, their 
compensation will flow to their 
estates. 

Benson said there was also the 
issue of school records and the 
verification needed to claim 
compensation. 

"Most Canadians have records 
of their school years, school 
pictures, report cards, all that 
stuff. Survivors have absolutely 
nothing," he said. "And there was 
no discussion in this package 
about getting those archives to 
survivors and their descendents. 
And we're very adamant in saying 
that this must happen." 

-Phil Fontaine 

Brown agrees and said this 
will be a significant issue. He 
said "the churches have agreed 
to co- operate more extensively 
with this process, both in the 
truth and reconciliation aspect 
of it and in the verification of 
attendance aspect of it. 

"There is going to be some 
verification process. It's 
inevitable. But we believe the 
government is going to make a 

good faith attempt to 
administer this in a way that 
produces a result." 

Survivors say it would have 
been nice to have had a formal 
apology from government as part 
of the package, but just the fact 
that the package is being put 
forward helps to officially 
recognize and validate the 
experiences of the survivors and 
help with the healing process. 

Bertha Allen, this year's 
National Aboriginal Achievement 
Foundation Lifetime Achievment 
Award winner, agrees. 

"At least they recognize that a 

lot of former students that went 
to residential schools have 
suffered a lot emotionally and 
physically and culturally and as a 

result of that you see a lot of them 
in the position they are in today." 

The position they are in today 
often means the former 
students are living on welfare 
and other social programs, and 
one big flaw in the agreement 
is that it fails to protect against 
government clawbacks. 

"And the AFN took on the 
job of writing to the provincial 
governments to try to obtain 
their buy -in to a plan to waive 
any dawback and to guarantee 
social program payments to 
survivors who were receiving 
compensation," said Brown. 
Though British Columbia had 
already agreed to this provision 
earlier in the Blackwater /Barney 
case, the other provinces and 
territories, and other ministries 
within the federal government, 
had not agree to this detail. 

"Written into the agreement - 
in- principle and probably, I think 
it's the very last, right at the very 
end, is a statement that the federal 
government will seek those 
undertakings from the provinces 
and will seek it from the 
appropriate ministries of the 
federal government. That was 
added into the agreement at 
10:30 Sunday night at our 
request, because we know it was 
an enormously important issue 
on the ground when the money 
actually starts to flow." 
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Artist- Forever 
Album- Something To 

Dream Of... 
Song -Full Circle 

Label -Independent 
Producer -Keith Dawson 

and Jamie Foulds 

Forever maintains winning 
ways with second CD 

When Forever released its first CD, Welcome to Forever, in 2002, it 
didn't take long for the band to get noticed. Their first single, Here 
With Me, turned Forever into the most played Atlantic Canada rock 
band on Atlantic Canada radio for three months running and earned 
the group an East Coast Music Award (ECMA) and a Music Industry 
Association of Nova Scotia (MIANS) Award. 

It appears that Something to Dream of... will allow Forever to 
continue to build on the success they achieved with that first album. 
The new CD won the group their second ECMA and MIANS awards 
in the Aboriginal recording of the year category and earned them 
three nominations at this year's Canadian Aboriginal Music Awards 
in the best rock album, best group or duo and best music video 
categories. 

The group's new album is dominated by love songw some upbeat, 
some less so. Taken together, the 14 cuts on the CD paint a picture of 
a relationship gone very wrong. The album includes ballads along 
with hard -rocking cuts, and everything in between. There's even a 

Latin- inspired number- Sloppy taco -that, while highly listenable, 
seems to come at you from out of nowhere, breaking up the flow of 
the album a bit. 

All in all, Forever's second CD should both please existing fans, 
and draw even more into the fold. 

The five members of Forever all hail from Cape Breton, N.S. Vocalist 
Derek Johnson, keyboardist Stan Johnson and drummer Keith 
Dawson are from Eskasoni First Nation. Bernie Eagles, on guitar, is 

from Glace Bay, while Pere Christmas, on bass, is from Membertou 
First Nation. 

[ radio's most active ] 

ABORIGINAL 

MOST ACTIVE LIST 

RADIO 

ARTIST 
Mike Gouchie 

Donny Parenteau 

Shane Yellowbird 

Slo -Mojo 

Crystal Shawandu 
Les Shannacappo 
Just The Boys 

Hank Horton 

Don Constant 
Heritage 

Rayne DeLamnde 

Northern Eagles 

Forever 

Ernest Monias 

Darren Bathe 

William Osboume 

Michael Jacobs 
Gabby Taylor 

D.L.O. 

Chris Beach 

TITLE ALBUM 
Somethin' Bout A Bad Boy Bad Boys & Angels 

The Great Unknown Single Release 

Beautiful Concept Single Release 

Superman Single Release 

Maybe Someday Cutting Room Floor 

From Dusk 'Til Dawn Single Release 

Shotgun Rider Shotgun Rider 

I've Told You Leona Honky Tonk Heartache Blues 

Northern Lights Two Mending Hearts 

Designated Man Evolution 

Damn torn For Messing With My Head Manitoba Aboriginal Artists 3 

Great Spirit Sunset 911 /Across The Miles 

One More Time Something To Dream Of... 

Good Time Charlie's Got The Blues My Life In Song 

I Am The One Uncivilized 

It Ain't Been Easy Single Release 

In The Blood Sacred Nation 

You're The One 

Northern Hillbilly 

Maano 

Single Release 

Single Release 

Maano 
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Windspeaker's Special Section Serving the Aboriginal People of Ontario 

Province, MNO still 
battling over hunting 
BY GEORGE YOUNG 
Birchbark Writer 

OTTAWA 

The Metis Nation of Ontario 
(MNO) is heading back into the 
courts again with the 
government of Ontario's 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
(MNR) over Metis hunting and 
fishing rights. 

A number of MNO harvesters 
have been charged with hunting 
infractions dating back to the 
time before the MNO and the 
province signed an interim 
agreement on harvesting in July 
2004. 

An average delay of almost 
two years exists between the 
time of the alleged infractions 
and the date the charges were 
laid. So far, 10 MNO members 
have been charged, but charges 
against another dozen or so are 
pending. 

The problems between the 
Metis organization and 
provincial government stem 
from the fact that the MNR does 
not recognize harvesting rights 
in all areas claimed as 
traditional hunting and fishing 
territory by the MNO. The 
department only recognizes 
harvesting rights in the area of 
the province north of Sudbury, 
with the French River acting as 

a divider between the 
provincially approved 
harvesting area and the area not 
covered under the interim 

NAN Legal 
BY GEORGE YOUNG 
Birchbark Writer 

THUNDER BAY 

agreement. 
Minister David Ramsay of 

the MNR said the province has 

offered to negotiate harvesting 
rights in areas south of Sudbury 
but the MNO has not co- 
operated. Ramsay believes the 
MNO wants the entire province 
as traditional harvesting 
territory. 

MNO president Tony 
Belcourt maintains that the 
interim agreement signed 
between his organization and 
the province should include all 
areas claimed as traditional 
harvesting territory by the 
Metis. He said that this territory 
extends to the area around Lake 
Huron. 

During negotiations 
regarding the interim agreement 
on harvesting the MNO defined 
its claimed territory, Belcourt 
said, but the MNR imposed a 

line north of Sudbury at the last 
moment after Ramsay promised 
there would be no line. 

The dispute over harvesting 
territory between the MNO and 
the MNR centers on 
interpretation of the Powley 
decision, the landmark case that 
first recognized Metis 
harvesting rights. 

Ramsay said the Powley 
decision states that harvesting 
rights are site specific. Belcourt 
doesn't disagree with that 
interpretation but claims more 
sites in Ontario than what the 
MNR recognizes. 

Ontario's lieutenant -governor, James Bartleman, was at the University of Western 
Ontario in London on Nov. 8 to speak to students and faculty at the university's law 
school. Bartleman spoke to those gathered about modernizing the role of the 
lieutenant -governor and then answered questions from the audience. Since being 
sworn into office in 2002, Bartleman, a member of Mnjikaning First Nation, has used his 
position to try to reduce the stigma of mental illness, fight racism and discrimination 
and encourage young Aboriginal people. 

Services and OPP sign youth diversion protocol 

Aboriginal youth that commit 
minor crimes in the Nishnawbe 
Aski Nation Treaty area now have 
a better option than facing 
criminal charges and jail. 

On Nov. 16 a youth pre- charge 
diversion protocol was signed 
between the Nishnawbe Aski 
Legal Services Corporation 
(NALSC) and the Ontario 
Provincial Police (OPP). 

The purpose of the protocol is 
to better facilitate getting young 
offenders into the restorative 
justice program offered through 
NALSC, a stand -alone 
corporation that provides legal 
services such as legal aid, 
alternative justice and paralegal 
aid to members of the Nishnawbe 
Aski Nation (NAN). 

Both the Crown and NALSC 
believed there was a need for a 
protocol and that it ought to be 
very broad and consist of 

guidelines that give Crown 
attorneys enough direction to 
begin making referrals to the 
restorative justice program. 

What the protocol does is set 
out the conditions and procedures 
by which NALSC and the OPP 
can share information when 
NALSC is dealing with 
Aboriginal youth that are eligible 
to take pan in the extrajudicial 
measures referral program 
(EMRP) that makes up part of the 
restorative justice program. By 
going through the EMRP, youth 
that get in trouble with the law 
can avoid entering into the youth 
criminal justice system. No 
charges are laid, and no court 
appearances are required. 

To be eligible for the EMRP 
option, the crime committed by 
the young person must be non- 
violent and they cannot have been 
found guilty of a previous 
offense. 

The EMRP typically uses 
diversion or healing circle where 
a youth must face members of the 

community 
and take 
responsibility 
for their 
actions 
against any 
possible 
victim of the 
crime. The 
circles also 
provide 
collective 
support for 
the victim. 

W e 

organize a 

circle where 
the offender, 
the victim if , ,} 
any, and their . 

supporters 
a n d 

community 
members 

CHRONICLE THUNDER BAY JOURNAL 

Nishnawbe Aski Legal Services Corporation (NALSC) restorative justice co- 
ordinator Derek Lyons, left, witnesses the signing of a youth pre -charge 
diversion protocol by NALSC board chairman Morris Wapoose, centre, and Al 

who are Dawson, Ontario Provincial Police chief superintendent and commander for 
involved in _ 

the north east region. 

this sort of sunk would come or her actions and the youth has out to him;' said Evelyn Baxter. 
together in a circle and the youth to agree to take the consequences executive director of NALSC. 
has to take responsibility for his that the circle participants mete (See Alternative page 3.) 
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Communities working to provide for evacuees 
By LAURA STEVENS 
Birchbark Writer 

OTTAWA 

More than a month has passed 
since David Ramsay, Ontario's 
minister of Aboriginal Affairs, 
declared a medical emergency 
in Kashechewan First Nation 
and announced plans to 
evacuate about 1,000 of the 
community's 1,900 or so 
residents to nearby 
communities such as Ottawa, 
Sudbury, Cochrane, Timmins, 
Attawapiskat, Sault Ste. Marie, 
Peterborough and Moosonee. 

The move came more than 10 
days after routine testing 
showed elevated levels of E.coli 
in the community's water 
supply. This was only the latest 
problem with water quality on 
the First Nation, which has been 
under a boil water advisory 
since 2003 because the 
cloudiness of the water could 
mask the presence of bacteria. 

According to Gary 
Lafontaine, executive director 
for the Odawa Friendship 
Centre, when the city of Ottawa 
caught wind of the fact that they 
were going to be receiving 
Kashechewan members, they 
contacted the Odawa centre to 
help bridge any cultural and. 
language divides and to help 
meet the newcomer's social and 
service needs. 

The Odawa centre formed 
committees to help ensure the 
people of Kashechewan 
received the food, education, 
clothing donations, help with 
translation and navigation and 
other services they needed. The 
centre received the first group 
of evacuees on Oct. 31, who 
arrived on a series of seven 
flights. 

"Oct. 31 was one of the 
largest intakes that we had in 
one day," Lafontaine said. 
"That's the purpose of 
friendship centres and cities, it's 
to assist people who are coming 
from a rural setting into the city 
and try to make them feel 
welcome. We are putting our 
best foot forward" 

The Wabano Centre for 
Aboriginal Health was set up in 
a community centre to conduct 
an initial medical assessment 
for the new arrivals. Lafontaine 
said in most cases, people 

needed immediate medical 
attention and were taken to 
various hospitals in the Ottawa 
area. 

The efforts of the Odawa 
centre received a nod of 
approval from Kashechewan 
Chief Leo Friday while the 
chief was attending a dinner 
hosted by the Metis Nation of 
Ontario on Nov. 17. 

"The Chief 
- 

made an 
announcement that he was very 
satisfied with the way the 
Odawa centre and the other 
agencies within the city of 
Ottawa were helping his people 
out," said Lafontaine. "He 
wants us to continue in that 
capacity and that's what we're 
doing." 

Since the arrival of the 
evacuees, the Odawa centre's 32 
staff members have been putting 
in 12- hour days,nying to not only 
help the people of Kashechewan 
who are temporarily calling 
Ottawa home, but also trying to 
continue with their regular duties 
as well. 

Since it opened its doors in 
1975, the non -profit Odawa 
centre has been working to serve 
the Aboriginal people in the 
Ottawa -Carleton region. The 
centre offers a total of 12 
programs, including an 
Aboriginal Healthy Babies 
programs Healing and Wellness 
program and an Aboriginal 
Family Support program. It also 
provides recreation programs, 
cultural awareness programs and 
support and information referral 
services. 

"Like any friendship centre 
across Canada, our primary 
function is to improve the 
quality of life of Aboriginal 
people that are in and coming 
to this urban area," said 
Lafontaine. 

He believes the people of 
Kashechewan were anxious to 
come to communities like 
Ottawa to escape, at least 
temporarily, from ongoing 
problems on the reserve which 
eventually became too much to 
bear. And the water quality 
problem that threw the 
community into the national 
spotlight was just the tip of the 
iceberg. 

"The water issues, I believe, 
is sort of like the straw the 
broke camel's back,' 

Waterpower 
Opportunities on 

Crown Land 
The Ontaoa Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) Is now accepting applications 
tan the development of a full -range of waterpower opportunities, from small -scale 
development peas than one megawatt) up to and including lame commercial 
developments (more than one megawatt). Applications for developments lamer 
than one megawatt will be received until December 31, 2006. Applications for 
developments less than one megawatt will be received on an ongoing basis. 

For additional details and information on how to submit an application, 
please contact your local MNR District Office. You may also visit our website 
or call us toll -free: 

httpJ/ www. mnr.gov. on.ca/mnr/water /waterpower.html 
1- 600- 6a7-1aa0 

This ad is paid for by the Government of OMado. 
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Lafontaine said. "It was just one 
more hardship that was piled on 
top of housing and health issues 
and it came to a head." 

Now that information about 
the many problems faced by the 
people of Kashechewan have 
received so much media 
attention, Kashechewan Deputy 
Chief Rebecca Friday hopes the 
department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development 
(INAC) will speed up the 
process to address the problems. 

"The secret is out now, so I 

hope they do learn their lessons 
and keep their promises," she 
said. "They have made 
promises before, which they can 
easily break again." 

On Oct. 27, Indian Affairs 
Minister Andy Scott met with 
Kashechewan Chief Leo Friday 
and announced a deal that would 
see 50 new houses a year over 10 
years built on a better site not far 
from the community's current 
site. But the deputy chief said she 
wants a 100 per cent guarantee 
that the community will be 
relocated. 

"I'm not going to wait one year 
or two years down the road. I 

want it done now," Rebecca 
Friday insisted. "Right now, I'm 
not a hundred per cent that they 
will be looking at the new 
relocation of my community. 
They promised us 50 houses per 
year but I don't want them 
building in a place where it's 
already contaminated." 

According to Rebecca Friday, 
approximately 107 community 
members have already been 
flown back to Kashechewan to 

begin work to renovate their 
homes. The homes need to be 
heated so that the water pipes 
don't freeze. 

Work is currently being done 
to "hammer down deals with 
Indian Affairs to make sure that 
the emergency housing repairs 
that were agreed on are moving 
ahead;' said Charlie Angus, 
NDP MP for Timmins -James 
Bay. 

"We want to get the 
commitments now for the long- 
term housing;" Angus said. "We 
are really pleased that we 
managed to secure this deal and 
we believe that it is a very 
historic agreement, especially 
for communities on the west 
side of the James Bay that have 
just been left in squalor." 

That doesn't mean, however, 
that Angus doesn't have any 
concerns about what the federal 
government has agreed to do for 
the people of Kashechewan. 
Like Rebecca Friday, he will be 
watching to see that the 
promises made are kept. 

"As we see with every treaty 
and every government 
agreement ever signed with 
First Nations, the spirit of the 
agreement disappears very 
quickly once the ink is dry. 
Therefore, we need this 
commitment to be over 10 
years. We need 50 houses a year 
for 10 years, in order to meet the 
basic needs of that community. 
I still maintain grave concerns 
that this government, once the 
spotlight fades on 
Kashechewan, will start to hem 
and haw about living up to those 

commitments." 
Angus is also concerned about 

something he's heard from a 
number of First Nations people 
he's met with -that they've been 
told additional money for 
improving conditions in 
Kashechewan will be found by 
diverting funds already set aside 
for infrastructure projects on 
other First Nations, many of 
which face the same problems 
with water quality, health and 
housing as Kashechewan. 

"We don't know where they are 
hearing it from but I would 
imagine from INAC 
bureaucrats;' Angus said. "The 
minister has assured me that is not 
the case." 

Ministerial assurances aside, 
Angus sees this as normal day to 
day operations for INAC. 

"This is how Indian Affairs 
plays itself out. We have the 
minister making the statements ... 

but what goes on behind the 
scenes and what the media and 

the rest of Canada never sees is 
the continual bullying tactics and 
the nickel and dimming that 
happens at the regional offices of 
Indian Affairs;' Angus said. 

"In Kashechewan what had 
happened, because of the under - 
funding by INAC year after year, 
the community had gone into 
heavy levels of debt, basically 
trying to maintain an 
infrastructure that was beyond 
repair. Therefore, the real issue 
for First Nation planning is to 
ensure that we are not doing the 
Band -Aid solutions but that we 
are taking long -term approaches 
to communities" 

You may think that only older people 
need to worry about getting the flu. 
But who do you think they get it from? 

Perhaps the only thing worse than getting the flu is giving it to someone rhos' to 

you. (specially someone for whom the flu can lead Intern serious complication.. 

So make sure you protect yourself and others close to you by getting your free, flu 

shut. Talk to Your doctor pharmacist nr moral public health unit 
Call l- 977 -841.1944 (TTY I.0447.5559 f. Or visit oleo health.goson.a 

The flu. It's not j gst about you. 
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Youth learn from veterans during spiritual journey 
BY PAUL BARNSLEY 
Birchbark Writer 

BENY- SUR -MER, France 

A group of 14 Aboriginal 
youth were recently given the 
opportunity of a lifetime when 
they were selected to travel to 
Europe as part of the 
Aboriginal Spiritual Journey. 

The journey took place from 
Oct. 28 to Nov. to give 
Aboriginal veterans a chance 
to return to the places where 
they had fought during the 
Second World War to pay their 
final respects to fallen 
comrades. The trip also 
included a spiritual ceremony 
conducted by Aboriginal 
spiritual leaders to call home 
the spirits of Aboriginal 
soldiers who died and were 
buried in these foreign lands. 

The young people were 
included in the journey as a 
way to pass the stories and 
experiences of the veterans on 
to a new generation. Their role 
was to witness the journey, 
listen to the stories, visit the 
sites of battle and then share 
what they'd seen and learned 
with other youth upon their 

return to Canada. The 
participants were chosen 
through an essay competition 
in which they were asked to 
explain why it's important for 
Aboriginal youth to remember 
and honor the sacrifices and 
achievements of Aboriginal 
soldiers. 

During their time in Europe, 
the youth took part in a number 
of ceremonies, including the 
unveiling of a monument to In 
Flanders Fields author John 
McCrae, and visited 
cemeteries historic battle sites 
at Ypres, Vimy Ridge, Dieppe, 
Passchendaele, St. Julien and 
Beny- Sur -Mer. They also had 
a private meeting with 
Canada's new Governor 
General Michaelle Jean and 
"an instant bond" was formed. 

Elder Mary Wuttunnee was 
present at the Oct. 29 meeting 
of Jean and the 14 young 
people selected to make the 
journey to Belgium and 
France. She also gave the 
opening prayer for the 
meeting, which was not open 
to the media. 

The governor general and the 
veterans and youth were given 

PAUL BARNSLEY 

Canadian Gov. Gen. Michaelle Jean shares a moment with Aboriginal Spiritual Journey 
youth participant Dakota Brant during a walk along Juno Beach. The governor general 
spent two days with the youth, veterans and Aboriginal spiritual leaders who travelled to 
Belgium and France to remember Aboriginal soldiers who died in the First and Second 
World Wars and to call their spirits home. 

a tour of the Juno Beach 
Centre, a Canadian owned 
and operated museum 
overlooking the site where 
Canadian troops came ashore 

Is making art an important part of your life? 
The Ontario Arts Council (OAC) has programs 

that support the work of Aboriginal artists. 

Aboriginal Arts Projects 
Deadline: March 1, 2006 & Sept. 15, 2006 
(supports the work of Aboriginal artists in all art forms) 

Aboriginal Artists in Education 
Deadline: May 16, 2006 

(supports Aboriginal Artists working with students in schools and community settings) 

OAC also has a variety of programs that support artists working in 

arts education, dance, music, literature, theatre, media arts, craft, or 

visual arts. 

All OAC programs are open to Aboriginal artists or arts organizations, 

and artists or arts organizations from diverse cultural communities. 

Aboriginal includes Status, Non -Status, Métis and Inuit people. 

Ces renseignements existent également en français. 

To request an information / proposal- writing session or for more inforation, 

contact: 

Wanda Nanibush 
Aboriginal Arts Officer 
Ontario Arts Council 
151 Moor Street West, 5th floor 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 116 

(416) 969 -7454 or 1 -800- 387 -0058 eut, 7454 

www.arts.on.ca 
infoQarts.on.ca 

ONTARIO ARTS COUNCIL 
CONSEIL DES ARTS OE L'ONTARIO 

on D -Day, June 6, 1944 in 
what was the beginning of the 
end of the Nazi occupation of 
France and, eventually, the 
Second World War. The next 
day, an Inuksuk was unveiled 
just outside the museum. 

Afterwards, as the media 
gathered awaited them, the 
governor general and the youth 
walked down to the beach and 
posed for a group photo. Along 
the way they talked and 
laughed. 

"She just told them that she 
was very proud of them. She 
said, "I'm so proud of you and 
we'll do everything to help the 
youth of Canada.' The 
Aboriginal youth, because 
that's who was there," 
Wuttunnee said later during an 
interview on Juno Beach. 

The Elder from 
Saskatchewan's Red Pheasant 
First Nation said the new 
governor general is very 
approachable. 

"Right away you feel that 
you're welcome. You feel as if 

she's your aunt or your sister 
or something. That's the first 
time I've felt like that about a 
dignitary," she said. "It's a 
very good day and I'm sure 
the Aboriginal youth will go 
away from here with great 
pride." 

Three of the 14 youth that 
took part in the Aboriginal 
Spiritual Journey are from 
Ontario -Dae Fawn Assinewe 
from Sagamok Anishnawbek 
First Nation, Dakota Brant from 
Bay of Quinte Mohawk First 
Nations and Ryan McBride 
from Brampton, the youth 
representative for the Credit 
River Metis Council. 

Throughout the Aboriginal 
Spiritual Journey, the youth 
involved captures their thoughts 
and experiences in a blog, or 
online journal, set up on the 
Veterans Affairs Web site. To 
read their firsthand accounts of 
the journey, go to http: // 
www.vac-acc.gc.ca/general/ 
sub .cfm ?source= feature/ 
abspirit/youth. 

Alternative provided 
for young offenders 
(Continued from page 1.) 

"It could be anything from 
apologizing to the victim, to fixing 
damages, working off the cost of 
what he or she has done or 
community service work. You 
name it;' said Evelyn Baxter. 

"The communities are 
generally pretty imaginative 
when they come up with how 
these young people should take 
responsibility for what they 
have done." 

Baxter said that in this way 
youth offenders learn their 
actions have consequences and 
that their behavior, if it is 
unacceptable, affects the 
community as a whole. 

"In our experience we are 
finding that it (EMRP) is a very 
effective way to deal with both 
youth and adults in a traditional 

or culturally appropriate 
manner?' 

One of the problems with 
the Canadian system, Baxter 
explained, is that court only 
sits once every three months 
in many NAN communities 
and by the time any sentence 
is handed out so much time 
has passed that the link 
between action and 
consequence has lost it's 
relevance. 

"The Euro- Canadian system 
doesn't really have a lot of 
meaning for the NAN 
community:' she said. 

For more information about 
the Nishnawbe Aski Legal 
Services Corporation and the 
services it provides, visit the 
organization's Web site at 
www.nanlegal.on.ca. 
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Partnership bringing more training to the North 
BY CHERYL PETTEN 

Birchbark Writer 

SUDBURY 

The provincial and federal 
governments are joining 
forces with Union Gas and six 
northern colleges to increase 
access to training in the trades 
for people living in the north. 

The project, designed to 
redress the shortage of skilled 
tradespeople in Northern 
Ontario, will provide funding 
for development of new training 
programs and infrastructure at 
College Boreal, Sault College, 
Canadore College, 
Confederation College, 
Cambrian College and Northern 
College. 

In total, $8.5 million has 
been dedicated to the 
partnership, with $1.7 million 
coming from FedNor, the 
federal initiative aimed at 
promoting economic growth, 
diversification and job 
creation in northern Ontario 
and to support northern 
communities in their attempts 
to become sustainable and 
self-reliant. FedNor's 
contribution is the first 
funding allocation under the 
new FedNor Youth Retention 
Strategy, designed to create 
more opportunities for youth 
to study and work in Northern 
Ontario. 

The province is kicking in 
just under $1.9 million 
through the Northern Ontario 
Heritage Fund Corporation, 

which shares a similar telecommunications, energy through the initiative which 
mandate to that of FedNor. The and environment sectors. One will be used to built a new 
project is the first to be funded of the local partners in the 20,000 square foot facility 
under the Northern Ontario project is the Mushkegowuk specifically for trades training. 
Heritage Fund's Emerging Tribal Council, and youth from The space will include 
Technology Program, aimed at the council's member workshops for the college's 
encouraging public and private communities will be'among the welder fabrication and heavy 
sectororganizationstodevelop 40 students that will take part equipment mechanic 
new technologies that will in the program. programs and will allow the 
contribute to future prosperity The $1.3 million allocated college to expand its current 
in the north. to Confederation College in one -year certificate programs 

Union Gas is contributing Thunder Bay will be used to in the two courses into two - 
$1.3 million to the project, implement the Knowledge year diploma programs. 
while the six colleges are Network project, which has as Cambrian College in 
investing a total of $3 million. its goal the development of a Sudbury will use the $1 
The balance of the money competitive workforce in the million it will receive through 
committed to the initiative is north. The first phase of the the partnership to develop its 
coming from a number of local two -phase project will be Learning Opportunities for 
partners. Energy Connections, which Youth initiative, designed to 

Union Gas, the lead partner will work to provide support improve educational and 
in this initiative, spearheaded programs and access to career success for people 
the project as a way to technology -based education across the northeastern part of 
encourage young people living for northern youth to ready the province. Under the 
in Northern Ontario to pursue them for employment in the initiative, high school students 
careers in the trades and within energy sector. in the area will be able to 
the energy sector. Through Energy complete college -level 

"As a business that operates Connections, students will programs through distance 
in Northern Ontario, we know start benefiting from the learning while still attending 
it is important to nurture and program in Grade 7 and those high school. 
develop home grown talent to benefits will continue through The aim of Learning 
serve the needs of business and to the end of Grade 12 and Opportunities for Youth is to 
industry now, and in the then on into workplace provide students, especially 
future," Union Gas president training or programs at the those at risk of not completing 
Greg Ebel said of the college. Among the local their secondary school 
company's involvement in the partners in the Energy education, with opportunities 
project. Connections project are Fort for hands -on learning and to 

The partnership will provide Williams First Nations, support them through 
$4001000 to Northern College in Matawa First Nations, Hydro mentoring programs. The 
Timmins, to be used for the One, Weyerhaeuser, Lakehead project will also provide them 
college's Opportunity North Public Schools and the with opportunities for 
project, designed to build and Thunder Bay Catholic District accessing training without 
sustain an Aboriginal and School Board. having to leave their home 
northern workforce in the College Boreal in Sudbury communities. The courses that 
mining, forestry, will receive $3.7 million will be delivered thought the 

program will focus on 
preparing students for careers 
in skilled trades, health 
sciences, hospitality and 
science and technology, areas 
where shortages of skilled 
workers are currently being 
experienced or are expected in 
the future. 

At Canadore College in 
North Bay, the money 
allocated through the 
partnership -just under $1 
million -will be used to build 
an electrical and plumbing 
laboratory at the college's 
Commerce Court campus, 
which will provide space to 
train up to 25 students in basic 
electrical, plumbing and 
welding programs. 

The Near North School 
Board is also investing in the 
project, which will allow the 
college to provide welding 
courses at Parry Sound high 
school and Mattawa high 
school, providing students 
with the skills they'll need to 
find employment with local 
businesses. 

Sault College in Sault Ste. 
Marie will receive just over 
$lmillion that will be used to 
develop a new Wind Energy 
Training Centre and to support 
the college's Wind Energy 
Training program. The centre 
will include a fully operational 
pilot scale wind turbine and an 
electromechanical 
instrumentation lab and should 
be up and running by the fall of 
2007. 

Government Gouvernement 
of Canada du Canada 

Thinking of starting or 
expanding a small business? 
Community Futures Development Corporations 
(CFDCs) offer a variety of services for small 
business owners and entrepreneurs, including: 

flexible repayable financing for start -up, 
expansion or stabilization; 

one -stop shopping for business information, 
referrals and counselling; and 

business planning services. 

CFDCs are local, not -profit organizations funded 
by the Government of Canada through FedNor. 

To locate the CFDC nearest you, 

dial 1 866 668 -2332 or visit www.ontcfdc.com 

Fed\or#7.. 

Vous pensez à lancer ou à agrandir 
une,petite entreprise? 
Les Sociétés d'aide au développement des collectivités (SADC) 
offrent une variété de services visant à appuyer les entrepreneurs 
et les propriétaires de petites entreprises, notamment : 

un financement souple remboursable pour le démarrage, 
l'expansion ou la stabilisation d'une entreprise; 

un guichet unique offrant des services d'information et 
d'orientation aux entreprises; 

des services de planification d'entreprise. 

Les SADC sont des organismes à but non lucratif financés par le 
gouvernement du Canada par l'intermédiaire de FedNor. 

Pour en apprendre davantage sur la SADC la plus près de chez 
vous, composez le 1 866 668 -2332, ou visitez le site Web 
suivant : www.ontsadc.com 
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Ontario Community Futures Development Corporations 
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[ strictly speaking ] 

Why are they wearing the headdress? 
By now everyone has probably 

seen those annoying Lakota 
arthritis pain relief formula 
commercials that always seem to 
be popping up on television. If 
you haven't, you're either blind or 
doni own a television. They are 
so prevalent that you kind of get 
the impression that nobody quite 
knows pain like a Lakota. Its 
probably all that bareback horse 
riding they do. (If that were the 
case, it should probably be an 
ointment instead of a pill). 

I think it was only last year that 
the ubiquitous face of Floyd "Red 
Crow" Westerman was on 
virtually every television screen 
urging people to try this herbal 
concoction named after his 
people, an American Plains 
Indian nation made popular by 
the Dances With Wolves movie. I 

once counted the identical 
commercial broadcast on one 

THE URBANE 
are scenes of people fishing, him saying "Hi, I'm Gordon 
shopping, delivering mail, and all Tootoosis and I stubbed my toe 
sorts of other Lakota- related the other day. Nothing helped me 

INDIAN activities. I'm not sure, but I think better then CREE! It's good for 
I saw an astronaut wearing one. what ails you. But be careful, its 
(Those bonnets would be so useful concentrated and powerful stuff. Drew Hayden in space.) One scene had a man Just a little CREE will do you. 
playing with a dog. I half expected Warning -Keep away from 

Taylor tome the dog wearing one. I call children. May make you drowsy." 
these commercials the "Dances But in reference to the Lakota 

single television channel four nothing personal. It was just filar I with War Bonnets" series. commercials running now, I would 
times in one half -hour. Once, the was Indian' our. I needed relief It makes me ponder a number like to point out that the models 
same commercial ran twice in the from the pain caused by the of different questions. First of all, in the commercial are obviously 
same commercial block. No repeated viewing of the why do the Lakota and only the White. Shouldn't it be showing the 
wonder Floyd's back must hurt. commercial. Luckily, like a pain in Lakota corner the market on pain Lakotas in their natural arthritic 
It's all the money he's carrying in the neck, they went away. For relief? I knowseveral Ojibways, a habitat instead, going about their 
his back pocket from the residuals awhile. couple Iroquois and a handful of usual everyday pain inducing lives, 
he makes every time the But like a migraine, commercials Crees that get headaches and to promote the effectiveness of the 
commercial runs. My heart soars for the product line are now back, booboos too? Yet they aren't product? I think there should be 
like his bank account. with a vengeance. No sign of Floyd hocking some secret and special shots of Lakotas, all wearing war 

Itwasn'tlongbefore I, a loyal and anymore. Instead, we are presented cure, other then aspirin or bonnets, of course, making Kraft 
devoted Native Canadian with across cut ofCanadians going Tylenol. Let's widen the dinner, hitchhiking into town, 
( Ojibway for those who like about their middle class White possibilities. For instance, get playing pool, peeing... regular 
details), was sick of seeing Floyd's lifestyle, all wearing what appears Gordon Tootoosis up there selling Native stuff like that. 
wise and handsome face. It was to be an eagle war bonnet. There Cree herbal medicine. Imagine (see Lakota page 21.) 

Arctic Christmas: The then and now 
In the days before the pace of °-'" races, the tugs of war, races under Christmas Day. 

Arctic life quickened beyond all the seal net, and joyous scrambles These days, stores start to 
control, the Christmas season in NAS I V VI K for then -rare sweets and candy. At display Christmas season things 
Inuit communities was very the dances, most participants sometime in November. 
short, very specific, and intensely wore sealskin kamiks, and the Christmas music is everywhere 
memorable. This was an age Zebedee Nungak button accordion was played for a full month before the Day 
when the passage of time seemed / without amplification. Whoops itself. The "commercialization 
to be less hurried; not harassed by / of joy were spontaneously jingles of Christmas are 
computers, Internet, e- mail, 

- expressed here and there as many unavoidably evident for so long 
microwavable instant food, or otherwise normal and respectable before the Day itself, it's a wonder 
remote-manipulating dozens of solemn joy shared by all the mattered. People old enough to people pleasantly surprised others collective "Christmas Fatigue -1 

channels on cable TV. people, young and old, Inuk and remember bean feasts speak of by demonstrating some does not creep in. All this can be 
Furthermore, there was never the Qallunaaq. Absolutely everybody them with nostalgia more inimitable jerks and fancies in described as a "Christmassy too 
prospect of a federal election came to this event. Children affectionate than they express for dance. soon" whirlwind. The Arctic has 
during Christmas. behaved properly, sitting quietly today's great spreads of every After the celebrations were over, not been spared of it. 

Back then, the lack of material beside their parents. Kids dozed imaginable food. Inuit would travel back to their Not having enough money is 
possessions in the communities and off to sleep on their mothers' One of the main events was the various traditional living areas, now a standard item of anxiety way 
among the people was not in any backs, or on the floor. In the dog team race, where the racers and immediately continue to eke before Christmas. This anxiety is 
way a hindrance to the celebration religious celebration, people's jockeyed to demonstrate their out living from the land and sea. totally foreign to Inuit regard of 
of Christmas. It was a blessing hearts seemed to beat close to that prowess as dog team handlers in a There was no room in life then Christmas, and is one of the 
uncluttered by "stuff" of which event 2,000 years ago, which was celebratory setting. Of course, the for any lingering celebrations. symptoms of having been 
there o so much today! A defining the cause of it all. 100 -pound sack of flour offered as Nowadays, Christmas season nominally "civilized ". Back then, 
memory of the season in that past The Qallunaat (White People) first prize added to the competitive celebrations take up a jam- packed money was practically unheard of, 
age is of genuine, spontaneous, living in Inuit settlements were spirit, although thiswas not the sole period of 10 days or more. and prizes awarded in races and 
unregimented JOY! Quviasuvvik, generally fur traders, missionaries incentive. The name of the winner Furthermore, this period is contests were likely to be something 
The Happy Time, was an occasion or policemen. They would lay out of the race would be known, and preceded by a long lead -in time to eat, something to wear, or 
when the people and the a feast of beans, biscuits and tea, talked about, far and wide, that stretched beyond the bounds of something to smoke. Now, prizes 
community were uniquely One. a royal feed good enough eaten year. A positively enhanced healthy, eager expectation. Since are either money or expensive 

The atmosphere at the once a year by the people then. reputation was no less valued than the quickening of the rhythms of trinkets; certainly not useless, but 
midnight church service on The lack of variety in the menu the bag of flour. life, modern distractions seem maybe not as appreciated. 
Christmas Eve was filled with a of the Christmas feast never Then there were the running determined to dilute the joy of (see Merry Christmas page 22.) 

r 
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NEED MORE COPIES OF THE 2006 ABORIGINAL HISTORY POSTER? 
Thanks to the generosity of Scotiabank, one poster was included in every copy of the December issue of Windspeaker. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to send calendars with Windspeaker without folding. So this is your chance to get a nice clean calendar for your office, home, or fora gift. 

POSTER STYLE: FOLDED: ORDER IN BULK AND SAVE 
1. 9 

10 - 24 
25+ 

- $3.75 /each 1- 9 
- $2.75 /each 10 - 24 
- $1.75 /each 25+ 

- $1.75 /each 
- $1.25 /each 
- $.75 /each 

Name: 

Address: 

City /Town: Phone: 

Province: P /C: - 

CREDIT CARD NO: 

SIGNATURE: 

EXP. DATE: 

POSTER: 

FOLDED: 

QUANTITY 

P ease ma e c eques 
or money orders payable to 

"AMMSA" 

EACH SUB TOTAL 

Shipping and Handling: 

GST: 

TOTAL ENCLOSED: 

$3.00 

7 

MAIL TO: Windspeaker Calendar 13245 - 146 Street Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5L 4S8 
Charge to your VISA /MASTERCARD /AMEX: FAX (780) 455 -7639 ORDER BY PHONE: 1-800-661-5469 

Please allow 2 -3 weeks for delivery. Limited supply - order early to avoid disappointment! Please odd $2.00 per order for shipping to the US; $5.00 per order for shipping overseas 
J 
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Qualifications include a diploma or degree in a Human Services 

field and /or two years experience working with youth. 

Ottawa's got a lot to [ books 
] 

learn about politics Book celebrates Adams 
Like the Sound of a Drum 
Aboriginal Cultural Politics in 
Denendeh and Nunavut 
by Peter Kulchyski 

A groundbreaking study of Northern culture 
and politics that challenges the definition 
and practice of democracy in Canada. 

'Splendidly and engagingly written" 
- lutte Cruikshank 

I5B11'.080755á86o 52.5 This work is not only important, but 
www.umanitoba.ca/uofmpress moving and beautiful" 

- Gad Horowitz, University of Toronto 
Availadezt bookstores oraderdirectftenelrekt w-565 -95]3. 

UNIVERSITY of MANITOBA PRESS 

313t/ The British Columbian Quarterly STUDIES O 

First Nations Sets 
Due to the demand for our Native theme issues, 
several of them have been grouped together into 

full- and half-sets. 

The Half -Set consists olio recent Native theme issues for s9o. 

The Full -Set consists of is recent Native theme issues for ssz5. 

Stay up-to -date! A subscription is only sao when ordered 
with a full - or half -set. 
Don't want a whole set? Receive toy discount on orders 
of three or more issues from the First Nations Set. 

By Laura Stevens 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

SASKATOON 

The Gabriel Dumont Institute 
of Native Studies and Applied 
Research (GDI) is publishing a 

new book that will examine the 
life and contributions of the late 
Howard Adams. 

Howard Adams: OTAPAWY! 
The Lift ofa Mira Leader in His 
Own Words combines Adams' 
own writings with the writings of 
others, who comment on Adams 
and the impact he has had on the 
Mesas community. 

University of Columbia 
Buchanan E162 1866 Slain Moll 

V C,iCanada V671L1 

Recent Native Theme 
Issues Include: 

NATIVE GEOGRAPHIES 
Summer /Autumn coo:, nu nary) toss 

PERSPECTIVES ON 
ABORIGINAL CULTURE 

Autumn soot, no.135, s o 

ETHNOGRAPHIC EYES 
1pcing S nniner anon, no. ra0a6, sso 

THE NISGA'A TREATY 
,tarer ,, o.a,a 

o unlock peruse. tyre gli: 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPT! RATES 

huh .dduuls: ,,40.0u Institutions: sfis.00 Students (with solid Il)): 

Wes. on, 

Tel: 61144{22 -3727 Fax: 604- 822 -0606 Email: write us @b tndics.arm Web: www:hr +l udic5.cnm 

Do you know an 
outstanding, dedicated 

Aboriginal athlete? 

Nominate an 
outstanding athlete! 

To be eligible, an athlete must 
meet the following criteria: 

Must be of Aboriginal 
descent 
Must have amateur status 
in the sport for which they 
are nominated 
Must be for athletic 
achievements within the 
2005 calendar year 
Must submit a completed 
nomination form on or 
before the deadline of 
January 16, 2006. 

141 n.w. ra "b 

Every year, the most 
deserving male and 

female certified Aboriginal 
coaches and Aboriginal 
athletes from each 
province /territory are selected 
for the National Aboriginal 
Coaching Awards and The 
Tom LongboatAwards. 

These regional recipients 
automatically advance as 
nominees for the prestigious 
National Awards that are 
presented to the most 
outstanding male and female 
Aboriginal coaches and 
athletes in Canada. 

The Aboriginal Sport Circle, 
Canada's national voice for 
Aboriginal sport, annually 
recognizes the 
achievements of gifted 
Aboriginal athletes and 
coaches. 

For more information on 
the Aboriginal Coaching 

Awards and The Tom 
Longboat Awards, 

contact the 
Aboriginal Sport Circle 
Phone: 1- 866 -938 -1176 

`pTIT4T;; 

NATIONAL 

Do you know a certified 
Aboriginal coach who is 
making a difference in 

your community? 

Nominate an 
outstanding Coach! 

To be eligible, a coach most 
meet the following criteria: 

Must be of Abonginal 
descent 
Must be Certified through 
the National Coaching 
Certification Program 
(NCCP) 
Must be a non -paid coach 
Nominations must be for an 
individual actively coaching 
in the 2005 calendar year. 
Must submit a completed 
nomination form on or before 
the deadline of January 16, 
2006. 

www.aboriginalsportcircle-ca 

Adams, who passed away in 
2001, was a highly respected 
Mesas leader, academic, educator, 
writer and activist. His published 
works include The Education of 
Canadians. 1800 -1867; The Roots 

Of Separatism; Prison Of Gran: 
Canada From The Native Point Of 
View; and A Tortured People: The 
Politics Of Colonization. 

Adams earned a bachelor of arts 
in sociology from the University 
of British Columbia and a PhD 
in history from the University of 
California at Berkeley. He spent 
more than a decade teaching at 
the University of Saskatchewan 
and was a professor emeritus at 
the University of California at 
Davis and a member of the 
adjunct faculty of the University 
of Alberta's graduate program in 
First Nations education. 

According to Darren 
Prefontainc, curriculum developer 
with GDI's publishing department, 
a lot of people throughout society, 
both Aboriginal and non - 
Aboriginal, have an interest in 
Adams and what he had to my. He 
described Adams as one of those 
figures from the 1960s that really 
touched a mw nerve in Canadian 
society. 

"He has a very important place 
in our collective history," said 
Prefontaine. "Canadians for 
generations quietly swept aside 
the racism that was forced upon 
Aboriginal peoples and Adams 
broke that up and brought 
Aboriginal issues to the forefront. 
He provided all sorts of theory 
related to the colonization of 
Aboriginal peoples." 

GDI has been around since the 
catty 1980s, but didn't start 
producing resources until 1985. 
Since then they have produced 

more than 80 books, videos and 
CD -ROMs. 

"We are really a cultural 
resource producer that relates to 
Mesas history and culture," said 
Prefontaine. "Our mission is to 
produce and promote education 
programs as well as produce 
resources that both Metis and 
non -Mesas can use. Our ultimate 
goal is to train Metis people 
towards becoming self- sustaining 
and to work with a larger 
community to promote Metis 
values and culture." 

Prefontainc said Adams had 
been working on an 
autobiography and a fictional 
account of his life that were never 
completed. Hartmut Lutz, 
Donna Heimbecker and Murray 
Hamilton, who worked as editors 
on the project, got together with 
Adams' widow, Margaret, and 
compiled OTAPAWY! using his 
partial manuscripts as their 
starting point. They asked various 
other academics and community 
members who knew Adams to 
contribute articles about him and 
his impact on Metis identity. 

Murray Hamilton, program 
coordinator for GDI's 
Saskatchewan Urban Native 
Teacher Education Program at 
the University of Saskatchewan, 
is one of those contributors. He 
said he wanted to take part in the 
project because Adams made 
Metis people feel proud of who 
they are. 

"He made us think critically 
about what was the relationship 
between Met is and broader 
society and that's probably the 
biggest reason why I involved 
myself in this book," said 
Hamilton. 

Violent death 
(Continued from page 10.) 
The committee also urged 

action on another emerging issue. 

"The committee is concerned 
that Aboriginal women are far 
more likely to experience ¡violent 
death than other Canadian 
women," the report stated. 

It recommended that Canada 
"should gather accurate statistical 
data throughout the country on 
violence against Aboriginal 
women, fully address the root 
causes of this phenomenon, 

including the economic and 
social marginalization of 
Aboriginal women, and ensure 
their effective access to the justice 
system. The state parry should 
also ensure that prompt and 
adequate response is provided 
by the police in such cases, 
through training and 
regulations." 

The committee set Oct. 31, 
2010 as the date for the 
submission of Canada's next 
'report under the covenant. 

Aboriginal Family Support Services 
is presently seeking a 

YOUTH WORKER 
to provide transports, supervised visits 
and youth work. Aboriginal people are 

strongly encouraged to apply. 

All candidates must provide a current Child Welfare & Police 

Security Check and a driver's abstract. 

Please fax resume with three references to 

403-995 -6564 or email m_afss@telus.net 
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WATER 
Aboriginal peoples responsible for stewardship 
By Avery Ascher 
Windspeaker Contributor 

WINNIPEG 

The clock is ticking for the 
world's water resources, and 
Aboriginal people must start 
working harder to protect them. 
This was the key message 
delivered at the Water for Life 
Conference held in Winnipeg 
Oct. 19 and 20. 

Water for Life was hosted by 
the Southern Chiefs' 
Organization (SCO), which 
represents 36 southern Manitoba 
First Nations. 

Though Aboriginal title to 
water has yet to be recognized by 
governments in Canada, Chris 
Henderson, SCO Southern 
Grand Chief, said that water is 

nevertheless emerging as an issue 
so critical that it demands co- 
operation on all sides. 

"We do have to all work 
together to honor the traditional 
teachings of respect for water," 
Henderson said. "That's why we 
took it upon ourselves to organize 
this forum, to share concerns, 
issues and solutions." 

The range of speakers over the 
two days demonstrated how 
water issues cross political, 
scientific, traditional and 
economic boundaries. 

On the political side, for 
example, Professor Thora 
Hermann from the University of 
Montreal talked about the Raleo 
Hydroelectric project in southern 
Chile. This project has become a 

case study in hydropower, 
Indigenous peoples' rights (the 
Mapuche Peheunche) and local 
empowerment. 

Merrell -Ann Phare of the 
Centre for Indigenous 
Environmental Resources talked 
about national and international 
law relating to Indigenous water 
rights. "Regardless of what the 
law says, rights come from the 
connection to traditional 
territories," Phare said. "That 
includes the inherent right to 
govern water according to your 
nation's traditional laws." 

Phare went on to say that, 
"Regarding Indigenous water 
rights in Canada, there has never 
been a case in the Supreme Court 
of Canada that has confirmed or 
denied the existence of water 
rights," Phare said. Peigi Wilson 
of the Assembly of First Nations 
followed with a look at 
transboundary water issues. She 
noted, for example, how First 
Nations peoples are continuing to 
mount strong challenges to 
proposed bulk water exports from 
the Great Lakes. 

Using science as the starting 
point for his discussion of water, 
Al Kristofferson of the Lake 
Winnipeg Research Consortium 

described how this non -profit 
multi -disciplinary organization 
came together to address the 
increasing pollution of 
Manitoba's 'great lake.' - 

Kathy Bird of Matootoo Lake 
Medicine Lodge in Manitoba 
shared her personal experiences in 
reconnecting with ceremonies, 
such as those celebrated when 
waters open in the spring. She 
also noted that water is in itself a 

medicine that serves as the 
foundation for preparing other 
traditional medicines. 

Activism on water issues was 
addressed by a couple of speakers, 
Anil Naidoo with the Council of 
Canadians, and David Danyluk 
with Save Our Seine. 

Naidoo, who heads the 
Council of Canadians' Blue 
Planet Project, zeroed in on how 
water has been appropriated by 
several huge transnational 
corporations to generate profit for 
their shareholders. Blue Planet is 

presently working toward getting 
the United Nations to ratify an 
International Treaty on the Right 
to Water, aimed at formalizing the 
right of every person on earth to 
dean and affordable water. 

Save Our Seine is a feisty 
grassroots organization that has 
made tremendous gains in 
cleaning up and preserving large 
stretches of the Seine River and 
its riparian zones in Winnipeg. 

Renowned scientist and 
environmental activist David 
Suzuki headlined the banquet 
dinner on Oct. 19. His 
impassioned speech did not 
disappoint those in the packed 
room. 

"The human brain invented 
the idea of a future. We're the only 
animals to realize we could shape 
the future by what we do today," 
Suzuki said. 

"Why is it we're turning our 
backs? Why are we no longer 
using our brains to look ahead 

and avert damage ?" he asked. 
Point by point, he built a case 

on how humans and their 
institutions, such as media, have 
given us only fractured pieces and 
incomplete understandings of the 
massive environmental crisis we 
face. 

He referenced, for example, the 
1992 World Scientists' Warning 
to Humanity, a document drafted 
by Nobel Prize winners and other 
leading researchers. With phrases 
like "collision course ", 
"irreversible damage" and "unable 
to sustain life in the manner that 
we know," this document should 
have been the wake -up call to end 
all wake -up calls, Suzuki said. 

But what was the response of 
the media. 

"CBC didn't report it. The Globe 
and Mail didn't report it. None of 
the major TV networks reported 
it. The New York Timer and 
Washington port decided it was not 
newsworthy. What do the media 

think is important? O.J. Simpson. 
Bill Clinton. Yet when half of 
Nobel Prize winners say we have 
to act now, it's not newsworthy." 

He came down particularly 
hard on the economics of our 
consumer society, calling 
economics "a set of values posing 
as science." 

"The ecological footprint of 
Canadians is bigger than the land 
can support," he continued. "It's 
suicidal to talk about the need for 
growth." 

Overall, the Water for Life 
conference encouraged Aboriginal 
people to take stock of their 
traditional role of stewards of the 
environment, and to 
wholeheartedly recommit to that 
role. 

"We need to act now while we 
have the chance. Some countries 
would live and die and fight for 
water," said Manitoba Métis 
Federation President David 
Chartrand. 

Respect underlies all water teachings 
By Avery Ascher 
Windspeaker Contributor 

WINNIPEG 

Respect for water, and 
honoring the spirit of water 
before using it, are the 
fundamental principles 
underlying all traditional water 
teachings, participants at the 
Water for Life conference in 
Winnipeg heard. 

Kathy Bird, a traditional 
teacher with Matootoo Lake 
Medicine Lodge, said she first 
encountered ideas about the 
sacredness of water early in life 
when the Elders told children, 
"Never pee in the water." While 
she did not fully understand the 
significance then, things really 
came int6 focus once she entered 
the Midewin Lodge and began 
receiving teachings from the 
grandmothers at Roseau River, 
Man. 

Bird received the name she 
needed to work with water from 
a traditional teacher following a 

fast. Her Anishnabc name means 
"down to the earth comes the 
cloud, or mist." Today she works 
with traditional medicines, 
helping and learning from other 
healers. 

Water, Bird said, is not only 
what gives all traditional 
medicines their potency: it is a 
medicine in itself. 

"I'm so grateful for those 
teachings. This is the medicine 
that brings them all together, 
whether it's something we drink, 
wash with or make eye drops 
with," she explained. 

Women have always been the 
caretakers of water in traditional 

"They'll have 10 cups of coffee, or tea or 
pop. They'll say they're very thirsty, then 
reach for pop, coffee or tea. lm amazed 

how many people don't drink that natural 
medicine." 

-Kathy Bird, on drinking water 
cultures because of their integral it in each piece of cloth, which 
connections to Mother Earth, are tied into bundles and placed 
Bird said. in the lake or river. An offering 

"The Earth gives life - food, and prayer to the spirit in the 
medicine, clothing and shelter. water is made, asking the spirit 
She gives life forth, and because to be strong for the people that 
we give life forth we are need help. 
connected to her in that way." "You always talk to the spirits 

The amniotic fluid cushioning around and in water to do the 
babies in the womb is just one of work that you need," Bird 
the deep and ancient connections explained. 
women have with water. "There Working with traditional 
are specific teachings on healers and sick people, she said, 
grandmother moon and her has opened her eyes to how little 
responsibility, and how she can water people drink. "They'll have 
move the waters and the tides," 10 cups of coffee, or tea or pop. 
Bird added. They'll say they're very thirsty, 

More and more, younger then reach for pop, coffee or tea. 
Aboriginal women are starting to I'm amazed how many people 
learn such teachings, Bird said, ' don't drink that natural medicine. 
describing a ceremony the "I really believe we get a lot of 
grandmothers at Roseau River sicknesses because of that. We're 
perform when lakes and rivers not drinking enough water to 
open in the spring. flush out our systems. So I 

While it's the grandmothers encourage people, instead of pop 
that lead the ceremony, women buy a bottle of water." 
of all ages participate. The Commercially bottled water, 
grandmothers prepare four however, brings in its own set of 
squares of cloth: green, red, issues, Bird acknowledged during 
yellow and brown. The four the question and answer period 
colors represent spring and after her presentation. 
rebirth, blooming and growth, One such issue raised was the 
preparing to sleep and going back commodification of a substance 
to sleep. that is essential to all life. Bottled 

The grandmothers each take a water is now a multi- billion- 
small amount of tobacco from a dollar -a -year business around the 
bowl that's passed around, put globe, and increasing numbers of 
prayers into the tobacco and place these water entrepreneurs are 

Aboriginal, either individually or 
at the band level. 

Elders foresaw this issue of 
buying and selling water a long 
time ago, Bird said. 

"I remember my auntie and 
granny saying, `Who can own the 
water? Some day this will come 
back on us.'" 

Related to this is the use of 
plastic in the bottled water 
industry. Plastic is viewed as 

inherently unhealthy by 
traditional healers, Bird said, 
noting that when she and other 
healers prepare medicines, it is 

placed in paper bags. Further, 
there is the huge amount of 
plastic garbage created through 
buying and consuming bottled 
water. 

Another question related to 
climate change, and the effect of 
global warming on water sources. 
"Is there anything in the 
traditional teachings that deals 
with that ?" one participant asked. 

"I believe that if we had 
maintained the teachings of 
respect and honoring the Earth, 
we would not have to worry 
about these things," Bird 
answered. 

With all the work that needs to 
be done to protect water, Bird is 

excited and energized by how 
young Aboriginal women are 
starting to reclaim the teachings. 
"I believe the things we're doing 
through our ceremonies, for 
example the coming into 
womanhood with girls, these girls 
will share these teachings with 
their families." 

All these teachings are bound 
up with the concept of natural 
processes and laws, and the heavy 
price humans and our Earth pay 
when such laws are not obeyed. 
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Windspeaker 
Classifieds 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

24/7 Music Studio 
Recording Studio Franchise Own 
your own Recording Studio 
Equipment, Support, ]Mining 
www.247studios.moonfruit.com 

275 Selkirk Ave. 
1- 800-307 -8057 

RETAIL 

Aboriginal Tshirts: 
Iroquois, Metis, and Cree 
designs, unique and 
impressive, available only at 
Nation Tshirts, 
www. n a t i o n t s h i rt s. c o m 

Everyone should have a 
quality automobile. 
Call the Original Aboriginal 
Auto Specialist to get yours 
1- 888 -398 -6789. 

OTHER 

THE PERFECT GIFT! 
A Windspeaker subscription 
makes the perfect gift. It 
arrives every month -for a 
whole year for only 540 GST. 
1- 800 -661 -5469 ext. 221 

SCOTIABANK' 

ABORIGINAL 

HISTORY 

PROJECT 

FREE IN EVERY 

ISSUE OF 

DECEMBER 

University student Chris Madden ideals). winner of the Xerox Canada's "CEO for a Day" 
contest, spent Nov. 18 shadowing Doug Lord, the company's chairman, president and 
CEO, and other top executives, managers and researchers, learning the ropes of running 
a billion -dollar corporation of 4,300 plus people. Maddens day involved a broad range of 
activities, including a sales call with a Xerox customer and a visit to the Xerox Research 

- Centre of Canada in Mississauga. Madden also met with key senior leadership team 
members and operational staff, negotiated a crash-course in sales training, and handled a 

CEO 'question and answer session as part of regular Xerox Canada internal communications. 

Oteenow Employment 

& Training Society 

4202, 10470 - 176 Street 

Edmonton, AB T5S 113 

Phone: 780 -444 -0911 

Fax: 780- 444 -3477 

www- oteenow.com 

Oteenow 
Employment & Training Society 

On behalf of the Board of Directors and 

Staff of Oteenow Employment Er Training 

Society and Oteenow Employment Centre, 

we would like to wish you a joyous Holiday 

Season and a New Year filled with Peace, 

Happiness, 

Health and 

Prosperity. 

one -stop dream shop. 

Film Resident Program Application Deadline: January 30, 2006 

" The Canadian Film Centre taught me that when you are up against a storm, 
the wisdom of teamwork helps clarify your vision." 
Shirley Cheechoo, Alumna - BEARWALKER, IN SHADOW, and JOHNNY TOO TALL 

We are Canada's foremost institution for advanced, professional training in film, television and new Canadian Film Centre 
media We offer the best environment to train and develop emerging talent Come and develop your 

artistic vision, forge successful partnerships and perfect your skills. Sell your ideas and build a !- 

great network for the future. In short, pack years of experience into a few months. Please visit our III it a a l- 
wehsite for all application deadlines. 

www.cdnfilmcentre.com Centre canadien du film 

Find more careers online at: 
www.ammsa.com 

FOUR DIRECTIONS CONSULTING 
¡. 'Healing Through Our Own People" 

, LYLE S. WILLIER 
'ß°-'^ . Facilitating Personal Wellness Workshops 

. Promoting First Nations Cultural Awareness and Wellness 

. Individual and Group Counseling Cultural and Spiritual Advisor 

P.O. Box 69123 Phone: 760- 455 -6022 

Kensington Postal Outlet Far 780- 455 -6024 

Edmonton, AB Toll Free 1- 866 -4456 -6022 

Thy 1G7 Email: lyle- ldeetelus.net 

www.fourd irectionsconsu Iti ng -com 

Athabasca University., P- Canada's penUniversity" -1 
Specializing in distance and on -line education, Athabasca University delivers university ed- 

removelufbé 
rierstairreesssinacessm and success n,un eUniversity se ároincreasing 

equal/ ryafeducabanalopportunitymradumeemerswaddwide .Athabasca university invites 

applications for the following poison located in Edmonton, AB: 

Assistant Professor, Indigenous Studies, 
Centre for World Indigenous Knowledge and Research 

The Centre for World Indigenous Knowledge and Research houses both Indigenous 
Education and the academic arm for Indigenous Studies at Athabasca University MLR. 

Additional information about this innovative Centre can be found on our waist at 

http Jlwww.athabascaa.aaundigaeoua 

The Assistant Professor will teach introductory and senior Indigenous Studies courses 
and will contributetothe development of the CentrefarWoddlndigenous Knowledge and 

Research at Athabasca University. Candidates must be proficient in the use of computer 
technology; experience teething in an online environment is a definite asset. The suc- 
cessful candidate will hold an earned PhD (or anticipated completion within probationary 
period) or Mastersdegree plusa minimum offiveveers'directly relevant academic and/or 
professional experience in Indigenous Studies. Indigenous Studies is en interdisciplinary 
program, based upon traditional Indigenous teachings, and endemic disciplines in the 

humanities, social sciences, physical toi and professional fields. Candidates with 
experience working in and for Indigenous nations, organizations or institutions will be 

especially competitive. Aboriginal applicants are particularly encouraged to apply. 

Please refer to the full lob profile on our Web site at 
www.uhabascau.caliobeeaoles 

neck appointment Salary is commensuretemIt goal,baROm 
and experience, supplemented by a generous benefits package. 

Furtherinformationahout this position may beobtained from Professor Tracey!). Lindberg 

at 1- 800 -788 -9941 Extension 3217 or via email: trateyl®mhabassau.ca 

All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and Permanent 

Residents will be given priority. 

Applicants should forward a letter of application, a curriculum vitae, and the names and 

addresses of three referees by senber quoting CompetitiontWS-AelS -1116. 

Applications should be e- mailed to the Human Resources Advisor. Human Resources, 

Athabasca University et resume®athaheecau.ca. 

Athabasca University develops and maintains an environment that suppods equitable 

working conditions for iraividueis traditionally underrepresented in onlvers,ties. The 

University iscommittedtoemploymentequity ,anaencouragesepplicationsrrom women, 

Indigenous peoples, persons with disabilities, and members or visible minorities. 

www.athabascau.ca - 
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[ careers & training ] 

Youth contribute to 
success of water 
monitoring projects 
By Avery Ascher 
Windspeaker Contributor 

BLACK RIVER, Man. 

Students are key allies in two 
projects that monitor the natural 
environment at Black River First 
Nation, Brian Kotak said. He was 

reporting at the Water for Life 
conference held in Winnipeg 
Oct. 19 and 20 about the 
environmental work done in his 
department in the community. 

Black River is located about 
135 km northeast of Winnipeg 
along the cast shore of Lake 
Winnipeg. One of the first 
projects undertaken was an 
enhancement project for walleye 
and sauger spawning beds in the 
Black and O'Hanly rivers 
running through the community. 
In 2002, 15 Black River First 
Nation students washed and 
moved several tonnes of rock and 
boulders by hand and 
wheelbarrow from a nearby 
quarry to help create a spawning 
riffle in the Black River. The 
project won a Spirit of the Earth 
Award sponsored by Manitoba 
Hydro in 2003. 

A current water quality 
monitoring project is aimed at 
understanding how forest fires, 
logging and features of the area's 

watersheds interact to influence 
water quality. 

Altogether, 24 creeks, streams 
and rivers are being sesidied. 

High school students from 
Powerview, Wanipigow and Lac 
du Bonnet have been front -and- 
centre in the work. Wearing hip 
waders and armed with a range 
of equipment, they've been out 
several times measuring and 
recording rates of flow, water pH 
and other key indicators. 

Ultimately, Kotak said, the 
project will yield tools for forest 
company Tembec to plan its 
forest management activities in 
the area. Sponsors, including 
Tembec, have donated the 
measuring equipment. 

Tembec also opened up its 
logging records of the last 50 years 
and is making its geographic 
information system (GIS) 
available to help with analysis. 

A climate change study involves 
the same three schools. Study 
plots have been set up in 
different -aged jack pine, aspen 
and black spruce stands located 
within the Manitoba Model 
Forest. The objective is to see how 
climate change will affect the 
boreal forest. Several indicators 
within the broad areas of weather, 
soils, vegetation and small 
mammals are being measured and 
recorded. 

Students have collected about 
four data sets to date, Kotak said. 
"It's a real technical exercise using 
current scientific protocols. For 

example, they use an increment 
borer to age trees, soil pH and 
temperature meters, and a 

clinometer to estimate the height 
of the trees." 

Data collected by the students 
is now being rolled into a national 
environmental monitoring 
network administered by 
Environment Canada The climate 
change project has also produced 
two educational CDs for 
elementary and middle years 
students. It won a Spirit of the 
Earth Award for 2005. 

Team building on the projects 
began about three years ago, 
Kozak said, with outside expertise 
brought in where needed. 
Proposal writers, scientists, 
information technology support, 
installation of wireless 
communications in the band 
office and satellite -based high 
speed Internet got things off the 
ground. Partners Manitoba 
Hydro, Tembec, INAC and the 
Manitoba Model Forest have 
since joined. 

Following his presentation at 
the Water for Life conference, 
Kotak opened up the floor to 
feedback and questions. One 
comment related to 
interpretation of data: "If the 
community does have ownership 
of the data, then I'd like to see 

youth empowered and trained to 
do data interpretation," the 
participant said. 

Another participant noted that 
most of the students involved to 
date have been boys, and there 
was a need to get more girls 
interested in the projects. 

Another comment related to 
involvement of large companies, 
such as Manitoba Hydro. It was 
noted that First Nations have had 
negative experiences with such 
companies in the past. The issue 
raised related to overcoming the 
psychological hurdle of working 
with such companies. 

In a similar vein, another 
participant asked, "What is the 
underlying motive for sponsoring 
the projects)" 

While acknowledging that 
negatives from the past do linger 
with new initiatives, Kotak went 
on to say, "We're not here to kill 
the companies, but to help them 
improve their environmental 
performance." 

He explained that Black River 
had "an environmental vision that 
fits into the community master 
plan," Kotak said. "Economic 
development has to occur at the 
same time as environmental 
protection. All projects must have 
educational and environmental 
monitoring components as a 

cornerstone," he added. 
Water for Life was sponsored 

by the Southern Chiefs' 
Organization representing 36 
First Nations in southern 
Manitoba. 

LAKELAND COLLEGE 1$61 s oó69ó 
Transportation: 
Professional Transport 
Operator Program 
Lloydminster 

12 week program 

Driver Training 
Lloydminster, Vermilion &Sherwood Park 

Hourly Driving 

g- Endorsement - Air Brakes Training 
Lbydminster, Vermilion & Sherwood Park 
Various training dates 

Let us teach 
you how to Drive! 

4th Class Power Engineering 
Lbydminster, Ardmore & Sherwood Park 

Part A & Part B - Various dates 

Gas Processing Operator - 4 Levels 

Lbydminster 

Pre -Employment: 

Electrical Vermilion & Sherwood Park. 
12 week program ' 

Welding Vermilion & Sherwood Park 

12 week program 

Vr.milion 
For more information phone: 

Lovdm,nsi. Raelean Hickson 
arasa ranny 

1 800 661 6490 ext. 5526 

NATIONAL T H E A T R E SCHOOL OF CANADA 

DO IT AND LEARN PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN SET AND COSTUME DESIGN 
TECHNICAL PRODUCTION PRODUCTION AND STAGE MANAGEMENT, TECHNICAL DIRECTION 
ano SOUND OR LIGHTING DESIGN ACTING PLAYWRITING DIRECTING 

Application deadline. 

FEBRUARY 15, 2006 
TOLL FREE FT 1 866 547-7328 OR 514-842-7954 

INFO@ENT NTS.gCCA WWW.ENT-NTS.00.CA 

uM.w+-,.o-. is the p itl sponsor al the 1006 NTS National Applications and Auditions 

7,000 colleagues to inspire and support you 

294 offices across Canada, and growing 

1 great place to work 

Things really are different here! A career with HSBC in Canada is truly an experience that 
few other financial services organizations can match. Here, you'll find yourself inspired 
and supported by 7,000+ colleagues whose daily responsibilities cross time zones, 
continents and cultures You will be motivated to aim for your highest aspirations by 
taking on as much as you can handle, quickly. And you'll enjoy the rewards of belonging 
to a diverse and growth -driven culture. 

Get ready to be immersed in challenging, meaningful business situations that will tap your 
talent and maximize your potential. You'll have every chance to make an impact at levels 
you might never experience elsewhere; we count on the skills of every individual to achieve 
our collective success. We'll invest in your goals while encouraging a sound balance between 
a high -performance career and a healthy personal life. Explore a career at HSBC in Canada 
and see how we'll make you our 1 priority. 

Interested? Intrigued? In a frame of mind to discover how you can make a difference in our 
organization and your career! Visit www.hsbc.ca/careers to review our exciting positions 
and to apply online. 

We are committed to Employment Equity and Valuing 
Diversity. We champion an environment that is 
,supportive of individual needs and duff re a place 
where creativity, innovation and productivity flourevh. 

/swan/ he 111Ne Bunk Comb 
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[ careers & training 
Video games used as language teaching tool 
By Cheryl Petten 
Windspeaker Staff Writer 

CALGARY 

Researchers from the 
University of Calgary's Digital 

Media Laboratory are teaming up 
with Red Crow College to create 
a video game designed to reach 
the Blackfoot language to 
Blackfoot youth. 

The goal of the I'Powahsin 
Project, which gets its name from 

the Blackfoot word for 'speak', is 

to create a game that reflects 
Blackfoot culture, is inhabited by 
Blackfoot characters and requires 
the player to learn the Blackfoot 
language in order to play and win 
the game. 

DeVry offers Aboriginal students an innovative 
and supportive approach to education. 

Our goal is to ensure that students receive a high -quality education 
through career orientated programs. Our programs and courses are 

offered in a student -friendly environment. 

DeVry Programs 
offered at DeVry: 

Business Operations 

Computer Information Systems 

Electronic Engineering Technology 

Computer Engineering Technology 
Network Communications 
Management 

1- 800 -363 -5558 403 -235 -5400 

Institute 
of Technology 

2700 - 3 Ave SE 
Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 
T2A 7W4 

www.devry.ca 

APPLY NOW FOR 2006! 

"NVIT's Information Technology certificate 
Program provided me wish the nauseam skills 

to prepare myself for some very important 
industry certifications, including A. and CCNA. 

Due to this program, I am now employed as the 

Information systems Assistant m NVIT and I am 

gaining valuable experience which will enable me 

to excel in my new profession. Thanks, NVIT! 

George Gaoafiere 
information Technology (air (ease 

OM\ 
% I 

rodVlT 
NICOTA VALLEY INSTINTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Located in Merritt, BC, NVIT offers quality Aboriginal education and support services 
geared towards student success and community development. 

NVIT PROGRAMS: 
Law Enforcement Preparation Program 
Social Work 
Aboriginal Early Childhood Education 
First Nation Public Administration 
Natural Resource Technology 
Information Technology 
Administrative and Community Economic Development 
Academic and Indigenous Studies (University Transfer) 
College Readiness (including GED courses) 
Aboriginal Community & Health Development 
Online courses available! 

Education. 

Strength. 

Leadership. 

lilt: meows convenient mama and results oriented, Contact us for more information: 

Toll Free:1 -817- 682 -3300 www.nvit.ca info ©nvit.lic.ca 

Dr. Jim Parker, a professor of 
computer science at the 
University of Calgary who works 
in the Digital Media Laboratory, 
came up with the idea for the 
I'Powahsin Project when he 
realized there was a dearth of 
Native characters in video games, 
even though there were probably 
plenty of Native stories that 
would translate well into games. 

Parker talked to some people in 
the Native community about his 
idea and it soon became clear that 
creating a Native- themed game 
could accomplish much more 
than just providing 
entertainment. With input from 
Elders and other members of the 
Native group represented in the 
game, it could also help preserve 
Native culture and language. 

When he took his game idea to 
a group of Blackfoot people in 
southern Alberta, they were a 

little hesitant, at first, to support 
a project that would encourage 
children to spend more time 
playing video games, Parker said. 
But by the end of his 
presentation, that hesitancy was 
replaced by excitement. 

"Because what we're doing here 
is using something that the kids 
do anyhow, but we're 
incorporating a lot of stuff that 
the Elders would like to see. And 
o usually we can convince people 

that this in not such a bad thing," 
he said. 

Part of what makes the game a 

good tool for teaching language 
is that learning the language isn't 
the focus of the game, it's just part 
of what has to happen to win the 
game. 

"They have to learn the 
language so that they can 
accomplish other things, and if 
you do it properly it's integrated 
into the game seamlessly," Parker 
said. 

"Games are about learning, 
always. Video games are all about 
learning the rules to the game and 
how to get to the next level. And 
when someone has finished the 
game, its because they've learned 
all that game can teach them. 
Usually those things are trivial 
things, they're not important. But 
in this case, one of the things 
that they'll come away with is 

the knowledge of their language 
and that is a part of the game 
play. " 

The story for the game sees a 

young Blackfoot man setting out 
with his best friend on a quest. 
In order to marry the woman he 
loves, he must improve his 
standing in the eyes of the 
woman's father by launching a 
horse raid against the Crow. 

Throughout the game, the 
player will be given information 
and instruction in Blackfoot. 
Each time he or she demonstrates 
that they understand the words 
they will receive points. Each time 
they fail to demonstrate 
comprehension or if they need 
the words translated, they will 
lose points. 

"Its an amalgam ofa collection 
of war stories to make it fairly 

typical of the kind of Blackfoot 
war story that might be 
historically passed down," Parker 
said. "So it's not any particular 
one. It is made by some of the 
people at Red Crow to be 
typical." 

The goal of the project all 
along, Parker stressed, was to have 
as many of the components of the 
game provided by the Native 
group being represented in the 
game. 

"You have to have a look and 
feel of a game that is indicating 
its origins," he said. My goal from 
the very beginning was to have 
Native musicians and Native 
artists working on this so that the 
look of the game, the sound of 
the game, was very much what 
they felt comfortable with." 

Parker hopes the level of 
involvement of Native people in 
the project will be reflected in the 
game and will allow the Native 
children playing the game to take 
ownership of it. - 

"I want them to see their faces 
in the game rather than Japanese 
and European and other folks," 
Parker said. "I want them to see 
their culture, their faces, their 
Elders, their parents." 

The game is being designed to 
be played on a Gameboy game 
system. The technology needed to 
create the game is pretty much in 
place. The next step is to go to 
Red Crow College to record the 
Blackfoot speakers for the audio 
of the game. Parker hopes that 
will be completed by the end of 
January. 

Once the audio portion is 

completed, Parker and the rest of 
the team working on the project 
will create a five to 10 minute 
demo of the game to give people 
an idea of what the final game will 
look like. That demo will be 
available for download on the 
Digital Media Laboratory's Web 
site (www. ucal gary. ca/ 
-jparkerd'powahsin /index.html). 
It will also give Parker something 
concrete to show in his quest for 
the funding needed to be able to 
complete the game. 

The completed game, in turn, 
will help Parker attract funding 
for an even more ambitious 
project, Turtle Island, Parker's 
vision for a multi- player online 
role playing game that will 
simulate North American 
Aboriginal cultures as they existed 
a thousand years ago. Like the 
Gameboy game, the goal ofTurtle 
Island is to allow Native players 
to sec their culture represented in 
game form, and to aid in the 
preservation of Aboriginal 
language and culture. 

Parker's work on the Blackfoot 
language game has attracted 
interest from other Native groups 
who would like to sec their 
language and culture reflected in 

a similar game. While the same 
technology could be used to 
create such games, each new game 
would need a new script that 
reflects the culture of the group 
in question. 

(see Video page 22.) 
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Human rights 
(Continued from page 11.) 

The special report states that 
human rights protection should 
be introduced in a way that 
respects the rights and interests of 
First Nations. - 

"An interpretative provision 
will be necessary," said Kelly Russ, 
"to guide the commission, the 
Human Rights Tribunal and the 
courts to apply the act in a way 
that appropriately respects the 
legitimate collective rights and 
interests of First Nations 
communities." During the 
proposed transition period, the 
CHRC recommends that the 
government carry out 
consultations with First Nations 
on interpretation issues. 

"The report is the first phase. 
The next phase, once the repeal 
has occurred, will focus on 
implementation, but to make it 
happen First Nations will have to 
be fully involved at every step of 
the process," he added. 

It may seem like a motherhood 
issue drat human rights 
protection should be extended to 
First Nation reserves. But an 
academic with an extensive track 
record of watching how Ottawa 
deals with First Nations said 
repealing the offending section is 
not the only, or even necessarily 
the best way to do it. 

"The report of the CHRC is 
very likely the impetus that led 
Senator Noel Kinsella to 
introduce Bill S -45 to repeal 
Section 67 of the Human Rights 
Act," said Michael (Mickey) 
Posluns, a Native studies 
professor at St. Thomas 
University in Fredericton who 

spent many years in Ottawa. 
"What neither he nor they seem 

to appreciate is that their well - 

intentioned efforts will serve mainly 
to reinvigorate Canadian 
colonialism. Genuine self - 
government ... would require each 
First Nation government to adopt 
its own human rights code. What 
the CHRC and Senator Kinsella are 
doing is making Canadian 
colonialism more palatable to those 
who are doing the colonizing." 

The more First Nations are 
subjected to the control of Canadian 
authorities, the more distant the 
goal of self- government becomes, he 
added. 

"Genuine self -government would 
require that Canada pass legislation 
that would keep provinces from 
intruding into First Nations matters 
and then, the hardest thing of all, it 
would require that Canada, in all its 
many facets, develop a practice of 
'no- policy,' i.e. not having federal 
policies in any of those fields that 
would properly belong to First 
Nations," Posluns said. "Just 
because something is a good idea 
does not mean that it is sound policy 
for a colonial power to inflict that 
good idea on a colony. If Canada 
really wants to support self - - 
government then the government, 
the Opposition, both houses and 
even the Human Rights 
Commission will need to learn to 
stay out of legislative fields that 
properly belong to First Nations. 
Federal law does not apply to 
provinces. The same laws ought not 
to apply to those First Nations that 
choose to write their own 
constitutions and establish their 
Own institutions." 

Potters for Learners 
The Belcourt Brosseau Métis Awards 

Do you want to be a... 

Social Worker? 
Environmental Scientist? 

Teacher? 
Certified Journeyman? 

What's Your Dream? 
If you are Métis, residing in Alberta, and need financial help 
to pursue your education or training, a Belcourt Brosseau 
Métis Award may help you take the next step. In 2005, 88 
awards, ranging from $1,000 to $9,000, were awarded to 
Métis students in programs and training opportunities at 
qualified post secondary schools across Alberta. 

The deadline for most applications is May 15. 
Students entering the trades can apply year -round. 

dollars 
for earns 

For more information call 
1- 866 -626 -0015 or visit 

www. Dol l a rsFo rLea me rs. com 
Dollars for Learners is the Scholarship and Award 
Program at the Edmonton Community Foundation 

ru UNBC 
University of Northern 

British Columbia 

College of Arts, Social & Health Sciences 

Chair Position 
First Nations Studies Program 
(Tenured or Tenure -Track Position) 

The University of Northern British Columbia, in 

conjunction with the First Nations Studies Program, 

invites applications for a Program Chair position at the 

rank of an Associate or Full Professor (tenured or 

tenure -track position) with an expected start date of July 
1, 2006 (subject to budgetary approval) UNBC has 

long established partnerships with many First Nations 
Bands and Tribal Councils. Federal and provincial 

initiatives in First Nations teaching and research are 

expanding, and UNBC is poised to play a significant role 

in many of these, including being the node for the 

National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health. 

There is a strong support system for students, including 
the First Nations Centre, an Innovative Peer Support 
Network, the Northern Advancement Program and other 

academic and cultural bridging programs. Teaching and 
research on issues relevant to, and in partnership with, 
First Nations communities are undertaken throughout 
many of the UNBC academic programs. The regional 

dimension to First Nations programming is also a critical 

component to the mandate of the University. Currently, 
there are over 3,500 students enrolled in more than 40 

undergraduate and graduate UNBC degree programs 
throughout northern BC, and UNBC has one of the 

highest percentages of students of Aboriginal descent 
among Canadian universities. 

We expect to appoint a senior scholar with a strong 

academic and research background and experience in the 

discipline. The successful candidate will have 

demonstrable skills in administration, mentoring faculty 
and students and providing a vision for First Nations 

Studies. Experience in innovative curriculum 

development, in working In an interdisciplinary 
environment and especially in working with aboriginal 
communities is important. A doctoral or equivalent degree 
in any discipline with First Nations centrals required. 

Please forward your curriculum vitae and the names and addresses of three references (including telephone, fax, and 

email information) quoting competitor 4FAFN31.05 (FD) to: Dr. J. Howard Brunt, Vice- President Academic 8 
Provost, University of Northern British Columbia, 3333 University Way, Prince George, B.C.,V2N 4Z9. 

Please direct inquiries to: Dr. James Randall, Dean, College of Arts, Social and Health Sciences. at Telephone 

(250) 960 -5823. Email: jrandall @unbc.ca Electronic submissions of CVs can he forwarded to: 

FacultyRecruitment @unbc.ca 

Applications received on or before December 31, 2005 will receive full consideration( however applications will be 

accepted until the position is filled. 

Assistant Professor Position 
First Nations Studies Program 
(1 Tenure -Track Position) 

The University of Northern British Columbia, in 

conjunction with the First Nations Studies Program, 
invites applications for an Assistant Professor Benue. 
track position) with an expected start date of July 1, 2006 

(subject to budgetary approval) UNBC is a modern, 

research- intensive university with a strong mandate in 

First Nations Studies at the undergraduate and graduate 
levels. We also have strong links to the local and 
regional First Nations communities. Currently there are 

over 3,500 students enrolled in more than 40 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs 

throughout northern B.C. 

The successful candidate will contribute to the First 

Nations Studies Program mandate to foster an 

understanding of the diversity and strengths of Aboriginal 

peoples in Canada and abroad. Candidates should 

possess a PhD. (or be near completion), and 

demonstrate a strong background in teaching and 

research in First Nations studies which complements the 
mandate of the Program 

We are seeking applicants whose research and teaching 

expertise is in the areas of, but not limited to, aboriginal 
health, aboriginal women's perspectives, First Nations 
languages and cultures, art and material culture, 
contemporary issues and community -based research. 
The successful candidate will be capable of teaching 

undergraduate and graduate courses For more 

information about the First Nations Studies Program visit 

our website at ewe unbc calhrstnatara 

Please 'onward your curriculum vitae and the names and addresses of Aree references (including telephone. fax. and 
email information) quoting competition #FAFN29-05 (FD) to: Dr. J. Howard Brunt, Vice -President Academic 8, 

Provost, University of Northern British Columbia, 3333 University Way, Prince George, B.C., V2N 4Z9. Please 
direct inquiries to: Sr . Antonia Mills, Chair of the First Nations Studies Program. at Telephone (250) 960.6690. 
&alai milk a,,unbc ama Electronic submissions of CVs can be forwarded to: FacultyRecruitment@unbc.ca 

Applications received on or before December 31, 2005 will receive full consideration however applications will he 
accepted until the position is filled. 

All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. The 
University of Northern British Columbia is committed to employment equity and encourages applications from women, 
aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and members of visible minorities. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN 3333 UNIVERSITY WAY, PRINCE GEORGE, BC, VIN 4Z9 

BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT OUR WEB SITE: 

WWW.UNBC.CA 
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do you have the kind of 
energy we're looking for? 

If you're looking for an opportunity to put your energy 

to work in a progressive, growth -oriented environment, 

look to BP Canada. As a global leader in the discovery, 

production, and distribution of energy, BP offers the chance 

to explore a wide array of challenging job assignments 
with outstanding career development opportunities. 

We currently have a number of field and office vacancies. 

Please visit our new recruiting website at 
www.bp.com /careers /canada if you're interested. 

Discover how a rewarding career with BP Canada 
can create a world of opportunites for you. 

bp 
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Nechi is an Aboriginal movement committed to holistic 

healing and health addictions -free lifestyles. 

Nechi Training, Research and Health Promotions Institute 
was founded in 1974 to provide training in addictions counselling 
for Aboriginal people and those who work with Aboriginal people. 

to the thirty -two years since, the Institute has expanded and 
enhanced programs and services in the primary areas of 

training. research and health promotions. 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
The Chief Executive Officer is accountable and responsible to the Board of Governors. This position requires 
Ïcreative individual who leads by example to direct and manage the day -to -day operations of the Institute. 

The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for, but not limited to, strategic planning, program planning. 
development and direction, sound accounting and financial management, human resource management, 
maintaining and enhancing public, community and government relations and providing a leadership role in 
implementing all policies and procedures, as approved by the Board of Governors. 

The ideal candidate will be a proven Aboriginal leader with a strong commitment to building success through 
the commitment of individuals and communities and who has a proven history with leadership, program 
development and proven solid business, operations, administrative and financial management skills. The 
successful candidate will possess several years cif progressive senior management experience within a complex 
human service organization and a comprehensive understanding of issues facing the diverse Aboriginal 
community. The successful candidate will have a minimum of an undergraduate degree in a relevant discipline 
(Education, Social Sciences, etc.); will demonstrate an ability to work within a Board structure, which includes 
supporting and implementing the values and direction of the Board: have proven communication and 
interpersonal skills. which are key in building relationships and partnerships with stakeholders on local. 
regional. pros provincial, national and international forums; have the ability to lead a management team in an 

effort to engage and build positive and effective partnerships; and, have the ability to travel. Extensive 
knowledge of the Aboriginal community with the ability to speak and /or understand an Aboriginal language 
is a definite asset. 

A competitive salary and benefits package will he negotiated with the successful candidate. 

Individuals interested in pursuing this unique and challengingopportunity are encouraged to forward 
a cover letter, resume and three (3) letters of reference no later than 3:00 pm (Mountain Standard 
Time), Friday, December 9, 2005, to the attention of.: 

Wilfred Wilier, Chairperson 
Nechi Training, Research and Health Promotions Institute 

PO Box 34007, Kingsvay Mall PO 
Edmonton, AB T5G 3G4 

Telephone: (780) 459 -1884 
Fax: (780) 458.1883 

www.nechi.com emgoyment@necht.com 

hank all candidates for their interest; however, only individuals selected 
for interviews will be contacted. No telephone calls please!! 

Business Quarterly 
Windspeaker's Aboriginal Business Magazine 

Premiere issue inside this copy of Windspeaker! 
For your copy call: 1-800-861-5489 

[ careers ] 

Lakota- a real 
pain in the TV 
(Continued from page 14) 

What I find particularly 
amusing is the concept of the 
adman pitching the idea of the 
commercials. In these politically 
correct times, a non -Native guy 
saying "Hey, how about this! We 
show lots of White people 
running around wearing 
stereotypical war bonnets! 
Nothing sells pain relievers like 
that!" Seems highly unlikely. 
Even actionable. It seems more 
possible that the idea probably 
came directly from the 
manufacturers themselves, 
pushing the Native angle. The 
funny thing is, and I could be 
wrong, I heard a rumor that the 
people who own the company 
aren't even Lakota. I heard it's a 

Canadian organization owned by 
a Metis out west. 

So that begs the question. 
Shouldn't these be commercials 
with Metis running around, a 

fiddle in one hand and sash in the 
other, talking about headaches 
and irritated bowels from too 
much jigging? That makes more 
sense. But instead it's the Lakota. 
Much like the Mohawks, Apaches 
Cherokees and Commanches, 
they have better press agents. It's 
true. They get all the publicity. 
Advertising is all a matter of name 
recognition. You'll probably never 
hear of Shuswap or Haisla joint 
care arthritic pain relief formula. 
Everybody would go "Huh ?" 

Except of course the Shuswap 
or Haisla. 

PETER BALLANTYNE CREE 

NATION HEALTH SERVICES INC. 

Y S'P V Peter Ballantyne Cree Nation Health Services is an 

11 V incorporated non -profit First Notions health organization ,x;11 
delivering hdntim health programs in the communities of Pelican 

Narrows, Deschambault Lake, Southend and Sturgeon landing. POCO Health Services 

is committed to striving for excellence, innovation and strengthening community 

development in health delivery. 

DIRECTOR - HOLISTIC HEALTH 
(Six -month Term - Prince Albert Office) 

Reporting directly to the Executive Director, the Director of Holistic Health is 

responsible for the overall direction,clinical supervision and financial manage- 

ment of programs and staff within the Addictions and Mental Health programs, 

Brighter Futures, Family Violence,Building Healthy Communities and other 

community -based programs as assigned. Mau have a minimum of five years 

senior management experience with a degree in Social Work. 

Closing Date: December 9, 2005. 

Submit resume and Cheryl Standing (loud 
two references to: cstandingcloud .pbcnhs @sasktel.net 

P.O.Box339 

Prince Albert, SK 56V 5R7 

Rmr ttadanryneCree cation Helm aerie Inc off enamrpeifiot y wd balers pram, 

Phone: 306- 953 -4425 Fax: 306- 922 -4979 

"Believe in the beauty of 
your dreams. Choose to 
make them a reality.' 

Post Secondary 
Student Services 

...encouraging higher education 

Eu »° f "dCLLDV 
Cree School Board 
Commission scolaire Crie 

POST SECONDARY STUDENT SERVICES 

1950 SHERBROOK WEST, SUITE 100 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H3H 1E7 

1- 800 -463 -7402 
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an aid in 
saving language 
(Continued from page 19.) languages threatened with 

"So it's more involved than just extinction, both across Canada 
adding another level. It's and around the globe, Parker 
profoundly connected to the would like to think this game 
culture of the group, and I think project could help to stem the 
that's what makes it work," he tide. 
said. "I don't want to make too much 

"We don't want to take any out of this," he said. "If it doesn't 
ownership of that material ... we work, it doesn't work. But I don't 
want the story to be theirs, we want think that's going to happen. I feel 
the an to be theirs, we want the strongly that this is going to 
eniirecultural unit to be something encourage people to learn these 
that they're happy with." languages. And it might save one. 

With so many Aboriginal That would be great." 

Merry Christmas 
(Continued from page 14.) Previously, community dances 

Various local organizations stir at Christmas were among 
themselves awake and get into a many held throughout the year. 
fundraising mode. Christmas Now, Christmas season dances 
parties and dinners hosted by are almost the only dances of the 
various agencies two weeks before whole year! 
Dec. 25 are now standard. Still, we should be deliberately 

There are now literally dozens determined to enjoy an anxiety- 
of these. Even small villages free, uncluttered, good joyful and 
nowadays have to formulate a blessed Christmas season! No 
schedule for that 10- or 12 -day man -made occasion can draw us 
block of time that defines the together like a real Merry 

Christmas! Season. 

www.nativefabric.com 
Pogadakamagizowin 

Buy your native design fabrics on -line! 
Phone /Fax: (705) 887 -4748 

owe nn A. A. non A. Lb. nn noon 

Need Board 
Training? 

Arrange For On -Site Training, In Your Community! 

Dr. Larry Thomas, The Board Coach 
www.th eboardcoach. ca 

Call Today Toll -Free 1-866-363-7295 

We can help you on your healing journey 
TM so If you're struggling with alcohol, 

drugs, gambling or any other F,6 
addiction, we can help you. Our 
program gives you the tools to 
lead a more balanced, healthy 
and fulfilling life. 

P.O. Box 34007 
Kingsway Mall 
Edmonton, AB T5G 3G4 
Phone: 780- 458 -1884 
Toll Free: 1- 866 -458 -1884 
Email: info @poundmaker.org 

Accredited with the 
Canadian Conned 

on Health Services 

White Mountain 
academy of the arts 

White Mountain Academy of the Arts is a nationally unique, post- 
secondary, visual arts academy that offers fine arts, art history and 
the business of art. The unique programming is a balanced blend of 
First Nations and Western curriculum. The programs offered at the 
academy are: 

Diploma in Visual Arts 
Certificate in Traditional First Nations Art 
Certificate in the Business of Art 
Summer School Program 

_Part-time Studies 
Community Workshops 
Artist Residency 

ENROLL NOW 
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
January 2006 

itemoun 

SOLID TRAINING FOR 

ABORIGINAL PEOPLES 

Bow Valley College has worked with 
Aboriginal peoples for over 20 years. Our 
Aboriginal programming places great 
emphasis on culture and community. 
Located in Calgary, Alberta, we offer the 
following courses with an Aboriginal focus: 

ABORIGINAL UPGRADING PROGRAM 

Study full- or pan -time to upgrade your 
high school level courses. In addition to the 
cote high school level courses, Aboriginal 
Studies 10, 20 & 30 are also offered. 

ABORIGINAL PRACTICAL NURSE 

PROGRAM 

This program will give you the skills 
to work as a practical nurse in your 
community, with an emphasis on 
Aboriginal culture, spiritualhy and 
traditional haling methods. The next 
program begins in January 2006. 
"Available at the downtown Main 

Campus only. 

ABORIGINAL INTEGRATED TRAINING 

PROGRAM 

Get pre -employment training plus academic 
upgrading, .self- management skills, 
employment credentials, cultural activities 
and Aboriginal speakers. 

This full -rime program is offered in 

partnership with Merls Nation Labour 
Market Development and Treaty 7 
Economic Development. 

ABORIGINAL PRE-TRADES PROGRAM 

Get ready for n rewarding career in 

the wades. This program offers strong 
Aboriginal culture support along with 
training and testing for apptenriceship 
programs. Life skills, employment 
preparation, work experience, WHMIS, 
First Aid/CPR are parr of this exciting 
program. You can be working in the trades 
in as little m 6 months. Funding available 
to qualified applicants. 

ABORIGINAL SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM 

Study full- or part-time this July and 
August to upgrade courses at the 10 and 20 
levels. Funding may be available. Program 
runs July 4, 2006 - August 17, 2008. 

Aboriginal programs are offered at our 
Marlborough Mall Campus. Call us at 
(403) 273 -1873 or come are us o the 
Marlborough Mall Professional Building: 
3rd Floor, r 380, 433 Marlborough Way 
NE, Calgary, AB. 

CALL 403- 273 -1873 OR 403 -410 -1400 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
COURSES START YEAR- ROUND. 

332 - RTH AVENUE S.E. -. CALGARY, AB : 403- 410.1400 WWW,BOWVALLEYCOLLEGE.CA 

BowtIALLIY COLLEGE 
GET THERE FASTER. 

Find more careers online at: www.ammsa.com 
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Vine Victor Deloria Jr. 

His fight for rights took 
place in the intellectual arena 

Many words have been used 
over the years to describe Vine 
Victor Deloria Jr.- Author, 
scholar, lawyer, activist, 
educator, historian, political 
scientist and theologian. He has 
been called a visionary and a 

warrior, a radical and a mentor, 
a philosopher and a hero. Time 
magazine referred to him as one 
of the 11 greatest religious 
thinkers of the 20th century. 
Many of today's Indigenous 
leaders cite Deloria's written 
word as helping to inspire them 
to be involved and make a 

difference. 
He has been called a modern - 

day Crazy Horse, an Indian 
Martin Luther King and the 
most influential Indian leader 
of the last half of the 20th 
century. He has been praised for 
his use of wit, wisdom, 
compassion and humor to 
deconstruct the non -Native 
world's stereotypical view of the 
American Indian, and for his 
long, hard fight for the rights 
of Indigenous people across the 
continent and around the 
world. 

Deloria was born on March 
26, 1933 in Martin, South 
Dakota near the Pine Ridge 
Oglala Sioux Indian 
reservation, a member of the 
Standing Rock Sioux tribe. His 
father was an Episcopalian 
minister, as had been his father's 
father. Deloria's great - 
grandfather, Saswc, had been a 
medicine man who had been 
guided by a vision that foretold 
that four generations of his 
family would be spiritual 
leaders. 

His family had scholarly roots 
as well. Deloria's Aunt Ella 
earned a degree in education 
from Columbia University in 

Ncw York and worked to 
preserve and promote the Sioux 
language. She created a Lakota 
grammar text and dictionary 

By Cheryl Petten 

tronw ltYexUN visor 

Vine Victor Deloria Jr. was a man who 
shared freely of his opinions and stood 
up for the values he believed in. 

and books documenting Sioux 
legends and stories and the 
Dakota way of life. She used her 
fluency in Lakota, Nakota and 
Dakota to translate ethnographic 
texts and teach the languages to 
anthropology students. 

In the 1950s, Deloria spent 
some time in the United States 
Marine Corps, then attended 
Iowa State University where he 
earned a degree in general science. 
In 1963 he received his masters 
degree in theology from the 
Lutheran School of Theology in 
Rock Island, Illinois. But, despite 
earning the degree, Deloria didn't 
follow in the footsteps of his 
father and grandfather, Instead, 
he found himself at the National 
Congress of American Indians 
(NCAI). His work as the 
organization's executive director 
thrust him into the heart of the 
civil rights movement and into 
the spotlight as spokesperson for 
the NCAI. Under his leadership, 
the organization was pulled from 
the brink of implosion due to 

financial and 
ma n a g em en 
problems and 
internal division 
and was able to 
focus on uniting the 
nation's Indigenous 
people in their fight 
for better treatment 
at the hands of the 
federal government. 

In 1969 he took 
his message to an 
wider audience with 
publication of his 
first honk, Custer 
Died for Your Sins: 
An Indian 
Manifesto, in which 
he examined the 
historic treatment 
of American 
Indians by settlers 
and by the 
government and 
looked at how the 

policies governing that treatment 
are still at work in modern times. 
That book was named as one of 
the 100 best books of the 20th 
century by the quarterly book 
review magazine Hungry Mind 
Review and has been published in 
30 languages. More than 20 other 
books followed. 

In 1970, Deloria earned a law 
degree at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder and, in 
1971, he founded the Institute for 
the Development of Indian law. 

Deloria taught American 
Indian studies, political science 
and history of law at the 
University of Arizona from 1978 
to 1990. From 1990 until 2000, 
he taught at the University of 
Colorado at Boulder, affiliated 
with the departments of history, 
ethnic studies, religious studies, 
political science and the 
university's law school. 

He was involved in the creation 
of the Smithsonian Institution's 
National Museum of the 
American Institute. A founding 

trustee of the museum, he helped 
facilitate the sale of the Gustav 
Heye collection to the 
Smithsonian, and dedicated 
himself to the protection and 
repatriation of Indian remains. 

Deloria was not one to shy 
away from controversy and was 
never afraid to share his views and 
opinions freely, always standing 
up for what he believed in. Over 
the years he took aim at any 
number of targets, from 
Christianity and the role it played 
in eroding Native American 
culture and way of life, to the 
theory that North America's 
original peoples travelled to the 
continent via a land bridge that 
once existed across the Bering 
Strait. 

He shared his views on history, 
law, religion, politics, education 
and culture. He urged Indian 
people to wage a war against the 
status quo, to fight for rights, for 
self -determination, for a better 
life. But, he said, that war must 
he fought in the intellectual arena 
if it is ever to succeed. 

In 1992, Deloria took pan in 
efforts to have the trademark of 
the Washington Redskins football 
team revoked because the name 
and image are offensive to Native 
people. 

Deloria was again standing up 
for something he believed in 
when, in 2004, he turned down 
an honorary degree the University 
of Colorado was to bestow upon 
him in protest of the school's 
handling of a scandal involving 
its football team. A female place 
kicker on the team had come 
forward claiming she had been 
sexually assaulted by teammates. 
The coach responded to the 
charge by criticizing the woman's 
abilities as a place kicker. 

"It's no honor to be connected 
to these people," he said in 
refusing to accept the degree. 

In 1996, Deloria received the 
Native American Writers Circle 

Lifetime Achievement Award and 
in 1999 was named Wordcraft 
Circle Writer of the Year. In 2002, 
he was recipient of the- Wallace 
Stegner Award, given by the 
Center of the American West to 
individuals who contribute to the 
cultural identity of the West. In 
2003, he received the American 
Indian Festival of Words Author 
Award, presented to him by the 
Tulsa Library Trust in recognition 
of his significant contributions to 
contemporary literature. 

This past March, Deloria 
received the American Indian 
Visionary Award, presented by 
Indian Country Today to honor 
leaders who defend the 
foundations of American Indian 
freedom. 

Deloria retired from teaching 
in 2000, but by no means did that 
mean retirement -from his life's 
work. He continued to give 
presentations and lectures. And, 
with more than 20 books dealing 
with Native American issues to 
his credit, he had begun work on 
his next writing project, a book 
chronicling historical accounts of 
the spiritual powers of Indian 
medicine men. He'd hoped to 
have the book completed early in 
2006. 

Deloria was living in Golden, 
Colorado with his wife Barbara 
when he was hospitalized after 
suffering an aortic aneurysm. It 
was complications from the 
aneurysm that resulted in his 
death on Nov. 13 at the age of 
72. 

When word began to spread of 
his passing, many people who had 
known Deloria or whose lives had 
been changed by his work and his 
words took time to remember 
and mourn a great man, 
celebrating his many 
achievements and 
regretting that the road 
ahead he'd set for 
himself will now remain 
untravelled. 

Seasons Greetings and Happy New Year from 
The Westin Edmonton! 

Take advantage of our Special Roots Gift Card 
Promotion for overnight stays valid until 
January 15, 2006. 

To book, visit 
choose The Westin Edmonton 

and 

The Westin Edmonton 
10135 100' Street 

Edmonton. AB T51 ON7 

Telephone: (780) 426 -3636 
his: (780) 428 -1474 

THE WESTIN 
EDMONTON 
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From she beginning. Syncr de has o ony nually invested in and worked with the communities and peoples of our region. Creidng opport ritd 
and building relationships that will help as tonónu; securing Canada's energy future. A future made that much more promising because of those 
who are helping us build It People like the many Aboriginal entrepr84urs. leaders and stakeholders who havecontributed to Syncrudés 
success -and that of our shared communities -for generations.Their vision and energy will continue to drive ours for generations to c; ire 
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Order Windspeaker, Canada's favorite Aboriginal publication, in quantity and save. 

Who qualifies? 
The Aboriginal Multi -Media Society (AMMSA), publisher of Windspeaker is a non -profit Aboriginal 
communications society dedicated to providing objective coverage of Aboriginal news, issues and events 
and providing low -cost access to its publications to Aboriginal people throughout Canada. 

AMMSA /Windspeaker extends this special offer to the following organizations: 
All Aboriginal non -profit or charitable groups, First Nations, Métis Settlements, Friendship Centres, 
Tribal Councils, Schools, Libraries, cation Centres, Colleges, Universities, Literacy Groups /Organizations, 
Drop -in Centres Treatment Centre 'LL Clinics, Hospitals, Correctional Centres /Facilities. 

5 copies /month for 

10 copies /month for 

15 copies /month for 

25 copies /month for 

$75.00 /year 
$100.00 /year 
$125.00 /year 
$150.00 /year 

Phone: 1 -800- 661 -5469 Fax: (780) 455 -7639 
E -mail: subscribe @ammsa.com Web Site: www.ammsa.com 
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rírst Class, rírst Nations 
We congratulate AMMSA on the development of this 

NEW PHASE in Aboriginal communications. 

Economic development and business relationships are 
essential to the success of Aboriginal prosperity in 

Canada's multi- cultural society. 

For more information on Casino Rama please call 1.800.832.PLAY or visit www.casinorama.com 
'Winner of the Toronto Sun Readers Choice Awards for Favorite Casino every year since opening 

PENN NATIONAL 

An employee benefit plan that meets your needs... 
For over 25 years, CINUP has delivered group insurance and pension services designed 

specifically for the unique needs of Status and Non -Status organizations - maximizing treaty 

entitlements and ensuring no duplication of benefits. 

Using a bulk- buying approach to benefits, CINUP helps First Nation groups save money and 

access better products and services not generally available to all groups. 

support and service that exceed them. 
We take care of various reporting requirements at no charge - such as the BEB funding application 

and AIR reporting - and offer continuous support to employees. 

For a full quotation and benefit comparison at no charge, please call us at 1.800.665.1234 or email 

eebenefits @ricefinancial.com 

Q ntario's ravoríte Casino!' 
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North American Charters 2000 held a 

groundbreaking ceremony at the 
future site of its new office and 
hangar complex at the Thunder Bay international airport. Pictured, left to right: 
Fabian Batise, Shelly Legary and Gordon Wabasse from Nishnawbe -Aski 
Police Services, which will set up offices on the third floor of the new 
complex, Chief Alvin Beardy and Titus Tait of Sachigo Lake First Nation, 
Roland Frayne, the previous owner of North American Charters, Jonas Fiddler 
of Sandy Lake First Nation, Chief Scott Jacob of Webequie First Nation and 
Chief Charlie O'Keese of Eabametoong First Nation. 

Thunder Bay, Ont. 
September 14, 2005 

On The Agenda 

Dec. 1 -2, 2005 
BC Aboriginal Consultation 
For Industry 

The conference in Vancouver will provide 
updates on upcoming government policies 
and new consulting expectations, 
consultation strategies used by industry, and 
counsel on how to capitalize on recent court 
case decisions. Call 1- 877 -927 -7936. 

Jan. 18-19, 2006 
Effective Strategies for Start- 
ing or Improving Business 

This conference in Edmonton will provide 
insight into how to leverage the current 
interest in developing business relationships 
between Aboriginal peoples and the natural 
resource sectors. For information about this 
conference call l-877-927-7936 

Feb. 21 -23, 2006 

AFOA Canada Conference 
The conference will be held in Winnipeg 

and will interest members of the Aboriginal 
Financial Officers Association. To register, 
visit online at www.afoa.ca. 

March 6-8, 2006 
Aboriginal Tourism Canada/ 
STAQ Conference 

The event will bring together tourism 
operators to share information and bring 
attention to successful products. Held in 
Quebec City, the conference will focus on 
youth entrepreneurs and human resources 
development. Contact (613) 235 -2067. 

March 8-10, 2006 

Building Entrepreneurs 
This conference will be held in Vancouver 

and is the third annual Youth Entrepreneur 
Symposium sponsored by the National 
Aboriginal Capital Corporation Association. 
The event will focus on leadership, 
networking and finance. For more 
information call (613) 688 -0894. 

May 8-10, 2006 
Meet The North 

This conference will be held in Edmonton 
and will highlight opportunities and issues 
surrounding the new mega projects of 
northern Alberta. Contact (780) 988 -0707. 

Business Quarterly 

PUBLISHER - Bert Crowfoot 
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Appointments 

CESO has 
appointed 
Robert G. 
Dickson VP 
National 
Services. 
Dickson has 
served on the 
CESO board of 
directors for nine 
years and is the 
first Aboriginal 
person to serve as 
chair of the 
organization. He stepped down from the 
board to assume his new role in 

management. Until recently, Dickson was 
general manager of Niigon Technologies, a 

plastic injection molding manufacturer at 
Moose Dear Point, Ont. 

The National 
Aboriginal 
Economic 
Development 
Board has a 

new member. 
The Minister 
of Industry 
David 
Emerson has 
appointed 
retired Lac La 
Ronge Indian 
chief Harry Cook to a three -year 
term. Cook has extensive private sector 
experience in manufacturing and has served 
on a number of boards and committees, 
including Cameco Corporation, Prince 
Albert Development Corporation and 
Wapawekka Lumber Ltd. He was president 
of Kitsaki Management Limited Partner- 
ship, the corporate arm of the Lac La Ronge 
Indian band. He has helped foster new 
business that involved many bands and 
Metis communities in various ventures, such 
as wild rice, catering and trucking. 

"Mr. Cook has a unique understanding of 
the issues facing Aboriginal entrepreneurs 
today," said Emerson. "His background and 
business experience will be valuable to the 
board's work and I am pleased that he has 
accepted this important responsibility." 

Windspeaker Business Quarterly 

Chief Victor 
Buffalo of the 
Samson Cree 
Nation in 
Alberta has 
been appointed 
to the board of 
directors of 
Western 
Lakota Energy 
Services, a 

drilling contractor 
that operates 28 
rigs, including four surface casing/coring 
rigs, with plans to build six more by the end 
of 2005. Buffalo has served five terms as 

chief, and was instrumental in the founding 
and successful operation of the Peace Hills 
Trust Company, Canada's first and largest 
Aboriginal-owned financial institution, as 

well as a variety of other on -reserve 
businesses. He currently sits as a trustee of 
the Samson Education Trust Fund and is a 

director of Samson Oil and Gas Inc, the 
Alberta Indian Investment Corporation and 
Peace Hills Trust Company. 

Ron Jamieson, 
the senior vice - 
president of 
Aboriginal 
banking for 
BMO Bank of 
Montreal, has 
been appointed to 
the Ontario Power 
Authority by 
Premier Dalton 
McGuinty. 
Jamieson 
currently serves as 

chairman of the executive committee and 
national co -chair of the Canadian Council 
for Aboriginal Business. He has also served 
as chairman, president and CEO of Ontario 
Energy Corporation. 

On the cover: 
The Flett brothers work with Syncrude 

Canada Ltd., the world's largest 
producer of crude oil from oil sands. 

Image courtesy Syncrude Canada Ltd. 

Publisher's message 
Welcome to Wk's 
Business 
Quarterly. 
The creation 
of this new 
magazine 
has been an 
interesting 
journey, and 
a long time 
coming. 

Over the 
years, many of our contacts have been 
telling us that a publication devoted to 
Aboriginal economic development was 
needed. They wanted a showcase for 
successful Aboriginal business, a forum 
for the discussion of the entrepreneurial 
spirit, and they wanted a place where the 
systemic flaws that stifle Aboriginal 
prosperity could be given a fair airing. 

Windspeaker Business Quarterly, we 
hope, will be that showcase, that forum, 
the place where the lessons learned from 
Native business success and failure can be 
shared with a wider audience. 

Not long ago, I realized I had reached a 

point in my life where everything was 
starting to plateau. All of this changed 
when I attended the Young Entrepreneur 
Symposium (YES) held in Calgary last 
February. It is sponsored by the National 
Aboriginal Capital Corporation 
Association (NACCA) and featured some 
of the top young Aboriginal business 
people this country has to offer. 

I was asked to be a motivational speaker 
for the conference and one of the panelists 
for a marketing discussion. But in the end, 
it was the young people that inspired me. I 

became motivated by the energy of these 
young entrepreneurs. 

This is one of the reasons Windspeaker 
Business Quarterly was created, so that 
other individuals could become inspired 
by these young guns as well. 

One of the individuals that I was 
particularly impressed with was Joe 
Cardinal from Saddle Lake. He is featured 
in this premiere issue of Windspeaker 
Business Quarterly. Here is a man, who is 

only 29 years old, and he owns his own 

construction company. He currently has 
three crews working for him, framing 
houses for some of the top homebuilders 

Continued page 14. 
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Economic development in First Nations communities 

Success occurs despite DIAND's best efforts 
Their report isn't expected until next 

year, but the chair and deputy chair of the 
Standing Committee on Aboriginal Peoples 
can guarantee two key recommendations 
that will come out of their public 
consultations on successful economic 
development in Aboriginal communities - 
dismantle Indian Affairs 
(DIAND) and scrap the 
Indian Act. 

That's what committee 
chair Senator Nick Sibbeston 
and deputy chair Senator 
Gerry St. Germain told 
Windspeaker Business 
Quarterly on the final day of a 
week's worth of hearings held 
in British Columbia and 
Alberta. The committee 
visited Prince George, 
Vancouver, Kelowna and 
Calgary during the week of 
Oct. 24 as part of a nation- 
wide study of the elements 
that contribute to successful 
economic development in 
Aboriginal communities, and 
the obstacles that frustrate 
that success. 

"Everywhere that 
Aboriginal people have 
succeeded and have forged 
ahead in terms of land claims or self - 
government they have gotten away from 
the Indian Act," said Sibbeston. The senator 
has been impressed by the Nisga'a, the 
Dogribs, the Westbanks in Indian Country. 
He said the common thread of their success 
is that they have all been detached from the 
Indian Act. 

"They say, 'We'll make the decisions. We 
have land. We have governance. We'll 
make the decisions.' So they are in a 
position to break away from the control of 
Ottawa;' Sibbeston said. 

And breaking away from the control of 
Ottawa is critical in terms of successful 
business ventures, said St. Germain. 

"We've heard time after time, DIAND no 
longer services its client base. The people 
that are successful in their business are 
those that capitalize on opportunities, and if 

you are incapacitated by a huge decision - 
making process in the capital, in Ottawa, or 
somewhere in the department of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development, it's a 
stumbling block. You know, some of them 
have described it as a nightmare to deal with 
them." 

have to totally rethink this and do it 
immediately because we do not want to 
lose another generation of young 
Aboriginals. We've got to get on the road 
immediately." 

Sibbeston admits that getting the 
department out of the business of 

Aboriginal business 
won't be an easy task. 
There is uncertainty on 
the part of First Nations 
who view the Indian 
Act and Indian Affairs 
as "better the devil you 
know," or as a security 
blanket to cling to when 
heading into the 
unknown. 

And the bureaucracy 
will not go gently into 
that good night, 
Sibbeston suspects. 

"Let's look at Indian 
Affairs in terms of the 
number of non -Native 
people making their 
livings on the backs of 
Native people. There's 
thousands and 
thousands. I think there 
is 6,000 people working 
for Indian Affairs, so 

it's very hard to dismantle, very hard to 
change" 

Still, both senators have been encouraged 
by the many success stories they have 
heard during their study. 

"The whole business of Aboriginal 
people and economic development, I 

think it's exciting," said Sibbeston. "It's 
good to see it happening. Finally, Native 
people are getting involved in business. 
And there are some amazingly good 
stories ... It's always a struggle and many 
of the [successes] occur despite 
government; it's not necessarily about 
the generosity of government that these 
occur. It's the determination of leaders; 
that leaders are there, despite 
tremendous obstacles, that they seem to 
overcome and succeed. 

By Debora Steel 

Sibbeston said the most progressive people 
don't want anything to do with Indian 
Affairs. The department is seen as a 
lumbering behemoth that can't react at the 
pace that business operates, so opportunities 
are lost. Or the opportunities that are pursued 
cost communities many times over what it 
would cost without the bureaucracy tied 
around their necks. 

"We are finding that people that have 
succeeded, the First Nations that have 
succeeded, have been all those that have 
been able to make decisions very quickly 
and respond to business;" said Sibbeston. 
"You know that business operates at a certain 
speed and if you don't, you fall to the 
wayside." 

"If everything you do takes six months to 
two years to get through, you can't do it with 
DIAND," said St. Germain. "That's why we 
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Accomplishments 

First Nations remain the bedrock of business 
Peace Hills Trust (PHT) celebrated its 

25th anniversary with friends on Oct. 27- 
more than 200 of them. The silver 
benchmark provided an occasion for 
President Warren Hannay to crow about the 
company's accomplishments. 

"PHT has proven to Canada, and in 
particular to financial institutions, that you 
can lend money to Indians and get paid 
back. It's not as high -risk as it once was 
perceived. Certainly PHT has proven that, 
through its profitability and their success 
over the past 25 years" 

Peace Hills Trust is owned by the 
Samson Cree Nation of Hobbema, Alta. It 
delivers financial services throughout the 
country, focusing primarily on First Nation 
members living either on or off reserve. 

Since Jan. 5, 1981, Peace Hills Trust 
has been offering deposit and lending 
services, personal savings and chequing 
accounts, residential and commercial 
mortgages, term loans and consumer 
loans. They have also managed First 
Nation trust funds, including land claim 
settlement trusts, First Nation -owned 
group retirement savings and pension 
plans, and individual and education 
trusts. 

"It started with the four bands of 
Hobbema, but not a lot was happening. So 
Samson stepped up and tried it on their 
own with the federal trust license, and now 
look where they are today;' said a proud 
Hannay. From a little office located at 
Hobbema, Peace Hills Trust is now not 
only registered in Alberta, it is doing 
business in British Columbia, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, New 
Brunswick, Yukon, and the Northwest 
Territories. 

"The larger you get, the more business 
you get paid back every year;' Hannay 
explained, saying Peace Hills Trust has 
loaned billions of dollars over the last 25 
years to build First Nation communities. 

Peace Hills Trust has diversified over 
time, said Hannay, but up to 90 per cent of 
the company's business is still First 
Nations -related. 

"First Nations and their communities are 
still the number one priority and target of 
PHT, and we are not going to give that up. 
Hopefully, we will remain that way for the 

Windspeaker Business Quarterly 

Samson Cree Nation Chief Victor Buffalo 
that ushered in the 25th anniversary celebrations 

next 25 years as the communities continue to 
grow and as they continue to move into 
economic development, which is a 
tremendous amount of our activity:' 

He said the growth in economic 
development in First Nation communities is 
seen particularly throughout the Prairies and 
into British Columbia. 

"First Nations are getting into it, and we 
are going with them;' said Hannay. "I think 
PHT goes hand -in -hand with the future of 
First Nations in Canada and I don't think it's 
ever looked better. 

" In working with those communities, we 
have established ourselves as a leader over 
the past 25 years." 

In conjunction with the company's 
anniversary celebrations, Peace Hills Trust 
paid tribute to the winners of its 23rd annual 
Native art contest, established in 1982 to 
promote the work of Native artists throughout 
Canada. 

"There was a need for a venue like this to 
give up- and -coming First Nation artists an 
opportunity for them to show their work;' 
said Hannay. "It grew and evolved, just how 
the company did, to a national competition." 

"We are putting something back into First 
Nations communities by supporting an art 
show that continues to show and display the 

(left) takes part in the grand entry 
of Peace Hills Trust. 

stories of First 
Nations people," 
he said. "Nobody 
tells the story 
more than artists 
of First Nations 
and how they live 
through their art. 
They keep the 
stories and 
traditions alive. 
You can't add a 
lot of difference 
to making a loan. 
What we do is try 
to lend support to 
traditional values 
where we can" 

The painting of 
a Native child 
protected by an eagle earned Sean Couchie 
first place in the adult art contest category. 
The win came with $2,500 in prize money. 
This is Couchie's second win in the Peace 
Hills Trust art contest. He won in 1991 
with a self -portrait. Karen Vande Vyvere, a 
Métis woman from Edmonton, placed 
second. Third place went to Jean Taylor of 
Moberly Lake, B.C. 

Warren Hannay, 
president of 
Peace Hills Trust. 

By Laura Stevens 
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Accomplishments 
The first Atlantic Aboriginal 

Entrepreneur Award winners were 
announced on Sept. 13 at a gala held 
in Moncton. Atlantic Aboriginal 
Entrepreneurs of the Year are Glooscap 
Trading Post (Basil Peters) of Millbrook 
First Nation, N.S.; Apjipeg Crafts 
(Margaret LaBillois) of Eel River Bar First 
Nation, N.B.; St. Mary's Tree Service (Lee 
Polchies Sr.) of St. Mary's First Nation, 
N.B. and Annie's Canteen & Wooden 
Flowers (Annie "Ronnie" Paul) of Indian 
Brook First Nation, N.S. 

The judges honored four recipients, each 
in business for more than 35 years, to 
acknowledge their contribution to the 
community and set the bar for future 
awards. 

Aboriginal Woman Entrepreneur of the 
Year is Amaguk Inn and DJ Gifts (Patricia 
Pottle) of Hopedale, Nfld. 

Aboriginal Youth Entrepreneur of the Year 
is Beothuk Outback Adventures (Fred 
Thorne) of Buchans, Nfld. 

Band Enterprise of the Year is Innu 
Development Ltd. Partnership of Happy 
Valley /Goose Bay, Nfld. 

Aboriginal Businesses of the Year (one 
from each province) are Mista Shipu Ltd. 
Partnership (Sebastian Benuen, Tommy 

Photo by George Paul 

Jimmy Augustine, the owner of Spirit Thunder Recording, is presented the 
award for Export Business of the Year by Alex Dedam of the Joint Ecomomic 
Development Initiative. 

Pone and Tony Parsons) of Happy Valley/ 
Goose Bay, Nfld.; Maritime Sound and 
Light (Anthony Stonham) of Fredericton; 
G &G Home Heating (Robert Gloade) of 
Truro, N.S.; and Inland Sand (Jack and 
Darcy Sark) of Lennox Island, P.E.I. 

Aboriginal Export Business of the Year is 

Whitefish (Goodfish) Lake First Nation #128 in Alberta 
celebrated its new $5.4 million dry cleaning and laundry 
plant on Oct. 27. The nation already enjoyed success 
with a smaller facility on reserve. It specializes in big 
cleaning problems, those generated by work in the oil and 
gas industry. Shown is one of the many pieces of 
industrial equipment to be used at the new facility. 

Spirit Thunder Recording (Jimmy 
Augustine) of Elsipogtog, N.B. 

Economic Development Officer of the 
Year is Tracy Menge of Eskasoni First 
Nation, N.S. 

Government Employee of the Year is 
Cheryl Keats, INAC, of Fredericton. 

De Beers Canada Inc. and Attawapiskat First 
Nation have accomplished what many thought was the 
impossible. They have signed an agreement that will 
lead to Ontario's first diamond mine. 

The nation and the company signed an Impact Benefit Agreement 
on Nov. 4 that will allow for the construction of a $982 million 
mine beginning early in 2006. 

In a telephone call to Jeremy Wyeth, vice president of the Victor 
Project, Chief Mike Carpenter of Attawapiskat said "We look 
forward to working with De Beers as the Victor project progresses 
and produces Ontario's first diamonds. While we are concerned 
about the impacts of the project and the changes it will bring to our 
community, we are confident that the agreement will be 
implemented in the spirit of partnership that we have established 
with DeBeers Canada" 

The agreement sets out how the community will benefit with 
respect to employment and business opportunities, training and 
education, sound environmental management and financial 
compensation for loss of the use of the land while it is being mined. 

The Victor Project is scheduled to begin production at the end of 
2008. Victor will produce approximately six million carats during 
the life of the mine and will employ about 600 people during 
construction and 400 during production. The Victor kimberlite is 

one of 18 pipes discovered on the property, 16 of which are 
diamondiferous. 
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SPIRY 
Article by 

Cheryl Petten 

Many companies 
are focusing on 
the here and now, 
working to 
increase the number 
of Aboriginal people 
currently in their 
employ. A growing 
numbed of industry 
professionals, 
however, are looking 
to the future, 
working to position 
their companies 
as employers of 
choice for the next 
generation of 
young Native 
workers. 
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r he fastest growing segment of the Canadian 
population is the Aboriginal community. With 
a workforce that's aging, and faced with the 
prospect that in the next decade or two a good 
percentage of their current workers will be 
retiring, industry sees the solution to their 
anticipated labor shortage in Native 
school -yards across the country. 

Cameco has been operating uranium mines in northern 
Saskatchewan for about 20 years. The company's Cigar Lake mine 
is expected to have a production life of about 30 years, so Cameco 
will likely continue to operate in the region for at least that long 
again. 

The northern location of its mining operations has meant that 
hiring people from the north made good business sense. The 
company has invested a lot of effort to recruit Aboriginal 
employees, and has put that same effort into positioning itself as 

the employer of choice of the Aboriginal youth when it's time for 
them to enter the labor pool. 

"It's not unusual, for example, for us to go into a small 
Aboriginal community and discover that a good 
percentage of the youth population of that 
community is now aspiring to work for Cameco;" 
said Jamie McIntyre, Cameco's director of 
sustainable development. 

Part of the reason for that is simple: Jobs with 
Cameco are long -term, they pay well and they 
allow people to find employment without having 
to leave the north. But part of it also has to do 
with the way the company has worked to build a 
relationship with northern youth. 

"We've held a couple of youth workshops, one 
a few years ago and one last year, where we 
brought youth from all over northern Saskatchewan into the mine 
site to really explore the issues that they have. And it was really 
interesting to sit a whole weekend with the youth of the north and 
sit there and listen to them as to what their issues and concerns are, 
not only with respect to opportunity, but they had all sorts of issues 
and opinions of their own leadership, you know, the way their 
communities are operating. It was really fascinating to watch;' 
McIntyre said. 

What was really encouraging for Mclntrye, he said, was that the 
youth had truly factored in Cameco and employment in the 
uranium industry of northern Saskatchewan as part of their options. 

The company helps to provide potential employees with the 
skills and training they will need to be successful as employees 
with Cameco. 

"We have had a commitment to pre -employment training in the 
north now for 20 years. That is really fundamentally important, not 
only to attracting northern and Aboriginal people, but also to 
preparing them properly for taking their place in our industry;' 
McIntyre said. 

"Can you imagine the transition, taking somebody sort of cold 
off the street and expecting that they're going to be able to 

accommodate working in the industrial setting on a seven in, seven 
out schedule, in a lot of cases in a pretty strange environment? 
Well, we've built all those factors right into the way we train 
people. Part of every single training program that we operate in 
northern Saskatchewan, or virtually all of them, has a workplace 
component where trainees- they're not even our employees yet - 
the trainees actually go to the work site and actually experience the 
shift schedule and experience what they're going to be doing. This 
is a very unique approach to pre- employment training. It's very 
expensive, but it's also critical to not only attracting the right 
people but also making it possible for them to be successful when 
they actually do get their jobs" 

anitoba Hydro is also working to prepare 
Aboriginal youth for careers with the Crown 
corporation. For Manitoba Hydro, it's a priority. 
One unique program it offers is Building the 

Circle Camp. Operated over four summers, the aim is to encourage 
young Aboriginal girls, age 13 to 16, to consider careers in 
engineering, trades and technology. The same group of girls return 

to the camp for each of the four years, and 
meet four times throughout the school year to 
maintain relationships and continue the 
learning process. 

One pilot camp, running from 2002 to 2005, 
has been held, and plans are in the works to 
continue the program. After all, you can't 
argue with results. All eight of the girls who 
completed the program went on to gain 
summer employment with Manitoba Hydro in 

engineering, trade or technology -related 
positions. 

Manitoba Hydro also has an Employment 
Equity Internship Program that provides opportunities for 
Aboriginal high school students from across the province to learn 
about career opportunities available at the corporation, and through 
its Aboriginal Pre -Placement Program, it recruits Aboriginal 
candidates who show good potential, but don't meet the academic 
requirements for employment. It matches them with mentors and 
provides training in the field to give them the skills they need to 

meet employment requirements. The corporation also provides 
funding to Aboriginal students to encourage study in fields related 
to careers at Manitoba Hydro through its Educational Funding 
Program. About $100,000 in awards is given out annually and most 
recipients are offered summer employment with the corporation. 

Positioning itself as employer of choice among young Aboriginal 
people is also a priority for Syncrude Canada Ltd., the world's 
largest producer of crude oil from oil sands. 

Like Cameco, Syncrude's northern base of operations means it 
makes sense to hire northern workers, and many of those workers 
are Aboriginal. And with the company expecting to continue its oil 
sands operations for another 50 years or more, it also makes sense 
to start preparing tomorrow's potential workforce. 

continued page 12 
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Got 'em? 

UIf your company is to be 
successful, there has to be a 

sustained commitment to recruiting 
Aboriginal employees, and then a concerted 
effort to retain them, and that commitment 
must start at the top and continue down 
through the entire organization. Senior 
management must buy in, see it as a 

priority, and it must remain a priority, even 
in the face of challenges and failures. And 
there will be failures. This isn't something 
a company can accomplish overnight. 

Commit to the process 

4 
Train, then support 

People fair better when they 
know what to expect going in, 

and when they have people to go to with 
concerns once they are on the job. Start the 
training process before employees become 
employees. Provide orientations on -site and 
let future employees experience their new 
work environment first -hand. Provide pre- 
employment training to ensure new workers 
have the skills needed before the work 
begins. Provide mentoring programs to help 
them adjust to your way of doing business. 

You've worked hard, learned lots and expended 
considerable resources to recuit Aboriginal people 

to your workforce. 

Keep 'em! 
Hold folks accountable 

Make retaining Aboriginal 
employees a mandate of the 

company. Set goals and hold management 
accountable for reaching those goals, and 
have real consequences if they don't. Only 
when recruiting and retaining Aboriginal 
employees is set as a goal that must be 
achieved will it be considered a priority. If 
managers' bonuses are tied to their success 
at finding and keeping Aboriginal 
employees, they are going to work harder to 
find a way to do it. 

Welcome, welcome 

It's only common sense that 
employees will stay in situations 

where they feel comfortable and valued. 
Provide cross -cultural training to your 
entire workforce so they understand 
Aboriginal issues and culture. Provide 
opportunities for your Aboriginal workers 
to take part in cultural activities in the 
workplace, and accommodate Aboriginal 
employees when they want to take part in 
cultural, spiritual, community or family 
activities outside of the workplace. 

© 
Ask for what you need 

When you advertise to fill 
positions, don't look for the ideal 

employee. Look for the employee that can 
do the job. If the position requires someone 
with a university degree and five years 
experience in the field, then those are the 
requirements you should look for. If the job 
can be done by someone with a high school 
diploma and three years experience, you 
aren't doing yourself any favors by inflating 
your requirements. People won't stay in a 
job for which they are over -qualified. 

6 
Achieve a critical mass 

No matter how much training and 
support you provide or how hard 

you work to create a welcoming workplace, 
an Aboriginal employee isn't going to feel 
like he fits in if he is the only Aboriginal 
person within a workforce of 100. The 
greater the number of Aboriginal workers on 
staff, the less those workers are going to feel 
like they are odd man out. The less isolation 
an employee feels, the less likely he is going 
to leave in search of a workplace where he 
can feel more comfortable. 

Expert Advice - Quote, Unquote 

Windspeaker Business Quarterly 

"Those responsible for the recruitment and the hiring need to be held accountable 
and responsible for making some advancements in those areas. And until the 

senior executive becomes held accountable for the true objectives in their 
performance plans, you're unlikely to get their attention. But once it becomes 

something that they're going to be measured against in terms of performance, they 
start to figure things out." 

-Marty Klyne is the president and CEO 
of the Saskatchewan Gaming Authority 

and chairperson of the 
National Aboriginal Economic Development Board 

© 



Keep 'em! 
ElShow your Aboriginal employees they have a future 

Employees have got to see a 

future for themselves within your 
organization, and that means opportunities 
for advancement and promotion. If you 

don't have Aboriginal people within 

management positions in your company, 
your Aboriginal employees aren't going to 

put much stock in their chances of reaching 

those positions. Hiring qualified Aboriginal 
people from outside the organization or 

providing management training to those 
within are two ways a company can achieve 

Aboriginal representation at all levels of the 

organization. 

"The number one thing is, and you can talk to 

people who have left organizations, if they don't see 

people that are in middle management, senior 

management, executive roles in an organization 

that are Aboriginal, then they just think, `You 

know what? ... I'm here, and I'm getting trained, 

but there isn't any opportunity here for me because 

they're never going to promote me. I'm never going 

to be able to get to that position, one of the top 

positions, here in the organization.' Its really, really 

important that they have a mix of middle and 
senior management that are Aboriginal" 

-Brenda LaRose is the managing principal of Higgins International Inc., 

a Manitoba -based executive search and human resource consulting firm 

"You get into those theoretical debates about the 

best candidates. 'We want the best candidates to 

come and work for us.' The reality is if you get the 

masters or PhD or even the bachelors in electrical 

engineering, they might start off as linemen, but 
you know they're not going to stay if they don't get 

opportunities really quickly beyond that ... At some 

point the best candidate doesn't do you any good, 

either, especially if they're over -qualified and really 

want more." 

-Bob Joseph is founder of Indigenous Corporate Training, 
a company based in British Columbia that specializes in 

Aboriginal awareness training for government and business 

Sources: Suenita Maharaj -Sandhu, human resource officer, Red River 

College, Winnipeg; Jamie McIntyre, director of sustainable development, 

Cameco Corporation, Saskatoon; Marty Klyne, president and CEO, 

Saskatchewan Gaming Authority, Regina; Brenda LaRose, managing 

principal, Higgins International Inc., Winnipeg; Bob Joseph, founder, 

Indigenous Corporate Training, Vancouver. 

Syncrude 
W"e've recognized for a 

long time that helping 
Aboriginal communities 
develop a skilled 

workforce starts well before they turn 
18;' said Alain Moore, public affairs 
specialist with Syncrude. 

Since 1999 the company has been 
providing funding for the Helping 
Hands program, a partnership between 
local schools, Syncrude and Suncor, 
another oil sands giant. Helping Hands 

provides early intervention programs 
for elementary students to overcome 
obstacles to learning as a way to reduce 

the drop -out rate among Aboriginal 
students. More than 200 students have 

benefited from the program so far. 

The company also offers the 

' Syncrude Aboriginal/Women Education 
Awards program that has seen almost 
$140,000 in scholarships awarded to 82 

Aboriginal college and university 
students since 1989. 

Syncrude is one of the sponsors of 
the National Aboriginal Achievement 
Foundation's Blueprint for the Future 
career fairs, which provide Aboriginal 
high school students with information 
about their educational and career 
options. The company has provided 
funding to the Aboriginal Career 
Initiative at the University of Alberta, 
supporting programs that encourage 
Aboriginal students to enroll in the 
faculties of engineering, education, 
business and health sciences. It's helped 
to launch an Aboriginal financial 
management apprenticeship program at 

Keyano College as a way to increase 
the number of Aboriginal people trained 
for administrative and professional 
positions. 

The company is also a huge supporter 

of the Alberta government's Alberta 
Aboriginal Apprenticeship Program and 

the Registered Apprenticeship Program, 
which allows students to begin 
apprenticeships while still in high 
school. There are currently 35 

Aboriginal apprentices working at 

Syncrude through the Alberta 
Aboriginal Apprenticeship Program, 
with plans to double that number within 

the next four years. 
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Gen -Next 

Young entrepreneur hammers out the details 
Joe Cardinal started his own construction 

business at the age of 26. Now, just three 
years later, the owner of Cardinal 
Contracting in Edmonton is considering 
expanding. But before he can do that, he's 
got to figure something out. 

"I want to become a larger company, but 
it's hard to find the guys;' Cardinal said. 
The big hurdle he's faced with is keeping 
his employees. "I pay them well and I give 
them benefits, but they are always leaving 
and I don't know why" 

He suspects his employees believe there 
is no opportunity for advancement with 
him. They don't see a career. They see only 
a job. 

"I do everything I can. I even offer them 
apprenticeships." He makes a point of 
providing a happy work environment, and 
still they leave. He's stumped. 

Cardinal's employee retention problem is 
just another challenge he'll have to learn to 
deal with as a young business owner. He's 
had to deal with others. 

Cardinal began working in construction 
at the age of 13 at an after -school job on 
Saddle Lake First Nation. After graduation, 
his family moved to Edmonton where 
Cardinal found work at Safeway and Home 
Depot. He said he didn't want an inside 
job, so at 23 years old he started with a 
construction company. 

"The owner taught me how to do this 

work and I've been 
doing it ever since," 
said Cardinal. "After 
three years I decided 
that I could go and do 
it on my own" 

Cardinal went 
through the Alberta 
Indian Investment 
Corporation for 
funding support to 
start his business. 
Formed in 1987, 
Alberta Indian 
Investment Corp. 
supports viable First 
Nation businesses in 

Alberta through direct 
business loans and 
equity investments. 

Cardinal currently 
manages three crews 
of three employees each. He said he was 
"confident" he could run his own business 
because he had the experience and the 
training. The hardest part was figuring out 
the paper work, he said, so he got an 
accountant to train him in that department. 

Since start up in 2002, he said he's 
surprised at how much work he's getting. 
He credits the hard work of his crews. 

"I'm surprised about how much the home 
builders like me. I think it's because me 

Joe Cardinal 

and my crews work hard and fast. I've got a 
really good name in the city with about six 
different home builders. I have home builders 
calling me almost every day wanting me to 
come back, but I can only commit to a few." 

Cardinal currently operates his business 
out of his home where he lives with his 
expectant wife and 23- month -old son. He 
said his short-term goal is to buy enough land 
to build a shop and a bigger house. 

By Laura Stevens 
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Publisher 
Continued from page 5. 
in Alberta. It's hard not to be impressed by 

success like that. 
The content of Windspeaker Business 

Quarterly will include special features on 

business- related issues, advice columns with 
topics that we hope will help our readers 
advance their particular business goals, and 
profiles of those special people who put it 

all on the line to create economic success 
for themselves and for those around them. 

If you have any suggestions or know of 
anyone who should be featured in 

subsequent editions of Windspeaker 
Business Quarterly, please send that 
information to us. 

But in the meantime, let me thank those 
advertisers who agreed with our vision and 
decided at this early juncture to support 
Windspeaker Business Quarterly. 

And let me invite our readers to take 
some time with this new publication. I hope 
you will find our efforts useful, and will 
enjoy this latest addition to the titles 
published by the Aboriginal Multi Media 
Society. 

Alberta Indian Investment Corporation 

Financing for 4 

First Nations 
Owned Businesses A L 

Alberta India,i 

Throughout Alberta la-' a,, rl,aa 

Services offered: 

Loans to on and off reserve 
businesses 
Loans to meet most First 
Nation Business Needs 
Business Support Services 

Committed to the First Nations 
Entrepreneurial Spirit 

For more information contact: 

P.O. Box 180 
Enoch, Alberta T7X 3Y3 
Toll Free: 1- 888 -308 -6789 
Telephone: 780 -470 -3600 

Fax: 780 -470 -3605 
E -mail: aiic @connect.ab.ca 

Website: www.aiicbusiness.org 

Gen -Next 

Stan Kapashesit, 26 

Jay Monture, 28 

Solstice Productions 

Solstice Productions 
Launched - November 2003 

Location -Moose Factory, Ont. 

Stan Kapshesit and Jay Monture were 
hobby DJs in high school. They decided to 
pursue DJ -ing as a business because they 
knew they could attract customers due to the 
skills they acquired in those earlier days. 
They got two business loans to purchase 
required equipment. 

Business training 
Jay: Business courses in high school. He 

also attended Algonquin College in Ottawa 
for two years. 

Stan: Hotel and resort administration at 
Canadore College in North Bay. Admin 
diploma attained. 

Jay works with Moose Cree First Nation 
where he manages and maintains business 
entities under the economic development 
program. Stan is employed full -time with 
the MoCreebec Council of the Cree Nation 
as an employment counsellor. 

Goals and Dreams 
In the first year they bought out their main 

competition and expanded service to capture 
90 per cent of the local market. They bought 
the system used by the competitor, allowing 
Solstice Productions to provide service in 
two places at once. They want to expand to 
large -scale concert events and artist 
representation. Development of a James Bay 

radio network and festival grounds in the 
north is also on the agenda, as is the 
production of mixed compilations for sale 
nationwide. 

Successes so far 
Business /market expansion in 2004 
Hiring Canadian DJ MC Mario to 

perform in Moosonee 
Youth Entrepreneur of the Year 2004 - 

Nishnawbe Aski Nation Business Awards 
Co- ordinating live show with Green 

River Revival- Canada's premier CCR 
tribute band 

Biggest hurdle 
Both Jay and Stan have families and 

children, so managing a lot of things at once 
is tricky. Keeping it all together is a key. 

Biggest surprise 
Exceeding short-term goals in the first 

year. An opportunity presented itself and 
they took it. They are busier than they 
planned to be. 

Greatest reward 
"We did it. We put our ideas on paper, 

organized it all into a business plan and saw 

our visions become reality." 

Advice for others 
"Dream big and pursue it until you've 

made it a reality." Then keep going. "Don't 
forget to take care of your credit. This is 

fundamental in securing financing." 
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Start Up 

Westbank creates wood products and jobs 
Westbank First Nation didn't just 

celebrate National Aboriginal Day on June 
21. It also celebrated the official opening of 
their Grizzly Wood Products manufactuing 
plant. It was purchased in 2004 with 
assistance from Indian and Northern Affairs 
Canada and private partners. The 18,000 sq. 
ft. facility was then moved from Kelowna, 
B.C. to the reserve. 

Originally it was a chopstick production 
facility. With contribution of $247,500 from 
Industry Canada's Aboriginal Business 
Canada program toward the $585,000 
innovation and market expansion, Westbank 
was able to purchase state -of- the -art 
equipment that expanded its product line to 
hardwood flooring, small dimension lumber 
and prefabricated building panels. These 
products have been sold to stores in the 
Okanagan Valley, Vernon and Kamloop 
areas. Some of the products have even been 
sold internationally. 

According to marketing manager, Phil 
Taneda, the plant took several months to 

"Instead of taking raw material and 
sending if off to another country for 
them to make it into something and 

then sell it back to us at a higher price, 
we want to add that value to the wood 

here on our own land so it says Made in 
B.C.' or Made in Canada.'" 

-Grizzly Wood Products 
marketing manager, Phil Taneda 

disassemble and move to the reserve. Then 
the equipment had to be calibrated, the 
workforce had to be trained and the 
products had to be made. The factory 
currently employs 23 people, most of whom 
are Kelowna and Westbank community 
members. 

Taneda said the machine to make the 
manufactured flooring products is very 
sensitive. It needs to be calibrated for each 
one of the wide range of wood species being 
used, including alder, fir, birch, pine and 

walnut. 
The plant was built with the environment 

in mind. Grizzly Wood Products operates a 
biomass machine that vacuums up the 
sawdust and stores it until it can be burned 
in a kiln that creates heat for the plant and 
offices. 

"The biomass machine burns so 
efficiently that we have less than a bucketful 
of ashes at the end of the week;' said 
Taneda, who already has his mind on 
expansion. With another several acres of 
land, phase two of the business will begin. 
Westbank wants to build a mill that would 
generate even more jobs. 

"Building a mill would allow us to have a 
full circle of use of product :' said Taneda. 
"Instead of taking raw material and sending 
if off to another country for them to make it 
into something and then sell it back to us at 
a higher price, we want to add that value to 
the wood here on our own land so it says 
'Made in B.C.' or 'Made in Canada.- 

By Laura Stevens 

Canadian Conseil 
Council for canadien pour le 
Aboriginal commerce 
Business /A autochtone 

The Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business 
(CCAB) would like to acknowledge the following 
companies for achieving standing in the Progressive 
Aboriginal Relations Program (PAR). PAR is a 

program that allows companies to benchmark their 
performance and earn the right to use a hallmark that 
recognizes their achievements in implementing posi- 
tive relations with Aboriginal people, businesses and 
communities. For information on the PAR program 
and CCAB please visit www.ccab.com. 
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Expansion 

A bumpy road, but Heart Lake makes it 
Six years ago, a truck stop was opened 

on the Heart Lake reserve in northern 
Alberta. At the time, opening the business 
was a big step for members of the 
community, but it was only a first step in 
realizing a larger goal, a bigger truck stop 
built at a prime location that would serve a 
greater number of people. 

"It was too small," said economic 
development officer Ken Staples. "It 
worked for awhile, but we were missing 
out on a lot of business" 

It didn't take long for negotiations to 
begin with Indian Affairs and the provincial 
government to move the truck stop to a 
location 54 kilometres north of Lac La 
Biche on Hwy 881. 

"This corner here was a far better site," 
said Staples. "There was better access, 
more traffic. It just made more sense." 

Not only did it make sense, it gave 
Alberta Pacific Forest Industries Inc. (Al- 
Pac) a vested interest in the project. 

"The truck stop was designated a 
wrapper station by Al -Pac :' said Staples. 
That means that all the company's trucks 
have to stop there for load wrappers to be 
checked and secured. 

While the development seemed to be a 
perfect opportunity for the band, the land 
swap from the old truck stop location to the 
new had its difficulties. Indian Affairs had 
failed to finish some necessary paperwork 
when they traded some reserve land for a 
larger piece of property down the road. 

"They had needed a sliver of reserve 
property for building a road :' said Staples. 
"Essentially we had traded one piece of 
property for another" But the paperwork 
had never been filed and that had to be 
done before Heart Lake could continue 
with their truck stop project. 

By May 2003 the paperwork was cleared 
and work was set to begin on the site. 
That's when Heart Lake found out the soil 
wasn't stable enough for construction. 

"The soil wasn't as good as we thought it 
was. It wasn't weight bearing :' said 
Staples. So, they had to strip two feet of the 
soil off the land and replace it with a solid 
base. "It took a little longer and cost more 
money, but it was money well spent." 

By October 2003 construction was about 
75 per cent complete, but the band had run 

From left to right: Helen Knapp of Peace Hills Trust, George Arcand of Indian 
and Northern Affairs Canada, and Chief Morris Monias cut the ribbon to open 
Heart Lake's newly relocated truck stop in northern Alberta. 

out of funding. 
"We had to wait for additional funding and 

for road blocks with Indian Affairs to be 
resolved;' he said. It took another year-and- 
a -half to get the funding needed to complete 
the project, but by that time the building was 
in need of repair. 

"As anyone can imagine, a building that 
sits without heat or power for a year- and -a- 
half will need repairs," said Staples. 

On Oct. 5, Heart Lake finally celebrated 
the completion of the project with a grand 
opening of the facility that includes a 
convenience store and gas pumps. 

Four chiefs, including Morris Monias from 
Heart Lake, were there for the big event, 

along with about 30 other project 
supporters. 

George Arcand was there to represent 
Indian Affairs and he was just as 
enthusiastic as the rest of the crowd. 

"I can't believe the government screwed 
up :' he joked referring to the paperwork 
that was never filed. "It's not like us to 
make mistakes." 

Future plans for the truck stop include a 
rest area, card lock gas pumps and a 
restaurant. 

The band received funding for the project 
from Indian Affairs, Peace Hills Trust and 
Al -Pac. 

By Shara J. J. Cooper 
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Announcements 
, 

Mt'2rrac)t Nation Community 

From left to right, Charlene Giovanette -King, CEO of the YMCA of Cape Breton; Owen Fitzgerald, director of the 
YMCA Entrepreneur Centre; Chief Terrance Paul of the Membertou First Nation; Robin Gogan, chair of the board for 
YMCA of Cape Breton; and Dan Christmas, senior advisor and member of the Membertou First Nation. 

Membertou inks deal for new entrepreneurs 
A unique partnership struck by the 

Mi'kmaq community of Membertou and the 
YMCA of Cape Breton will fulfil the need 
for entrepreneur training and small business 
development at Membertou First Nation. 
The partners signed a memorandum of 
agreement on Oct. 18 to create an 
entrepreneur centre on reserve with the goal 
of fostering opportunities for community 
members to pursue small business 
development and contribute to the local 
economy. 

Dan Christmas is senior advisor to 
Membertou chief and council, and is one of 
the 1,000 -plus members of the Membertou 
First Nation. 

"Over the past five years we have 
concentrated on building band -owned 
enterprises, but we also recognize the need 
to encourage individual members to venture 
forth;' he said. "We approached the nearby 
YMCA Entrepreneur Centre about 
establishing a similar facility on our reserve 
lands." The initiative promises to make a 
big difference at Membertou, he said. 

"Statistically, 75 per cent of businesses 

Windspeaker Business Quarterly 

are individually -owned and operated, as 
opposed to a much -lesser contribution from 
big corporations, so we are excited about 
this project." Once the training is in place, a 
retail mall in a prime location where small 
businesses can locate is in the planning. The 
First Nation already has a steady stream of 
visitors from the non -Aboriginal 
community coming to shop at its stores and 
utilize its services, the result of an 
aggressive and successful plan pursued by a 
pro- active chief and council in recent years. 

"A dream is really a vision of where you 
want to go or what you want to do, but it is 
nothing but fantasy unless you have a 
course of action;' said Owen Fitzgerald, the 
director of the YMCA Entrepreneur Centre. 
"We need a cohesive plan of support and 
training for entrepreneurs. In building a 
stronger community, you begin by building 
stronger individuals, and this is what this 
partnership is doing." 

Through the program, potential 
entrepreneurs will learn to understand small 
business, know how to research their 
competition and the industry, clearly 

identify their customers and their needs, and 
learn how to manage their businesses. 

"There are three phases to our program, 
including orientation, which prepares our 
participants with research skills, and a three - 
day assessment session where they'll write 
an outline of their business plan. Those 
accepted will then attend a 12 -week business 
plan development program, creating a 

detailed plan of what they need to do to be 
successful 7 Fitzgerald explained. 

"Some of the potential new businesses 
may be home -based enterprises which are 
supplementing other family income, while 
others may be in the community, such as an 
auto repair shop, arts and craft operations, 
and computer repairs and sales," concluded 
Fitzgerald. "It's the small business sector 
that gives a community its economic base 
and employs the most people. With the 
support and training of this program, 
Membertou can continue to gain control 
over its own destiny, benefiting the whole 
community and creating a bright future for 
its members?' 

By Heather Andrews Miller 
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Announcements 
Dr. Sam Shaw, president of the 

Northern Alberta Institute of 
Technology (NAIT), unveiled the 
Building on Demand campaign on 

Oct. 4. NAIT intends to raise $50 million to 

train 160,000 workers to address Alberta's 
skilled labor shortage. The money will help 
pay for the construction of 11 training 
centres that will focus on apprenticeship 
technologies and future business needs, and 
will produce trained personnel between the 
years 2010 to 2020. 

The centres will allow for training an 

additional 40,000 students, 33 per cent more 
than what NAIT can train with current 
resources. The demand for skilled labor in 

Alberta is large and in 2004 -2005 NAIT had 
1,048 people on its waiting list for training 
programs. 

The Canada West Foundation reported in 

2004 -2005 that 73 of 76 major industry 
associations in the West expect moderate to 

severe worker shortages within the next five 

years. Sixty -two groups are already facing 
worker shortages and 41 associations note 
that the number of students graduating will 
not be enough to meet industry demands. 

"Industry is facing a skills shortage crisis 
and NAIT has solutions to that problem;" 
said Shaw. 

To date NAIT has raised $13.5 million for 
Building on Demand. The largest single 
contribution came from Suncor Energy 
Foundation, which invested $3 million to 
create the NAIT Suncor Energy Centre for 
Piping Technologies. Suncor will also 
support 10 scholarships each year for five 

years. The scholarships will focus on 
Aboriginal, immigrant, and female students, 
groups that are currently underrepresented 
in the trades' workforce. 

Alberta Advanced Education Minister 
Dave Hancock announced that Suncor's $3 

million investment qualifies for a matching 
grant from Alberta's Access to the Future 
Fund, which provides money for 
innovations in the post -secondary system. 

"The government has made post- 
secondary education its top priority. We 
recognize that everything our government 
wants to achieve under the 20 -year strategic 
plan comes down to one thing -education;' 
said Hancock. Other organizations that have 
contributed to Building on Demand are 
Spartan Controls, Waiward Steel and 
Ironworkers Local 720. 
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Tradition & Business 

To the Nakota 
people, 
Wabamun Lake 
in central 
Alberta is 

sacred. The 
ancestors went there 
to gather medicinal 
plants and roots. 
They went there to 
perform purification 
ceremonies. 

When a Canadian 
National Railways 
(CN) train derailed 
next to Wabamun 
Lake in August, it 
spilled 13 million 
litres of bunker C 
fuel oil and 70,000 litres of Imperial pole 
treating oil into the lake. 

The spill covered Wabamun Lake almost 
in its entirety. The Nakota people wondered 
if this important body of water would be 
able to recover. 

CN hired Eastern Canada Response 
Corporation (ECRC), a firm that specializes 
in marine oil spill response services, to do 
the clean up. ECRC, in turn, worked with 
members of the Paul Band to clean up their 
portion of the lake themselves. 

On Oct. 16, with about everything done 
that could be physically done to restore the 
lake before freeze -up, members of the Paul 
Band, CN and ECRC held a blessing at 
water's edge that, they hope, will help 
restore the spirit of Wabamun Lake. 

"The oil that got into the lake took the 
spirit out of the lake;' said Paul Band Chief 
Daniel Paul. "We want to hold a ceremony, 
have blessings, have sweat lodges. 
Hopefully we can restore some of the spirit 
that was in the lake." 

"So far CN has been very co- operative :' 
said the chief. "I understand that there is 

still some oil in the lake, there is still some 
staining along the shorelines, there is quite a 

bit of work left to be done. That is when 
they (CN) will be tested. Are they going to 

return to the lake next year?" 
James Carson, president and general 

manager of ECRC, said the company took 
part in the blessing because employees had 
become friends with many members of the 
band while working together. 

Stories by George Young 

"It is beyond our 
control to fix the 
lake," said Rudy 
Bird Sr., an Elder 
with the Paul 
Band. Now it is up 
to the spirits to see 
if Wabamun Lake 
will recover. 

Be) 
Business Quarterly 

In Canada, Aboriginal people 

are experiencing a 

renaissance - there is hope 

in the air and opportunity on 

the horizon. - Jocelyne Soulodre 
CEO & President 

Canadian Council 
for Aboriginal Business (CCAB) 
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Expert Advice 

Get the most from Section 87 
By Les Wall 

As a First Nations business owner, you 
operate under a unique set of tax guidelines: 
Your income may be subject to income tax 
unless you structure your business to 
minimize these taxes. That's where Section 
87 comes in. 

Section 87 is a key provision of the Indian 
Act that exempts the personal property of an 
"Indian or Indian band" situated on a 

reserve from income tax. Since income you 
earn as an First Nations business owner is 
considered personal property, if possible, 
you should review your business 
arrangements to improve your position to 
make use of this exemption. To do this, you 
need to address the issue of whether your 
property is situated on a reserve. 

The most significant factors connecting 
business income to a reserve are: 

a) The location of your business activities; 
b) The locations of your customers 

(debtors); 
c) Where decisions affecting your 

business are made; 
d) The type of business you have and the 

nature of your work; 
e) The place where you make your 

payments; 
f) The degree to which your business is in 

the commercial mainstream; 
g) The location of your fixed place of 

business and the location of your books 
and records; and 

h) Where you (the business owner) lie or 
reside. 

To maximize your exemption, review 
each connecting factor to determine if there 
is a way you could strengthen your position, 
for example, by setting up an alternative 
business structure or arrangements. 

In June 1994, the Canada Revenue 

Agency (CRA) released guidelines that 
apply to employment arrangements. 
According to these guidelines, "Indians or 
Indian bands" are normally exempt from 
income taxes on employment income, 
including salaries, wages, bonuses, vacation 
pay, gratuities, honorariums, director's fees, 
commissions and taxable allowances and 
benefits, providing you meet one or more of 
these conditions: 

a) At least 90 per cent of your 
employment duties are performed on a 
reserve; 

b) More than 50 per cent of your 
employment duties are performed on 
the reserve, and either you or your 
employer live on the reserve; and 

c) Both you and your employer live 
on the reserve. 

It is important to note that these 
guidelines are administrative in nature. The 
CRA may follow these guidelines in most 
cases, but they are not binding and do not 
have the force of law. 

Always seek professional advice. 
Knowing how to properly structure your 

business to minimize taxes is a complex 
process that depends on the individual facts 
of each case. As guidelines are continually 
changing, it is important to note that the 
information contained in this column is 

general in nature and is based on 
information available when the article was 
written. Be sure to always seek advice from 
a professional business advisor. 

Les Wall is a chartered accountant with 
Meyer Norris Penny LLP in Saskatoon, 
working directly with Aboriginal businesses. 
For more information on MNP's Aboriginal 
Services, contact Randy Swanson, 
Aboriginal services team leader, at 
1.877.500.0795 or visit www.mnp.ca. 

Build a strong 

banking relationship 
A healthy banking relationship is an 

essential building block for a successful 
business and that's why entrepreneurs 
have to know how to nurture strong ties 
with financial institutions. 

Whether a company is seeking first - 
time financing or is an established client, 
the key to creating a strong, trusting 
banking relationship is communication. 

"The goal is to create an atmosphere of 
open communication between an 
entrepreneur and the bank;' said André 
Bourdeau, executive vice president, 
Financial Services and Consulting Group 
at the Business Development Bank of 
Canada (BDC). 

"All entrepreneurs have ambitions. 
They want to seize business opportunities 
and grow their companies. So it's 
important to establish a good reputation 
with the bank as a entrepreneur and a 

good manager?' 
A bank is in the business of lending 

money, but it's also focused on managing 
the risk it's assuming in financing a small 
and medium -sized business. That means 
the banker will analyze the merits of a 
company's product or service, its 
financial strength and the experience and 
expertise of management. 

The key tool in providing this 
information is a detailed business plan 
that lays out financial, market and 
operational information. Once the bank 
has provided financing to a company, it 
will want periodic updates on the firm's 
financial status, projects and goals. 

Establishing a personal rapport and a 

good reputation with bankers can be an 
important -if hard to measure- factor 
when it comes time to ask for increased 
financing, improved terms or a reduction 
in service charges. 

Bourdeau recommends a company try 
to establish relationships with at least two 
people in a branch given the high rate of 
turnover in many banking positions. And 
he cautions companies not to be too quick 
to change banks to save a few basis points 
of interest. 

For more information on BDC and 
their services, call 1 -877- 232 -2269. 
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Heart and Soul 

Hard work and slow growth 
a key part of success story 

When Rodney and Colleen Parenteau of 
Parenteau Gourmet Foods decided to start 
their own business in 1991, the banks 
weren't exactly clamoring for a chance to 

provide them with financing. In fact, there 
was little enthusiasm for their business idea 
at all. 

What the Parenteau's were proposing was 

a company that manufactured 
chocolates. What scared the 
banks away was the couple had 
no previous experience running 
a business, and didn't know the 
first thing about making 
chocolate. 

So, what made the couple 
decide to start up a business they 
knew nothing about? The first 
part of the inspiration came 
from the farm they bought in 
Langham, Sask. in 1987. 

"It had a few Saskatoon 
berries on it, and I saw some 
potential there;' Rodney said. 

The next bit of inspiration came at a 

cousin's wedding where chocolates were 
served. 

"That's when it kind of took off. I said 'If 
you can have just ordinary chocolates, why 
can't you have Saskatoon berry 
chocolates," said Rodney. 

Rodney got some information about 
making chocolates from people who 
made them at home using imitation 
chocolate wafers but, while it was a start, 
it wasn't exactly what he had in mind. He 
planned to use real chocolate and to use 
techniques used by real chocolatiers. He 
found it difficult, however, to uncover 
their secrets. 

"There are very few people who know 
how to make chocolates;' he said. "And if 
there is, they won't help you ... it's a trade 
that takes years and years to learn" 

The company's first product was their 
Saskatoon -filled chocolates. They did some 
taste testing at craft shows, and eventually 
settled on balancing the Saskatoon berry 
cream filing with a semi -sweet dark Belgian 
chocolate. The company now also sells 
chocolates filled with blueberries, 

chokecherries and raspberries. There is also 
a line of jams, a line of honey blended 
products, and an assortment of teas, syrups 
and hot and cold cider products. 

The next item will be a Saskatoon berry 
liqueur. Because the product will contain 
alcohol, Rodney anticipates there will be a 

few more steps in the process to have it 
approved. He expects the 
liqueur will be on the market 
within the next two to four 
years. 

While the company has been 
operating successfully for more 
than a decade, that doesn't 
mean things have always gone 
smoothly. 

"It's a learning curve," 
Rodney said. "You make a lot 
of mistakes. The only thing that 
kept us going is we stayed 
small for many, many years and 
didn't expand too fast. Because 

some of the mistakes I made, if I'd have 
been bigger, I wouldn't be around today. So 
that's how we learned. You know, you have 
to be careful that you don't expand too fast" 

The Saskatchewan government also 
helped out by paying some of the 
company's marketing costs. 

Rodney's advice to other potential 
entrepreneurs? Make sure you have the 
money you'll need to get your business off 
the ground. If you can, find someone with 
experience in the field you're thinking of 
entering who can give you some advice. 
Don't give up. And be prepared for some 
hard work. 

"You've got to be very aggressive and 
determined that you're going to succeed. 
Even though there's many hard times, 
that can't put you down. Just keep on 
plugging along and with luck and a lot of 
hard work, you'll make it. But you've got 
to be willing to put in many, many 
weekends and long days. And you've got 
to sacrifice a lot 

For more information about Parenteau's 
Gourmet Foods visit the company Web site 
at www.parenteaus.com. 

By Cheryl Petten 
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Parenteau 

IMI BROKERAGE 
COMPANY LTD. 

We know Aboriginal people 
We are Aboriginal people. 

Complete insurance brokerage advisory services. 

Group product, and individual 
version: 

Group life & Health 
Imamate Products 
Individual Life Insurance 
Products 
Group Pension Plans/Group 
RRSP's/DPSP's 
Retirement Program 

_ (Life annuities & Lie .. 

Since 1993 
Investment Products, IGIC's, 
LIRA's Segregated Funds) 

And Much More 

Sask. Office, sleet 1993, CO Beardy's & Meads First Nation 
Toll Free 1.077. 3244949 Email: imibrokerameesaskteLnet 

Alberta Office, Since 2000, CIO Samson Cree Nation 

Toll Free: 1- 077 -5i -0707 Email: ddlimukr$ leant» art 

BC (orno, Since 2004. CJO St Man's Indies Band 

Toll Free: I- 066- 308-4949 Email: ImlbNkarat¢1Lá piton. 

100% Aboriginal Owned bp: 
Ahtahkakoop Cree Nation 
Beards s & okemasis First Nation 
Frog Lake Fist Nation 
Maskorekaae First Nation 
Pasqua First Nation 
Peepeeklsis First Nation 
Standing Buffalo Dakota Nation 
W ahpeton Dakota. Nation 
Virden too Lake First Nation 
Joan Barmbr- Halm. EPC 
Licensed Life Iasaraaee Broker 

WE WAI KAI NATION 
QUINSAM CROSSING 

GO acres of Reserve land in 

Campbell River, BC 

designated for commercial development. 

For leasing information contact 

Maurice Magowan 

ph: 250.285.3316 
fax: 250.285.2400 

please visit our 
web site 

www.glinsaincrossing.com 
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Heart and Soul 

Kelly -Sue 
Chobotiuk places 
a Boo Boo Bear 
on son Benjamin's 
head. Benjamin 
was the 
inspiration for 
Kelly -Sue's 
business. 

Herbs for Hurts 
Kelly -Sue Chobotiuk 
Calgary, since 1998 

hen Kelly -Sue Chobotiuk's 
young son Benjamin was 
diagnosed with multiple 
allergies, she wondered if her 

knowledge of herbs, passed along to her by 
her grandmother, could be used to improve 
his health. 

The Metis woman enrolled in Calgary's 
Wild Rose College of Natural Healing and 
used a combination of the lessons learned 
there, and her training as a massage 
therapist and reflexologist, to change 
Benjamin's life. 

She began massage therapy, adjusted his 
diet and initiated an all -natural- products 
regimen. The results were dramatic. So 
dramatic, in fact, that she decided to share 
what she'd learned with others. 

Chobotiuk and her mother Mary-Lou 
joined forces to start Herbs for Hurts. Their 
first product was Boo Boo Bear, a small 
stuffed animal that is heated in the 
microwave or cooled in the fridge and used 
to ease the pain from injuries or illness. Boo 
Boo Bear smells good too, with healing 
aided by aromatherapy from the herbs 
packed inside his fuzzy exterior. 

Today the Herbs for Hurts product line 

features 20 items, including a menagerie of 
soothing friends - MeOwies for Owies, 
Snakes for Aches and Boo Boo Bunnies. 
Other products include an all -natural gel for 
cuts and scrapes called Boo Boo Goo, 
massage butters, bath products, all -natural 
room sprays and an outing kit that can be 
taken on trips in case of emergencies from 
fevers to car- sickness. 

Chobotiuk was a single mother working 
four part-time jobs when she first started the 
business. She now contracts out sewing 
assignments to other single mothers, and 
provides them with a bit of income and 
training on how to run their own businesses. 
For many, the work boosts their confidence 
and sense of independence. 

Chobotiuk runs workshops for single 
mothers, teaching them about herbs and 
basic massage. She works with the 
Elizabeth Fry Society's Aboriginal unit, 
talking to women just out of the prison 
system about self- healing. 

She also speaks to women's groups, 
offering support and encouragement to 
those who are in business. 

She tells them that all businesses suffer 
ups and downs. Chobotiuk speaks from 

experience. 
In August 2003, her mother passed away, 

and Chobotiuk had to deal with the personal 
loss, and the possible loss of her business as 
well. When her mother became ill, 
Chobotiuk took time off from Herbs for 
Hurts to care for her, but thanks to a 
tremendous amount of support and 
understanding from the community, she was 
able to get the company back on track. 

While some of her sales come through the 
Herbs for Hurts Web site 
(www.booboobears.com), many more come 
through drop shipping arrangements, where 
others promote her products on their Web 
sites and send the orders they receive to 
Chobotiuk. She then ships the product to the 
purchaser and gives the person taking the 
orders a percentage of the profits. Her 
products are also available through a variety 
of retail outlets across Canada. 

Chobotiuk was doing a lot of exporting to 

the U.S., but found the market less 
welcoming post -9/11. Her immediate plans 
are to increase her Canadian 
sales and break into the 
Japanese market. 

By Cheryl Petten 

Fourth Quarter - Winter 2005 
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3rd Annual Youth Entrepreneur 

"BUILDING ENTREPRENEURS" 
MARCH 8 -10, 2006 

The Fairmont Hotel Vancouver I Vancouver, British Columbia 

March 8TH 

LEADERSHIP 

Registration 
Fee: $300 

March 9TH 

NETWORKING 

March 10TH 

FINANCE 

Only Limited 
Space Available 

REGISTER 

TODAY! 

NATIONAL ABORIGINAL CAPITAL CORPORATION ASSOCIATION 

For more information contact: Theresa Ducharme, Communications Officer 

Phone: 613.688 0894 I Fax 613.688.0895 Ontario K1 P 5E7 theresat9nacca. net 

www.nacca.net 

NACCA Symposium 
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Go Far. 

Join the most modern oil sands operation in North America and watch your career take off. 

Syncrude's Campus Recruitment Program for post- secondary Aboriginal students is the perfect 

opportunity for you to gain valuable experience. You'll be part of a team of employees and 

contractors working to secure Canada's energy future. 

Currently in the midst of a major expansion, our operation requires individuals in a variety of trades 

and professional positions. From heavy equipment operators and mechanics to engineers, process 

operators and technologists, just to name a few. 

We are recognized as a top employer and pride ourselves on offering a dynamic, team -oriented 

environment where you can share your ideas and grow your career. 

The road is clear. Visit www.syncrude.com for additional information. 

5 crude 
YSuvnnR(vudnFFmig Future 

The Syncnree Project e a loan venture operated by Sylmrude Canada Ltd. and owned by Canadian Oil Sands, ConocoPhlllips Oil 
Neaen OII Sands Partnership, and Pero-Canada Oil and Gas. 

Partnership II, Impanel O0 Resources, Moral Energy Limited, Murphy Oil Company Ltd., 
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